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1. Introduction 

This technical report covers the 2020/21 Community Life Survey. Technical reports for previous years 

are available on the UK Data Service. 

 

Background to the survey 

The Community Life Survey has been conducted by Kantar Public on behalf of the Department for 

Digital, Culture, Media and Sport since 2012.1 The dataset from every survey year between 2012/13 

and 2019/20 is available on the UK Data Service. The 2020/21 dataset will be available a few months 

after publication of the report, and a data user guide can be found in Chapter 9 of this report.  

 

Survey Objectives 

The Community Life Survey provides Official Statistics on issues that are key to encouraging social 

action and empowering communities, including volunteering, charitable giving, community 

engagement, well-being and loneliness. 

The key objectives of the survey are to: 

• Provide robust, nationally representative data on behaviours and attitudes within 

communities, to inform and direct policy and action in these areas.  

• Provide a key evidence source for policy makers in government, public bodies, third sector 

organisations and other external stakeholders. 

• Underpin further research and debate on building stronger communities. 

 

Survey Design 

The Community Life Survey 2020/21 is conducted via an online and paper methodology using 

Address Based Online Surveying (ABOS), an affordable method of surveying the general population 

that still employs random sampling techniques. ABOS is also sometimes referred to as “push to web” 

methodology. In brief, this methodology takes the following approach:  

1. A stratified random sample of addresses is drawn from the Royal Mail’s postcode address file 

and an invitation letter is sent to ‘the residents’ of each one, containing username(s) and 

password(s) plus the URL of the survey website.  

2. Respondents can log on using this information and complete the survey as they might any 

other online survey, with the option to stop and restart their survey when it suits them.  

                                                           
1Between 2012-13 and 2015-16 the survey was conducted on behalf of the Cabinet Office. 

1.1 

1.2 

1.3 
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3. Non-responders receive up to two reminder letters, with some respondents receiving paper 

questionnaires alongside the second reminder letter.2   

4. Once the questionnaire is complete, the specific username and password cannot be used 

again, ensuring data confidentiality from others with access to this information.  

5. Paper questionnaires are also available on request for those who are unable to take part 

online. The paper questionnaire is a reduced version of the online survey.  

For further details about ABOS please see ‘An introduction to address-based online surveying’.3 

 

Questionnaire  

Respondents can complete the survey online or by completing a paper questionnaire. The survey 

asks about a range of topics including; identity, social networks, sense of community, civic 

engagement, volunteering, social action, charitable giving, subjective wellbeing and loneliness.  

The paper questionnaire covers the same topics as the online survey however the paper 

questionnaire is reduced in length. More information about the survey used in both modes can be 

found in Chapter 4. 

 

Weighting 

The survey data is weighted to compensate for variations in sampling and response probability. The 

inferential population is ‘all adults in England aged 16+ and living in private residence’. 

The data is calibrated to ensure that the weighted sample matches population totals for several 

dimensions; Gender by age group, degree level education by age group, housing tenure, region, 

household size, ethnic group and internet usage by age group. As respondents can complete the 

survey online or via a paper questionnaire, there are different weights for online only and online and 

paper questions. More information about the weighting process can be found in Chapter 7. 

 

Coronavirus (COVID-19) 

It should be noted that fieldwork for all four quarters of the 2020/21 survey took place during the 

COVID-19 pandemic. It is unclear what effect the COVID-19 pandemic, associated lockdown 

measures and associated media coverage may have had on public behaviours, attitudes and 

perceptions across the UK towards the topics in this report.  

The factors described above should be taken into consideration when interpreting these results. 

 

                                                           
2 Further information on which respondents receive a paper questionnaire in the second reminder can be found in section 3.3.1. 

3 http://the-sra.org.uk/journal-social-research-practice/ 

1.4 

1.5 

1.6 

http://the-sra.org.uk/journal-social-research-practice/
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2. Development  

The Community Life Survey first took place in 2012/13 and was conducted via a face-to-face 

methodology. The survey incorporated key measures and replicated the main methodology from the 

Citizenship Survey, which was conducted from 2001 to 2011. The face-to-face survey was effective in 

providing a robust and nationally representative Official Statistic. However, the method was expensive 

and resource intensive. As a result, Kantar Public was commissioned to carry out development work 

to explore the feasibility of incorporating online/paper methods of data collection, which cost 

significantly less than face-to-face interviews, for future survey years.  

The programme of methodological development work was carried out in parallel to the face-to-face 

survey and conducted between 2012 and 2015.4 It comprised four separate stages: 

• Stage 1: Testing and refining an initial field model for online/paper survey delivery 

• Stage 2: Larger scale online/paper pilot conducted alongside the face-to-face survey  

• Stage 3: Testing the feasibility of sampling all adults in the household instead of one selected 

at random  

• Stage 4: Study to investigate the relative contribution of sample effects and mode effects in 

explaining estimate differences between face-to-face and online/paper modes. 

 

Online and Paper Survey Development  

As the methodology is relatively new, the survey has continued to evolve as further evidence 

becomes available (see below for references). Developments by survey year are detailed in summary 

below, more details can be found in the relevant year’s technical report.  

 

Online and paper developments by Survey Year 

 

  2012/13: The first Community Life Survey took place 

Conducted using a face-to-face methodology. The survey incorporated key measures and 

replicated the main methodology from the previous Citizenship Survey (commissioned by the 

 

 

                                                           
4 For more information on the findings of this development work please see Rebecca Hamlyn, Alice Fitzpatrick and Joel 

Williams (2015): Investigating the viability of moving from a face-to-face to an online postal mode 

(https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/466921/Investigating_the_the_viability_of_movi

ng_from_a_face-to-face_to_an_online_postal_mode_FINAL.pdf) 

 

2.1 

2.2 

r 

https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/466921/Investigating_the_the_viability_of_moving_from_a_face-to-face_to_an_online_postal_mode_FINAL.pdf
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Department for Communities and Local Government5 from 2001 to 2011). Details of the 

methodology and achieved samples can be found in the 2012-13 technical report.6 

  2012: Large-scale ABOS Test 

A large-scale test of the Address Based Online Surveying (ABOS) design was conducted 

after Kantar Public 7 were commissioned to explore cost effective methods for future survey 

years.  

 

The aim of the test was to scope and test a potential field model for online/postal survey 

delivery. The test was based on a relatively large-scale random probability survey with c. 

6,700 issued addresses, with invitations to access the online survey sent out by post. At each 

address, one adult aged 16+ was invited to take part, with selection based on the adult in the 

household who had the “last birthday”. Up to two postal reminders were sent to each address 

to maximise response.  

 
Four different incentive packages were tested in the first letter: £5 conditional voucher; £10 
conditional voucher; £5 unconditional voucher; no incentive (the control group).  
A random subset of non-responders received a postal questionnaire with their second 

reminder, which they could complete instead of the online version. The paper version of the 

questionnaire was an edited version of the online interview with a reduced number of 

questions, as the full survey was too lengthy to accommodate on paper. 

 

For more detailed results of this development work please see the full report for 2012/13.8 

  

  

  
  

  

  

   

  2013/14: Full scale test   

Based on recommendations for an optimal design arising from Stage 1, a larger scale 
online/postal test survey was conducted which ran concurrently with the standard face-to-
face survey during the survey year April 2013-March 2014.  
 
A larger annual sample size of c.10,000 achieved online/postal questionnaires over the 
survey year provided a more robust test of differences in a) sample composition and b) 
measurement between online/postal and face-to-face modes.  
 
The larger sample size also allowed some initial exploration of the relative contribution of 
sampling/fieldwork methods and data collection mode in explaining differences between 
online/postal and face-to-face survey estimates. Alongside the full-scale test, the feasibility of 
sampling all adults in the household instead of one selected at random was also explored. 
This involved an additional issued sample of n=1,400 addresses in Quarter 3, which were 
issued with different instructions for selecting which adults should complete the survey; all 
other features of the survey were the same 
 
In this variant the invitation letter invited all adults in the household (up to a maximum of four) 
to complete the survey with an incentive of a £10 voucher offered to each responding adult. 
This was proposed as a solution to the problem of non-compliance with within-household 
sampling instructions identified at Stage 1.  
 
The study allowed a comparison of the ‘all adults’ vs ‘single adult’ design on several 

measures including: completion behaviour associated with higher household conditional 

  

                                                           
5 Now the Ministry of Housing, Communities and Local Government. 

6 http://doc.ukdataservice.ac.uk/doc/7433/mrdoc/pdf/7433_community_life_survey_technical_report.pdf 

7 Then TNS-BMRB. 

8 https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/325872/Annex_B_-
_Summary_of_web_experiment_findings_2012-13.pdf 

http://doc.ukdataservice.ac.uk/doc/7433/mrdoc/pdf/7433_community_life_survey_technical_report.pdf
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/325872/Annex_B_-_Summary_of_web_experiment_findings_2012-13.pdf
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incentives; sample profile; and data quality. For full details please see the technical report for 

2013/14.9 

   

  2014/15: The ‘all adults’ approach was adopted into the survey 

Following the work exploring the feasibility of sampling all adults in the household conducted 

alongside the 2013/14 survey, the ‘all adults’ design was adopted into the survey design. 

 

A study was also conducted to investigate the relative contribution of sample effects and 
mode effects in explaining differences between face-to-face and online/postal mode. For 

details and analysis of these experiments, please see the 2017 experiment report.10 

 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  2015/16: 50% of selected addresses received a second reminder with two copies of the 

paper questionnaire 

In 2015/16 the design of the survey was amended, so that up to two copies of the paper 

questionnaire were included in reminder mailings, targeted towards more deprived areas. 

This was done to limit between-strata variance in response. Paper questionnaires remained 

available to all households on request. 

  

   

  2016/17: Survey moved to an online and paper design only 

In 2016/17 the survey moved to a solely online and paper design. The overall design of the 

2016/17 online and paper survey remained largely unchanged from the 2015/16 survey.  

However, the design was modified to achieve minimum usable samples of BAME groups. For 

full details, please see the technical report for 2016/17.11 

  

   

  2017/18 Overall design remained largely unchanged from 2016/17 

Paper questionnaires were sent out in the second reminder to approximately two thirds of 

households, and they were also available on request to all households. 

 

Invitations for the 2017/18 survey were sent out to 31,059 addresses, with 7,558 online 

interviews, and 2,659 paper questionnaires completed over the course of the year. Full details 

of sampling and response are covered in detail within the technical report for 2017/18.12  

  

   

  2018/19 Overall design remained unchanged; letter experiment conducted. 

Paper questionnaires were sent out in the second reminder to approximately two thirds of 

households, and they were also available on request to all households. 

 

Invitations for the 2018/19 survey were sent out to 31,761 addresses, with 7,902 online 

interviews, and 2,725 paper questionnaires completed over the course of the year. Full 

details of sampling and response are covered in detail in the 2018/19 technical report.13 

 

  

                                                           
9 http://doc.ukdataservice.ac.uk/doc/7737/mrdoc/pdf/7737_community_life_2013-14_web_survey_technical_report.pdf 

10https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/663700/Disentangling_sam
ple_and_mode_effects_on_the_Community_Life_Survey_-_Nov_2017_revision.pdf  

11https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/651589/Community_Life__
Online_and_Paper_Survey_Technical_Report_-_2016-17_v4_FINAL.pdf 

12https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/770554/Community_Life_O
nline_and_Paper_Survey_Technical_Report_2017-18.pdf  

13https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/820606/Community_Life_O
nline_and_Paper_Survey_Technical_Report_-_2018-19.pdf 

http://doc.ukdataservice.ac.uk/doc/7737/mrdoc/pdf/7737_community_life_2013-14_web_survey_technical_report.pdf
http://doc.ukdataservice.ac.uk/doc/7737/mrdoc/pdf/7737_community_life_2013-14_web_survey_technical_report.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/663700/Disentangling_sample_and_mode_effects_on_the_Community_Life_Survey_-_Nov_2017_revision.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/651589/Community_Life__Online_and_Paper_Survey_Technical_Report_-_2016-17_v4_FINAL.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/770554/Community_Life_Online_and_Paper_Survey_Technical_Report_2017-18.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/663700/Disentangling_sample_and_mode_effects_on_the_Community_Life_Survey_-_Nov_2017_revision.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/663700/Disentangling_sample_and_mode_effects_on_the_Community_Life_Survey_-_Nov_2017_revision.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/770554/Community_Life_Online_and_Paper_Survey_Technical_Report_2017-18.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/770554/Community_Life_Online_and_Paper_Survey_Technical_Report_2017-18.pdf
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An experiment was conducted in Q2 to test the effectiveness of a new letter design. 
Experiment letters were developed following a review of best practice and wider literature 
and issued to half the sample in Q2. Full details of this experiment are available in the 
2018/19 technical report.14  
 

The experiment letters were adopted for the full sample in Q3 and Q4.   

 

  2019/20 Overall design remained unchanged  

Paper questionnaires were sent out in the second reminder to approximately two thirds of 

households, and they were also available on request to all households. 

 

Invitations for the 2019/20 survey were sent out to 31,728 addresses, with 7,849 online 

interviews, and 2,394 paper questionnaires completed over the course of the year. Full 

details of sampling and response are covered in detail in this technical report. 

 

  

  2020/21 Overall design remained unchanged  
  Paper questionnaires were sent out in the second reminder to 60% of households, and they 

were also available on request to all households. 

 

Invitations for the 2020/21 survey were sent out to 27,568 addresses, with 8,787 online 

interviews, and 2,130 paper questionnaires completed over the course of the year. Full 

details of sampling and response are covered in detail in this technical report.  

 

The 2020-21 Community Life Survey included a randomised controlled trial on the impact on 

response probability of including two paper questionnaires with the second reminder letter. 

Full details are available in Appendix E. 

 

As discussed in the introduction chapter, it should be noted that fieldwork for all four quarters 

of the 2020/21 survey took place during the COVID-19 pandemic. The effects of the 

pandemic should be taken into consideration when interpreting the results of this report.  

 
 
 

                                                           
14https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/820606/Community_Life_O
nline_and_Paper_Survey_Technical_Report_-_2018-19.pdf 
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3. Sampling 

Sample design objectives 

The 2020/21 Community Life Survey sample design had to achieve several objectives: 

• A responding sample size of at least 10,500 adults in England aged 16+ with the assumption 

that up to 500 would be edited from the dataset, leaving a total of at least 10,000 

• A responding sample size of Black and Minority Ethnic (BAME) respondents of c.2,000 after 

editing 

• An overall effective sample size of at least 6,000 

• ‘Usable’ sample sizes for each of four most prevalent ethnic categories ((i) White British, (ii) 

Asian ethnic groups, (iii) Black ethnic groups, and (iv) other ethnic groups combined). 

The ‘effective’ sample size in this context reflects the statistical value of the data after weighting to 

compensate for unequal sampling probabilities. As a general rule, the more the sample needs to be 

weighted the smaller the effective sample size relative to the actual responding sample size.  

An equal probability sample of addresses would not have allowed all these objectives to be achieved 

so a stratified unequal probability sample of addresses was drawn.   

The sample frame was the Royal Mail Postcode Address File (PAF) which includes c.99% of all 

residential addresses in England.  

 

Address sampling protocol 

Before sampling from the Royal Mail Postcode Address File, the residential addresses15 in each 

ethnic mix stratum were sorted by (i) expected response stratum, (ii) local authority, and (iii) postcode. 

A random start-point was selected within each ethnic mix stratum before a systematic sample of 

addresses was drawn with an interval suitable to obtain the target number of addresses for that 

stratum. In total, 39,384 addresses were sampled.  

The sampled addresses (were systematically allocated (with equal probability) to one of quarters 1, 2, 

3 or 4 and then further subdivided into nine batches, two for definite issue, six weeks apart, and seven 

much smaller batches to be used tactically to ensure that quarterly interview targets were met. Batch 

1 comprised 40% of each quarter’s sample, while batch 2 comprised 32%. The remaining seven 

batches (3-9) each comprised 4% of the sample. The intention was to issue batch 1 at the start of 

each quarter, and batch 2 – plus however many additional batches were judged necessary – six 

weeks later.  

In the event, higher than expected response in quarters 1 and 2 forced a revision to the sample for 

quarters 3 and 4: batch 1 was divided into batches 1.1, 1.2 and 1.3. In each quarter, batch 1.1 

                                                           
15 The ‘small user’ subset of the Postcode Address File was used as the sample frame. This is thought to contain nearly all 
residential addresses, as well as a subset of non-residential addresses that cannot be separately identified as such. 

3.1 

3.2 
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contained 32% of the sample, while each of batches 1.2 and 1.3 contained 4%, for a total of 40% of 

the relevant quarter’s sampled addresses (that is, equal to the original batch 1). 

To summarise what happened in the field: in both quarters 1 and 2, sample batches 1 and 2 were 

issued (72% of sampled addresses); in quarter 3, sample batches 1.1 and 2 were issued (64% of 

sampled addresses); and in quarter 4, sample batches 1.1, 1.2, 1.3 and 2 were issued (72% of 

sampled addresses). In total, 27,568 sampled addresses were issued for the 2020-21 Community Life 

Survey. 

 

The primary stratum: Ethnic mix   

Because the sample design objectives are all focused on ethnic group sample sizes, the primary 

stratum defined addresses in terms of their ethnic mix. Ten ethnic mix strata were defined using a k-

means clustering algorithm. This algorithm sorted all Lower Layer Super Output Areas (LSOAs) in 

England into ten groups on the basis of a set of 2011 census variables. Each variable was equal to 

the (estimated) proportion of adults in LSOA t who self-identified as part of ethnic group g. There were 

seven of these variables: 

• % White British in LSOA t 

• % Indian in LSOA t 

• % Pakistani in LSOA t 

• % Bangladeshi in LSOA t 

• % Black African in LSOA t 

• % Black Caribbean in LSOA t 

• % White (not British) in LSOA t. 

The k-means algorithm identified a clustering solution that maximised the difference in cluster-level 

means across all the input variables.16 Each cluster is one ethnic mix stratum. All addresses in each 

LSOA were included in the ethnic mix stratum of that LSOA. Within each of these ten ethnic mix 

strata, a single address sampling fraction was applied but this fraction varied between strata. These 

strata were first used for the 2016/17 Community Life Survey. 

 

The secondary stratum: Expected response rate 

The secondary stratum was first used for the 2017/18 survey. Each LSOA in England was placed into 

one of five strata based on its modelled response rate if (i) no paper questionnaires were included in 

the 2nd reminder, and (ii) no 3rd reminders were used. As with the ethnic mix strata, all addresses in 

each LSOA were included in the expected response stratum of that LSOA. The model was based on 

data from the 2016/17 survey and each LSOA was allocated to an expected response stratum on that 

basis. To keep stratum definitions consistent over time, this model has not been updated since the 

2016/17 survey. However, it is highly unlikely that any LSOA has been allocated to a wholly 

inappropriate stratum. 

The five strata were defined as follows: 

                                                           
16 The algorithm needed to be run several times with different ‘seed values’ to ensure that the solution was stable (did not vary 
much as a function of the seed value selection). However, only one run was used to define strata. 

3.3 

3.3.1 
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1. <0.25 expected online responses per sampled address 

2. >=0.25<0.30 expected online responses per sampled address 

3. >=0.30<0.35 expected online responses per sampled address 

4. >=0.35<0.40 expected online responses per sampled address 

5. >=0.40 expected online responses per sampled address. 

The expected number of responses was estimated via a generalised linear model and is a function of 

the local LSOA’s region, ethnic mix stratum, index of multiple deprivation, and four summary variables 

each representing a different dimension of census data.17 

Ever since this design was introduced, a different data collection design has been used in each 

secondary stratum in an effort to reduce the between-strata variance in response. For example, for 

the 2019/20 survey: in strata 1 and 2, every 2nd reminder contained two paper questionnaires to 

encourage response; in stratum 3, a random 46% of 2nd reminders contained two paper 

questionnaires; in strata 4 and 5, no 2nd reminders contained paper questionnaires.  

For the 2020/21 survey, a randomised controlled trial was embedded to assess the impact on 

response probability of including two paper questionnaires with the second reminder letter. Within 

each of the five secondary strata, each sampled address was randomly allocated to either (a) receive 

these questionnaires in the second reminder (if needed), or (b) not.  

The allocation probability for condition (a) varied between strata: 80% for strata 1 & 2, 57% for 

stratum 3, and 20% for strata 4 & 5. This variation was implemented to partially preserve the 

‘targeted’ provision of paper questionnaires which has been a feature of the Community Life Survey 

design since the 2016/17 survey. 

The results of this randomised controlled trial are presented in Appendix E of this report. 

The number of expected responses per sampled address in each stratum was:: 

• Stratum 1 = 0.26 expected responses per sampled address 

• Stratum 2 = 0.33 expected responses per sampled address 

• Stratum 3 = 0.35 expected responses per sampled address 

• Stratum 4 = 0.36 expected responses per sampled address 

• Stratum 5 = 0.46 expected responses per sampled address. 

 

Address sample sizes in each stratum 

                                                           
17 The profile of each LSOA is represented by a set of six Census-derived ‘principal component’ scores, each reflecting a 
different aspect of that LSOA. One of these principal components is strongly correlated with the neighbourhood’s index of 
multiple deprivation, one is correlated with the proportion of accommodation units that are flats, one with the presence of 
students, one with the share of the population aged 65+, and two are correlated with different aspects of the ethnic mix. Four of 
the six factors proved to be significant predictors of response to the Community Life Survey. 

In detail, a statistical technique called PCA was used to form uncorrelated linear combinations (‘principal components’) of 42 
LSOA-level Census proportions (e.g., % of 16-24s with degree-level qualifications). The first principal component accounts for 
as much variance as possible across the 42 input variables. Successive components explain the - progressively smaller – 
residual variance and are all (by design) uncorrelated with each other. These principal components were then ‘rotated’ using 
the varimax algorithm which seeks to minimise the number of input variables that have high correlations with each of the first f 
factors (f is user-specified but should explain a high percentage of the total variance; f = 6 in this case, explaining 77% of the 
total variance). The varimax rotation method simplifies interpretation compared to other rotation methods and compared to the 
initial (un-rotated) principal components.  

3.3.2 
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The primary and secondary strata were crossed to form 43 final strata (not 50 because seven 

combinations were empty). Because the sampling fraction did not vary within the ten ethnic mix strata 

it was only necessary to calculate the number of addresses to sample for each of these primary strata 

rather than for every one of the 43 final strata. 

The number of addresses to sample in each ethnic mix stratum was calculated using data from the 

2016-19 surveys. This data allowed estimation of the expected response rate in each of the 43 final 

strata, given the data collection design used in each one. The same data was also used to estimate 

relative response for each ethnic group in each stratum.  

Using this data, Kantar Public used a solving algorithm to identify a design that maximised the total 

effective sample size, given the constraining sample design objectives outlined at the start of this 

report section. The final design is shown in table 3.1: 

 

Table 3.1: Ethnic mix strata and the target number of addresses to sample in each  

Ethnic 
mix 
stratum 

White 
British 
Census 
% 

Asian 
Census 
% 

Black 
Census 
% 

Other 
Census 
% 

Share of 
Census 
population 

Share of 
address 
sample 

Addresses to 
sample 

1 44% 39% 5% 12% 1.2% 2.0% 799 

2 49% 18% 16% 18% 2.9% 7.4% 2,917 

3 47% 13% 8% 32% 3.9% 6.9% 2,716 

4 88% 3% 1% 8% 20.7% 15.7% 6,190 

5 17% 60% 9% 15% 1.8% 3.5% 1,386 

6 66% 13% 5% 16% 7.3% 12.2% 4,813 

7 15% 67% 7% 11% 1.1% 1.9% 747 

8 27% 23% 23% 27% 4.4% 13.4% 5,296 

9 95% 1% 0% 4% 44.9% 20.9% 8,239 

10 79% 7% 3% 11% 11.8% 15.9% 6,281 

All 80% 7% 3% 9% 100.0% 100.0% 39,384 

   

Table 3.2 shows the expected responding sample size for each ethnic group as well as the expected 

effective sample size after weighting to compensate for unequal sampling probabilities.  
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Table 3.2: Expected sample sizes for each ethnic group  

Ethnic group Expected sample size 
(after editing) 

Expected effective sample size after 

weighting18 

White British 7,346 5,558 

Asian 627 476 

Black 362 259 

Other groups 1,666 1,123 

All 10,000 7,010 

(All Non-White British 
groups) 

(2,654) (1,859) 

 

Within-address sampling protocol 

At each address, all permanently resident adults aged 16+ were invited to take part in the survey 

although only four serial numbers were included in the letter (more could be requested for larger 

households). It is worth noting that a small fraction (<3%) of addresses in England contain more than 

one household. There is no household selection stage so, at these addresses, the selected 

household is the one that picks up the invitation letter. 

An extra feature for the 2020/21 survey was the addition of household structure data from CACI Ltd19, 

namely this company’s prediction of the number of residents 18-24-year-olds, 25-34-year-olds, 35-44-

year-olds, 45-54-year-olds, 55-64-year-olds, 65-74-year-olds, and those aged 75+. This data was 

added to test how predictive it was of reported household age structures (and of overall household 

size). The results are presented in Appendix E of this report. 

 

                                                           
18 This ignores the variable-specific effects of sample stratification and clustering by household. The latter will tend to further 
reduce the effective sample size. 

19 https://www.caci.co.uk/ 

3.4 
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4. Questionnaire 

Overview  

The questionnaire for the 2020/21 survey was intended to provide comparable data to previous years. 

As a result, minimal changes were made to the questionnaire. 

 

Questionnaire development 

The online questionnaire was reviewed and updated in February and March 2020 to reflect current 

policy priorities and best practice. As a result, the following changes were made:20 

• RelMix: In the last 12 months, have you mixed socially with people from different religious 

groups in any of the following places? By ‘mixed socially’, we mean interacting with someone 

more than just to say hello. Please choose all that apply. This question was added to the 

Identity and Social Networks section, after SEduc.  

• Ethmix: In the last 12 months, have you mixed socially with people from different ethnic 

groups in any of the following places? By ‘mixed socially’, we mean interacting with someone 

more than just to say hello. Please choose all that apply. This question was added to the 

Identity and Social Networks section, after SEduc.  

• NBarr: Why don’t you chat to your neighbours more often. Please select all that apply. A new 

answer code was added, saying “Neighbours have a different religion/faith to my own”.  

• LocVote: Did you vote in the last local government election? Please exclude election of local 

police and crime commissioners. This question was removed. 

• CharServ: Excluding any paid or unpaid work or help, have you used any of these charity 

services within the last 12 months? Please select all that apply. This question was added to 

the beginning of the Volunteering section.  

• FIndGpA: How did you find out about opportunities to give unpaid help to [this/these group(s), 

club(s) or organisation(s)? Please select all that apply. A new answer code was added, 

saying “From a member of my family”, while the wording at response code “www.do-it.org.uk” 

was replaced with “Social media”. 

• VolBen: Did you start helping these groups, clubs or organisations for any of the following 

reasons? Please select all that apply. A new answer code was added, saying “My family did 

it”, while the wording at response code “My friends/family did it” was replaced with “My friends 

did it”.  

                                                           
20 These changes were made to the online questionnaire only as these questions are not present in the paper questionnaire. 

4.1 
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• VolUnPd: In the last 12 months, have you done any voluntary or unpaid work connected to 

any of the following areas? Please select all that apply. This question was added to the 

Volunteering section, after VolBen.  

• GivMon: In the last 12 months, have you given any money to any of the following charity 

sectors? Please select all that apply. This question was added to the Volunteering section, 

after GGroup.  

• LocMot2: Why did you get involved in [the local issue or activity/all of the local issues or 

activities]? Please select all that apply. A new answer code was added, saying “My religious 

beliefs”.  

 

The paper questionnaire was also reviewed, with the following amendment being made: 

• Q63: Finally, before submitting your response to this survey, please sign your name to 

confirm that you answered the questions as accurately as possible and that the answers 

reflect your own personal views. This question was added to the end of the postal 

questionnaire.  

 

In March 2020, the government in England introduced social distancing guidelines due to the COVID-

19 pandemic. The following amendments were made to the questionnaire following this change in 

policy to capture respondents’ behaviours in relation to the pandemic: 

• BVLon: You’ve said that during the last 12 months you have not done any of the following 

things for any groups, clubs or organisations. Have you done any of these things – unpaid – 

for a group, club or organisation’ in the last five years (that is since YEAR)? Please select 

all that apply. A new answer code was added to the online questionnaire, saying “Helping 

someone who is self-isolating due to coronavirus”. 

• VYStop: What were the main reasons you stopped giving unpaid help to any groups, clubs or 

organisations? Please select all that apply. A new answer code was added to the online 

questionnaire, saying “I am limiting contact with others due to coronavirus”. 

• VBarr: question text. Two new answer codes were added to the online questionnaire, saying 

“I am limiting contact with others due to coronavirus” and “Too difficult during the coronavirus 

outbreak”.  

 

Online Questionnaire Content 2020/21 

The final Community Life Online Survey 2020/21 consisted of the following modules: 

• Demographics – details of the household, including the number of adults and children, the 

gender and age of people within the household, and details of the relationships within the 

household.  

• Identity and Social Networks – basic demographic information on the respondent’s friends, 

and how often and how they communicate with friends and family that they do not live with. 

• Your Community – the respondent’s sense of belonging to their immediate neighbourhood, 

local area, and Britain, as well as their relationships with neighbours and their satisfaction with 

the local area. 

4.3 
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• Civic Engagement – involvement in local affairs, community decision making through formal 

roles or groups, and their ability to influence decisions affecting both the local area and 

Britain.  

• Volunteering – involvement with groups, clubs, or organisations, giving help through these 

groups (known as formal volunteering), volunteering through work, previous lapsed 

volunteering, giving help as an individual to someone who is not a relative (known as informal 

volunteering), charitable giving in the past four weeks, and charity use in the past twelve 

months. 

• Social Action – awareness of local people getting involved in their local area to either: set up 

a new service or amenity, stop the closure of a service or amenity, stop something 

happening, helping to run a local service or amenity, help to organise a community event 

such as a street party, or helping with any other issues affecting the local area; whether the 

respondent is personally involved in any of these activities, what they do, how they became 

involved, why they became involved, and, if they are not involved, why they are not. 

• Subjective Wellbeing and Loneliness – the respondent’s feelings on aspects of their life, 

including the extent to which they feel the things they do in life are worthwhile, levels of 

happiness and satisfaction, and feelings of anxiety and loneliness. 

• Demographics Part Two – covers other demographic information such as the general health 

of the respondent and their citizenship, employment status, education, and income. This 

section ends by asking if the respondent would be happy to be recontacted in any follow up 

research.  

A copy of the online questionnaire can be found in Appendix A. 

For the online questionnaire, “Don’t know” and “Prefer not to say” were presented on a second screen 

for the majority of questions, with the exception of a small number of more sensitive demographic 

questions where they appeared on the first screen. For a few questions, additional codes were also 

included on a second screen. These codes are included in the questionnaire in Appendix A. If a 

respondent clicked forward without selecting an answer, then these answer codes would appear. This 

was done to replicate the initial face-to-face approach used in previous years, where these codes 

were not seen by respondents. For full details, please see the technical report for 2015-16.21 

 

Paper Questionnaire Content 2020/21 

The paper version of the questionnaire covered a smaller subset of questions than the online survey, 

though still covered the same subject areas outlined in section 4.3. The paper questionnaire was 

reduced in length as the time taken to complete the online survey averaged around half an hour, 

which was not deemed appropriate for a paper questionnaire.  

The question wording used in both the online and the paper versions of the questionnaire was the 

same. In total, around 50% of the questions included in the online questionnaire were included in the 

paper questionnaire.  

Given it is not possible to hide answer codes in paper questionnaires, “Don’t know and “Prefer not to 

say” answer codes were generally omitted from the paper questionnaire. However, given the sensitive 

nature of the wellbeing and loneliness questions, these options were retained for these questions. 

Respondents were also informed on the front page of the paper questionnaire that if they did not 

                                                           
21 http://doc.ukdataservice.ac.uk/doc/8124/mrdoc/pdf/8124_community_life_web_survey_technical_report_2015-16_final.pdf  

4.4 
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remember, know, or want to answer a question then they could cross the relevant box where shown 

or leave the question blank.  

A copy of the paper questionnaire can be found in Appendix B. 
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5. Fieldwork 

Introduction 

Fieldwork for the Community Life Survey 2020/21 was conducted between April 2020 and March 

2021, with samples issued on a quarterly basis. Each quarter’s sample was split into two batches, the 

first of which began at the start of the quarter, and the second began midway through the quarter. The 

specific fieldwork dates for each quarter are shown below in table 5.1. 

 

Table 5.1: Fieldwork dates 

Quarter Fieldwork start Fieldwork end 

Quarter 1 06 April 2020 29 June 2020 

Quarter 2 06 July 2020 28 September 2020 

Quarter 3 05 October 2020 29 December 2020 

Quarter 4 04 January 2021 29 March 2021 

 

The paper questionnaire acted as an add-on to the online survey and was made available to around 

60% of respondents at the second reminder stage based on the response probability strata as 

descripted in section 3.3.1. The paper questionnaire was also available on request to all respondents 

who preferred to complete the survey on paper or who were unable to complete online.  

 

Contact procedures 

Online letters 

All sampled addresses were sent a letter in a white envelope with an On Her Majesty’s Service logo. 

The letter invited up to four people aged 16 or over in the household to take part in the survey. The 

letter directed respondents to www.commlife.co.uk and provided information on how to log in to the 

survey. Four sets of unique reference numbers and passwords were provided to each address for the 

respondents to log in with.  

The letter informed the resident(s) that they would be able to claim a £10 shopping voucher after 

completing the survey, as a thank you for taking part (see section 5.4 for details of incentives). The 

letter also provided an email address and freephone number for resident(s) to contact Kantar Public 

on in case they wanted more information regarding the survey or needed to request a postal 

questionnaire.  

The back of the letter contained important information including the purpose of the survey, how the 

addresses were selected, data protection, the voluntary nature of the survey and the importance of 

taking part. It also included information for those respondents who wished to take part via postal 

5.1 

5.2 

5.2.1 
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questionnaire, informing them that, if requested, a paper version of the survey will be posted to them 

along with a pre-paid envelope to allow it to be returned at no extra cost. 

Letters were posted on a Wednesday to allow for them to arrive by Friday, to maximise responses 

over the weekend.  

Two weeks after the initial invitation letters were sent, a reminder letter was sent out to all addresses 

where the survey had not been completed by all household members.22  

A further two weeks after the first reminder was sent out, a second reminder was posted. There were 

three separate second reminder letters, each with slightly different text. One version contained one 

postal questionnaire, another had two postal questionnaires, and the other was a reminder letter only. 

As outlined in table 5.2 below, roughly 60% of these second reminders contained paper versions of 

the questionnaire, along with pre-paid return envelopes. This is based on the response probability 

strata (see section 2.3). The majority of households that received paper questionnaires with their 

reminder letters received two copies. Respondents state the number of adults in the household as 

part of the survey, so those with only one remaining household adult who has not completed the 

survey receive one copy of the paper questionnaire. Reminder letters were not sent to households 

which had chosen to opt-out or had already requested paper questionnaires. 

 

Table 5.2: Breakdown of second reminder letters with paper questionnaires 

Stratum (IMD) Method 

1 (Lowest response probability strata) Paper questionnaires in all second reminders 

2 Paper questionnaires in all second reminders 

3 
Paper questionnaires in 46% of second 

reminders 

4 No paper questionnaires in reminders 

5 (Highest response probability strata) No paper questionnaires in reminders 

 

The specific dates for each letter dispatch over the 2020/21 survey year are outlined below in table 

5.3. 

 

Table 5.3: Letter dispatch dates 

Quarter Batch Initial letter 
First reminder 

letter 

Second reminder 

letter 

Quarter 1 

1 07 April 2020 20 April 2020 04 May 2020 

2 20 May 2020 01 June 2020 15 June 2020 

Quarter 2 1 07 July 2020 20 July 2020 03 August 2020 

                                                           
22 The total number of household members is collected in the first interview completed. 
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2 18 August 2020 
01 September 

2020 
14 September 2020 

Quarter 3 

1 05 October 2020 19 October 2020 02 November 2020 

2 
16 November 

2020 

30 November 

2020 
14 December 2020 

Quarter 4 

1 06 January 2021 18 January 2021 01 February 2021 

2 15 February 2021 01 March 2021 15 March 2021 

 

Copies of the online letters used during 2020/21 are available in Appendix C. 

 

Confidentiality 

Each of the letters assured the respondent of confidentiality, by answering the question “Is this survey 

confidential?” with the following: 

“Yes. The information that is collected will only be used for research and statistical purposes. Your 

contact details are kept separate from your answers and will not be passed on to any other 

organisation outside of the WPP group or supplier organisations who assist in running the survey. 

Data from the survey will be shared with DCMS for the purpose of producing and publishing statistics. 

The data shared with DCMS won’t contain your name or contact details, and no individual or 

household will be identifiable from the results. Your answers will be combined with others that take 

part in the survey. You will not receive any ‘junk mail’ as a result of taking part.”. 

 

Fieldwork figures 

The next section outlines the fieldwork figures and response rates achieved on the 2020/21 survey. 

Figures from the online survey are outlined first, followed by the paper figures, and then both modes 

combined. 

 

Online fieldwork 

When discussing fieldwork figures in this section, response rates are referred to in two different ways: 

• Household response rate – This is the percentage of households contacted as part of the 

survey in which at least one questionnaire was completed. 

• Individual response rate – This is the estimated response rate amongst all adults that were 

eligible to complete the survey. 

The target number of completed questionnaires required on the online survey over the 2020/21 

survey year was 8,000, equating to 2,000 per quarter. In total, 27,568 addresses were sampled23, 

from which 8,787 interviews were achieved online, having removed 653 after validation checks.24 At 

                                                           
23 For more information on the address sampling protocol, please see section 3.3. 

24 For more information on the validation checks, please see section 6.2. 
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least one online interview was completed in 5,842 households, which represented an online 

household response rate of 21.19%. 

In an online survey of this nature, no information is known about the reason for non-response in each 

individual household. However, it can be assumed that 8% of the addresses in the sample were not 

residential and were therefore ineligible to complete the survey. Once deadwood25 addresses are 

accounted for, the final online household response rate was 23.03%. 

The expected number of eligible individuals per residential address was averaged at 1.89 per 

address, therefore the total number of eligible adults sampled was 47,939. The online survey was 

completed by 8,787 people, indicating an online individual response rate of 18.33%. 

The full breakdown of the fieldwork figures and response rates are available in table 5.4. 

 

Table 5.4: Online response rates by quarter 

Quarter 

No. of 

sampled 

addresses 

No. of 

completed 

questionnaires 

No. 

households 

completed 

Household 

response rate 

(excl. 

deadwood) 

Individual 

response 

rate (excl. 

deadwood) 

Quarter 1 7,089 2,281 1,510 23.15% 18.51% 

Quarter 2 7,090 2,222 1,478 22.66% 18.02% 

Quarter 3 6,301 1,856 1,241 21.41% 16.94% 

Quarter 4 7,090 2,428 1,613 24.73% 19.70% 

Total 27,570 8,787 5,842 23.03% 18.33% 

 

Paper fieldwork 

Over the course of the 2020/21 survey year, 282 paper questionnaires were requested across 220 

households. This represented about 1% of the overall sampled households. Paper questionnaires 

were returned from 115 households, giving a household response rate of 52.27% amongst those who 

requested a paper version of the questionnaire.  

The number of paper questionnaires returned over the survey year, including both those requested by 

respondents and those included within the second reminder, is shown in table 5.5. 

 

Table 5.5: Number of paper questionnaires returned by quarter 

Quarter 
No. of paper questionnaires returned by 

quarter 

Quarter 1 544 

                                                           
25 Deadwood refers to addresses which are not eligible to complete the survey, such as second homes, vacant properties, or 
business addresses. These addresses were not included in survey response rate calculations. 
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Quarter 2 639 

Quarter 3 377 

Quarter 4 570 

Total 2,130 

 

Combined fieldwork figures 

By combining the 8,787 completed online surveys and the 2,130 returned paper questionnaires, the 

total number of interviews completed for the 2020/21 survey stands at 10,917 interviews. The 

combined household response rate, including online and paper interviews, therefore reached 26.20% 

and after accounting for deadwood addresses, the overall household response rate was 28.48%. The 

overall individual response rate, after accounting for deadwood, was 22.77%.  

The overall fieldwork figures, including online and paper interviews, are broken down by quarter in 

table 5.6. 

 

Table 5.6: Combined online and paper fieldwork figures by quarter 

Quarter 

No. of 

sampled 

addresses 

No. of 

interviews 

achieved – 

online + paper 

No. 

households 

completed 

Household 

response rate 

(excl. 

deadwood) 

Individual 

response 

rate (excl. 

deadwood) 

Quarter 1 7,089 2,825 1,851 28.38% 22.92% 

Quarter 2 7,090 2,861 1,892 29.01% 23.21% 

Quarter 3 6,301 2,233 1,488 25.67% 20.38% 

Quarter 4 7,090 2,998 1,993 30.55% 24.32% 

Total 27,570 10,917 7,224 28.48% 22.77% 

 

Combined fieldwork figures – weighted 

Due to the sample approach which targets certain ethnic groups26, addresses with a lower than 

average expected response probability were over sampled. As a result, this means the response rate 

is not population-representative. However, weighting can rectify this, resulting in a population-

representative 16.85% individual response rate for online only, and a population-representative 

overall (online or paper) individual response rate of 20.79%. 

 

 

                                                           
26 For more information on the sample design, please see sections 3.1-3.4. 
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Incentive system 

All respondents that completed the Community Life Survey were given a £10 shopping voucher as a 

thank you for taking part.  

 

Online incentives 

The £10 incentive available to respondents who completed the survey online comprised online 

vouchers which were provided by email, or gift cards which were sent in the post. Online vouchers 

were emailed to respondents within 24 hours, while paper vouchers were sent in the post and arrived 

within one week of the order. Online survey respondents could choose which voucher they received 

from a choice of four. 

 

Paper incentives 

Respondents who returned the paper questionnaire were also provided with a £10 shopping voucher. 

This voucher was sent in the post and could be used at a variety of high street stores. Once the 

completed questionnaire was returned by the respondent, vouchers were posted to them within five 

working days.  

 

Survey length 

The median completion length of the online surveys, with outliers excluded, was 29 minutes and 38 

seconds, and the mean was 34 minutes and 32 seconds.27 This is based on full surveys and does not 

include partial completions. The median completion length of the 2020/21 online survey was roughly a 

minute longer than the median length of the 2019/20 online survey. This was due to the additional 

questions added to the 2020/21 survey. For an overview of these additional questions, please see 

section 4.2. 

 

'Micro batching’ 

To enable better response to changes in fieldwork performance, a ‘micro batching’ system for each 

quarter was adopted. In quarter 1 and quarter 2 this was applied to batch 2, this gave us the ability to 

quickly adjust the sample size between 80% and 140% of the standard batch size. In quarter 3 and 

quarter 4, the system was extended to batch 1, enabling us to reduce the sample size to 80% in order 

to account for overperformance in quarter 1 and quarter 2. 

This set up is outlined below in figure 5.1. 

 

  

                                                           
27

 This figure is calculated by removing outliers, which were any interviews shorter than 10 minutes or longer than 150 minutes. 
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Figure 5.1: Micro batching set up diagram 

 

2019/20 
Design 

Q1/Q2 Design 

Batch 2 1 (80% 

2 2 (10%) 

2 3 (10%) 

2 4 (10%) 

I ' ' 
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Q3/Q4 Design 

Batch 1 1 (80%) 

1 2 (10%) 

1 3 (10%) 

Batch 2 1 (80%) 

22(10%) 

23(10%) 

24(10%) 
-------------------
25 ( 10%) 

26(10%) 
-------
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6. Data Processing 

Editing 

As described earlier, data have been collected from both an online questionnaire and a paper 

questionnaire.  While the online questionnaire includes some built-in routing and checks within it, the 

paper questionnaire relies on correct navigation by respondents. 

 

Online 

Where clearly relevant, the Computer Assisted Web Interviewing program (CAWI) specified numerical 

ranges to ensure answers were sensible. Logic checks were also scripted to check answers that may 

not be feasible, for example if the respondent coded they are an employee initially but self-employed 

at a subsequent question.  

 

Paper 

With paper questionnaires, there are a number of completion errors in the data that need to be 

resolved. These errors generally arise for the following reasons:  

• Cases where the individual selects more than one response to a single coded question  

• Cases where individuals can select more than one response, however they select two 

conflicting answers such as none of these and a valid survey response 

• Cases where responses are left blank even though the respondent should have answered the 

question  

• Cases where the individual fails to select an answer for a filter question but then provides an 

answer for subsequent questions relating to the filter question.  

In these situations, respondents were coded as system missing (either Don’t know or Refused).  

 

Data Quality 

With interview-based surveys we have confidence that almost all the data is collected in a controlled 

manner and from the right individual.   

With most self-completion survey methods, there is no interviewer to do this work so it must be 

accomplished via other methods. With that in mind an algorithm to validate responses post-fieldwork 

was used. 

The algorithm utilises relevant classic indicators of proxy, careless or fraudulent completion including 

(i) inconsistencies in household data when multiple completed questionnaires have been received 

from the same household, (ii) use of the same email address by multiple respondents when providing 

6.1 

6.1.1 

6.1 .2 
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the necessary details to receive the incentive, (iii) suspiciously short completion times, and (iv) 

excessive missing data rates.   

Other indicators such as flat-lining through question sets with the same response codes were not 

included as the questionnaire uses very few grid style questions.  

This approach led us to remove about 6% of cases from the 2020/21 Community Life survey, a rate 

that is low enough for us to be largely confident of the data’s veracity. 

 

Coding 

Post-interview coding was undertaken by members of the Kantar coding department. The code 

frames are set-up to match those used in previous survey years. The coding department coded 

verbatim responses, recorded for fully open questions and ‘other specify’ questions, as well as 

occupation classifications. 

 

Occupation and socio-economic class 

Occupation details were collected for the respondent and were coded according to the Standard 

Occupational Classification (2010). This was carried out by coders at Kantar using the computer-

assisted coding process CASCOT. Respondents were also coded according to Standard Industrial 

Classification (2010) and NS-SEC was derived from industry and occupation details.  

 

Derived variables 

A list of the main derived variables is provided in Appendix D. 

The following geo-demographic variables were added to the data: 

• Region (formerly Government Office Region) 

• Urban/rural indicator 

• Percentage of households in the Ward headed by someone from a non-white ethnic minority 

group 

• Inner city PSU indicator 

• Police Force Area 

• ACORN classification 

• ONS ward classification 

• Health board  

• Primary Care Organisation 

• LSOA area 

• ONS district level classification 

• Output area classification 

• Indices of multiple deprivation quintile 

• Minority Ethnic Density 

6.3 
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• Index of Multiple Deprivation for England 

• Income deprivation for England 

• Employment deprivation for England 

• Health deprivation for England 

• Education, Skills and Training deprivation for England 

• Barriers to housing and services deprivation for England 

• Crime and disorder deprivation for England 

• Living and environment deprivation for England 

• NUTS 2 classification. 

 

Data outputs 

The Department for Digital, Culture, Media and Sport received a full de-identified cumulative SPSS 

dataset including derived, geo-demographic and weighting variables at the end of the survey year. 

Non-disclosive data for the 2020/21 online survey will be made available to download through the UK 

Data Service in autumn 2021 (http://discover.ukdataservice.ac.uk/).  

6.6 
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7. Weighting 

The Community Life Survey data has been weighted to compensate for variations in sampling 

probability and also to partially compensate for variations in response probability within the 

population. A weight has been produced for use with data collected from both the online and paper 

questionnaires and another weight has been produced for use with data collected only from the online 

questionnaire. In both cases, the inferential population is ‘all adults in England aged 16+ and living in 

a private residence’. 

Step 1 was to calculate an address sampling weight.  This is equal to one divided by the address 

sampling probability. This sampling probability varied between the ten ethnic mix strata but did not 

vary within these strata. 

Step 2 was to model the expected number of completed questionnaires from each sampled address 

as a function of:  

(i) ‘ethnic mix’ stratum  

(ii) ‘expected response’ stratum  

(iii) the prior expected number of residents aged 16+28 

(iv) region 

(v) a set of six orthogonally rotated principal components (or ‘factors’) describing census population 

distributions for the local LSOA.   

This model comprised two sub-models: (i) a model of the probability of obtaining any completed 

questionnaires from the sampled address; and (ii) a model of the expected number of completed 

questionnaires from the sampled address, given at least one. Model (i) was a binary logistic 

regression model; model (ii) was a count (Poisson) regression model. This sub-model approach was 

new for the 2020/21 survey, adopted because it provided a better fit for the data than the single model 

approach used previously.  

Based on these models, the expected number of completed questionnaires (online or paper) was 

estimated for each sampled address. An address response weight was calculated equal to: 

1/(expected number of completed questionnaires / prior expected number of residents aged 16+)) 

For online-only data, this formula was the same except that the expected number of completed 

questionnaires was replaced by the expected number of completed online questionnaires.   

The product of the weights produced from steps 1 and 2 was used as a base weight for step 3: 

calibrating the sample to population totals. Because step 2 produces a different address response 

weight for online/paper data than it does for online-only data, there are two base weights – one for 

                                                           
28 This was estimated based on a separate Kantar analysis of response and survey data from the 2015-17 Crime Survey of 
England & Wales (England-only subset). 
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online/paper data and one for online-only data. Consequently, step 3 produces two calibration weights 

as well. 

 

The data was calibrated to ensure the weighted sample matched population totals for seven 

dimensions:  

(i) gender*age group 

(ii) degree level education*age group 

(iii) housing tenure 

(iv) region 

(v) household size 

(vi) ethnic group 

(vii) internet usage*age group.  

The population totals were drawn from the ONS Labour Force Survey (LFS) of October to December 

2020, which is itself weighted to ONS population estimates for England (for gender, age and region). 

The exception was dimension (vii) – internet usage by age group – for which the distributional data 

comes from the January to March 2020 LFS. Internet usage is only collected in the January to March 

edition of the LFS. 

 

Table 7.1: Population per age band 

Age band LFS Oct-Dec 2020 total 

16 to 19 2,400,622 

20 to 24 3,360,624 

25 to 29 3,691,978 

30 to 34 3,861,067 

35 to 39 3,735,677 

40 to 44 3,483,631 

45 to 49 3,576,199 

50 to 54 3,844,177 

55 to 59 3,769,250 

60 to 64 3,218,887 

65 to 69 2,786,755 
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70 to 74 2,797,535 

75+ 4,639,519 

 

Table 7.2: Population by age band and gender 

Age band LFS Oct-Dec 2020 total 
 

Males Females 

16-24 2,942,665 2,818,581 

25-34 3,813,251 3,739,794 

35-44 3,581,518 3,637,790 

45-54 3,660,125 3,760,251 

55-64 3,430,110 3,558,027 

65-74 2,685,676 2,898,614 

75+ 2,066,151 2,573,368 

 

Table 7.3: Population within region 

Region LFS Oct-Dec 2020 total, aged 16+ 

North East 2,150,809 

North West 5,841,352 

Yorkshire & the Humber 4,395,764 

East Midlands 3,885,213 

West Midlands 4,713,834 

East 5,024,276 

London 7,205,566 

South East 7,368,655 

South West 4,580,452 
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Table 7.4: Highest educational level crossed by age (25-64 only) 

Age group LFS Oct-Dec 2020 total with a Degree LFS Oct-Dec 2020 total with no 

Degree 

25-29 1,838,744 1,853,234 

30-39 3,841,823 3,754,921 

40-49 3,085,694 3,974,136 

50-64 3,057,241 7,775,073 

 

Table 7.5: Housing tenure 

Housing tenure LFS Oct-Dec 2020 total, aged 16+ 

Living in property owned outright 14,985,125 

Living in property owned with mortgage 15,174,983 

Living in property with other tenure 15,005,813 

 

Table 7.6: Household size 

Household size (all residents) LFS Oct-Dec 2020 total, aged 16+ 

1 8,012,837 

2+ 37,153,084 

 

Table 7.7: Ethnic group  

Ethnic group LFS Oct-Dec 2019 total, aged 16+ 

White 39,727,272 

Indian 1,219,057 

Pakistani/Bangladeshi 824,832 

Black 1,313,589 

Other 2,081,171 
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Table 7.8: Internet usage crossed by age  

Internet usage/age LFS Oct-Dec 2020 total based on Jan-Mar 2020 

distributional data, aged 16+ 

Aged 16-64 34,942,112 

Aged 65-74; some internet usage 4,985,999 

Aged 65-74; no internet usage 598,291 

Aged 75+; some internet usage 2,937,102 

Aged 75+; no internet usage 1,702,417 

 

One way of assessing the impact of weighting the data is to estimate the weighting efficiency for each 

subpopulation in the seven-dimension weighting matrix. In effect, this weighting efficiency illustrates 

the impact of the other six weighting dimensions and reflects the amount of weighting that is required 

for each subpopulation. The more weighting that is required the less representative the unweighted 

responding sample is likely to be. This will be partly due to variations in sampling probability within 

each subpopulation but also due to variations in response probability. 

Weighting efficiency is equal to one divided by the design effect due to weighting. The design effect 

due to weighting is equal to 1+[(sg/mg)2] where sg is the standard deviation of the weights within 

subpopulation g and mg is the mean weight within subpopulation g. Weighting efficiency is also equal 

to the effective sample size divided by the actual sample size where effective sample size accounts 

only for the weighting and not for other design aspects such as sample stratification and clustering. 

The overall weighting efficiency was 72%. It was slightly lower, 71% for the online-only weight. 

 

Table 7.9: Weighting efficiencies for marginal subpopulations defined in the weighting matrix 

Age band Gender 

 

Males Females 

16-24 74% 73% 

25-34 72% 71% 

35-44 73% 73% 

45-54 74% 75% 

55-64 77% 77% 

65-74 79% 78% 
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75+ 77% 78% 

 

Region 

 

North East 84% 

North West 75% 

Yorkshire & the Humber 76% 

East Midlands 75% 

West Midlands 73% 

East 77% 

London 87% 

South East 77% 

South West 81% 

 

Age group Degree No degree 

25-29 69% 73% 

30-39 70% 71% 

40-49 74% 72% 

50-64 75% 76% 

 

Housing tenure 

 

Living in property owned outright 75% 

Living in property owned with mortgage 75% 

Living in property with other tenure 71% 
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Household size (all residents) 

 

1 74% 

2+ 72% 

 

Ethnic group 

 

White 74% 

Indian 80% 

Pakistani/Bangladeshi 87% 

Black 78% 

Other 72% 

 

Internet usage/age 

 

Aged 16-64 72% 

Aged 65-74; some internet usage 79% 

Aged 65-74; no internet usage 73% 

Aged 75+; some internet usage 77% 

Aged 75+; no internet usage 77% 
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8. Standard errors 

Introduction 

The tables in this chapter show estimates of standard errors for key variables with the survey. 

 

Sources of error in surveys 

Survey results are subject to various sources of error. Error can be divided into two types: systematic 

and random error. 

 

Systematic error 

Systematic error or bias covers those sources of error that will not average to zero over repeats of the 

survey. Bias may occur, for example, if a part of the population is excluded from the sampling frame 

or because respondents to the survey are different from non-respondents with respect to the survey 

variables. It may also occur if the instrument used to measure a population characteristic is imperfect.  

Substantial efforts have been made to avoid such systematic errors. For example, the sample has 

been drawn at random from a comprehensive frame, two modes and multiple reminders have been 

used to encourage response, and all elements of the questionnaire were thoroughly tested before 

being used. 

 

Random error 

Random error is always present to some extent in survey measurement. If a survey is repeated 

multiple times minor differences will be present each time due to chance. Over multiple repeats of the 

same survey these errors will average to zero. The most important component of random error is 

sampling error, which is the error that arises because the estimate is based on a random sample 

rather than a full census of the population. The results obtained for a single sample may by chance 

vary from the true values for the population, but the error would be expected to average to zero over a 

large number of samples. The amount of between-sample variation depends on both the size of the 

sample and the sample design. The impact of this random variation is reflected in the standard errors 

presented here. 

Random error may also follow from other sources such as variations in respondents’ interpretation of 

the questions, or variations in the way different interviewers ask questions. Efforts are made to 

minimise these effects through pilot work and interviewer training.  

 

Standard errors for complex sample designs 

The Community Life Survey employs a systematic sample design, and the data is both clustered by 

address and weighted to compensate for non-response bias. These features will impact upon the 

8.1 

8.2 

8.2.1 

8.2.2 

8.3 
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standard errors for each survey estimate in a unique way. Generally speaking, systematic sampling 

will reduce standard errors while data clustering and weighting will increase them. If the complex 

sample design is ignored, the standard errors will be wrong and usually too narrow.  

The standard errors quoted below have been estimated using the SPSS Complex Samples module, 

which employs a Taylor Series Expansion method to do this. The tables include a ‘design factor’, 

which is the ratio of the estimated standard error to the standard error we would obtain if we ignored 

the sample design. In general, this averages at approximately 1.2-1.3, but varies somewhat between 

survey variables.  

 

Table 8.1: Participation in civic engagement and voluntary activities  

Characteristic Population Weighted 

percent (%) 

Unweighted 

base 

(affirmative 

response) 

Standard 

error  

Design 

factor 

(deft) 

  Percentage Number Percentage Number 

Participation in civic engagement or voluntary activities 

Those taking 

part at least 

once a month 

in: 

     

Informal 

volunteering 

All 33 3,605 0.6 1.24 

Formal 

volunteering 

All 17 1,959 0.4 1.24 

Any volunteering All 41 4,504 0.6 1.24 

Those taking 

part at least 

once in the last 

12 months in: 

     

Civic 

participation 

All 41 4,969 0.6 1.28 

Civic consultation All 19 2,204 0.5 1.22 

Civic activism All 7 848 0.3 1.19 

Informal 

volunteering 

All 54 6,036 0.6 1.27 
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Formal 

volunteering  

All 30 3,375 0.6 1.26 

Any volunteering All 63 6,962 0.6 1.28 

 

Table 8.2: Participation in civic engagement and formal volunteering at least once in the last 
year, by sex, age, ethnicity and disability 

Characteristics Population Weighted 

percent (%) 

Unweighted 

base 

(affirmative 

response) 

Standard 

error 

Design 

factor 

(deft) 

  Percentage Number Percentage Number  

Civic Participation  Male 39 1,997 0.9 1.22 

Female 44 2,653 0.8 1.18 

16-24 48 552 2.0 1.29 

25-34 43 821 1.4 1.23 

35-49 45 1,262 1.2 1.21 

50-64 41 1,137 1.2 1.20 

65-74 37 624 1.4 1.64 

75+ 26 276 1.7 1.21 

White  42 3,756 0.7 1.25 

Asian 41 418 1.9 1.25 

Black 43 174 2.9 1.20 

Mixed 41 173 2.8 1.20 

Other 45 50 5.1 1.17 

Limiting Long 

Term Limiting 

Illness (LLTI)/ 

Disability*29 

46 972 1.4 1.23 

                                                           
29 All LLTI/Disability calculations based on online only data. 
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No LLTI/ 

Disability* 

43 3,070 0.8 1.26 

Civic consultation  Male 19 1,023 0.7 1.16 

Female 19 1,157 0.6 1.16 

16-24 16 179 1.3 1.16 

25-34 16 305 1.1 1.21 

35-49 22 617 0.9 1.19 

50-64 21 590 1.0 1.20 

65-74 20 334 1.2 1.17 

75+ 15 165 1.4 1.21 

White  19 1,722 0.5 1.19 

Asian 18 192 1.4 1.20 

Black 25 103 2.6 1.23 

Mixed 21 90 2.5 1.27 

Other 19 27 3.9 1.21 

LLTI /Disability* 22 465 1.1 1.18 

No LLTI 

/Disability* 

20 1,418 0.6 1.19 

Civic activism Male 7 396 0.4 1.15 

Female 7 442 0.4 1.15 

16-24 6 71 0.8 1.11 

25-34 4 87 0.6 1.24 

35-49 7 200 0.6 1.19 

50-64 8 227 0.6 1.18 

65-74 9 150 0.9 1.18 

75+ 9 109 1.0 1.14 
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White  7 645 0.3 1.15 

Asian 8 86 1.2 1.39 

Black 13 51 2.1 1.28 

Mixed 6 29 1.3 1.09 

Other 8 9 2.9 1.22 

LLTI /Disability* 7 172 0.6 1.11 

No LLTI 

/Disability* 

8 543 0.4 1.22 

Formal 

volunteering  

Male 29 1,471 0.8 1.20 

Female 31 1,858 0.7 1.16 

16-24 31 356 1.8 1.25 

25-34 23 432 1.2 1.23 

35-49 33 896 1.1 1.21 

50-64 33 875 1.1 1.22 

65-74 32 508 1.4 1.18 

75+ 25 272 1.6 1.20 

White  30 2,649 0.6 1.22 

Asian 31 324 1.9 1.33 

Black 35 142 2.9 1.24 

Mixed 27 114 2.6 1.21 

Other 32 37 5.1 1.24 

LLTI /Disability* 30 639 1.2 1.20 

No LLTI 

/Disability* 

33 2,292 0.7 1.24 
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Table 8.3: Informal or formal volunteering within the last month and the last 12 months broken 
down by age, ethnicity, employment status and region  

Characteristics Population Weighted 

percent (%) 

Unweighted 

base 

(affirmative 

response) 

Standard 

error 

Design 

factor 

(deft)  

  Percentage Number Percentage Number 

At least once a 

month 

     

Informal 

volunteering  

16-24 32 364 1.7 1.21 

25-34 31 545 1.4 1.25 

35-49 31 848 1.1 1.20 

50-64 34 919 1.1 1.19 

65-74 37 564 1.4 1.19 

75+ 33 345 1.8 1.19 

White 33 2,849 0.6 1.21 

Asian 33 338 1.9 1.30 

Black 35 151 2.7 1.16 

Mixed 30 122 2.7 1.24 

Other 37 43 5.1 1.20 

In 

employment*30 

32 1,710 0.8 1.22 

Unemployed* 36 89 3.6 1.15 

Economically 

inactive* 

37 1,200 1.1 1.25 

North East 38 133 2.9 1.14 

North West 33 390 1.6 1.19 

                                                           
30 All in employment/unemployed/economically inactive calculations based on online only data. 
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Yorkshire and 

the Humber 

33 306 1.9 1.21 

East Midlands 31 256 2.0 1.22 

West Midlands 33 355 1.8 1.22 

East of England 33 378 1.7 1.25 

London  31 911 1.0 1.18 

South East 34 604 1.3 1.14 

South West 32 272 2.0 1.20 

Formal 

volunteering  

16-24 17 191 1.4 1.25 

25-34 12 223 0.9 1.17 

35-49 17 458 0.9 1.21 

50-64 19 529 0.9 1.23 

65-74 22 351 1.3 1.21 

75+ 18 197 1.4 1.15 

White 18 1,600 0.5 1.20 

Asian 14 145 1.4 1.27 

Black 23 93 2.7 1.32 

Mixed 15 58 2.1 1.24 

Other 18 19 4.6 1.35 

In employment* 18 952 0.6 1.24 

Unemployed* 21 57 3.1 1.15 

Economically 

inactive * 

21 698 0.9 1.23 

North East 18 64 2.6 1.29 

North West 15 181 1.2 1.16 

Yorkshire and 

the Humber 

17 160 1.5 1.19 
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East Midlands 15 115 1.6 1.30 

West Midlands 17 187 1.4 1.26 

East of England 20 232 1.4 1.20 

London  17 516 0.8 1.13 

South East 18 339 1.1 1.15 

South West 20 165 1.7 1.19 

At least once in 

the last year 

     

Informal 

volunteering  

16-24 49 550 1.8 1.22 

25-34 52 933 1.5 1.26 

35-49 57 1.570 1.2 1.23 

50-64 57 1,528 1.2 1.23 

65-74 58 923 1.5 1.19 

75+ 48 499 1.9 1.21 

White 55 4,749 0.7 1.24 

Asian 55 571 2.0 1.23 

Black 57 243 2.8 1.17 

Mixed 49 215 3.0 1.26 

Other 61 76 4.9 1.13 

In employment* 56 3,040 0.8 1.23 

Unemployed* 63 147 3.8 1.22 

Economically 

inactive* 

54 1,816 1.1 1.25 

North East 58 202 2.9 1.13 

North West 53 628 1.8 1.21 

Yorkshire and 

the Humber 

53 478 2.1 1.25 
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East Midlands 52 422 2.2 1.22 

West Midlands 54 590 1.9 1.27 

East of England 54 645 1.8 1.25 

London  55 1,638 1.1 1.20 

South East 57 985 1.5 1.25 

South West 52 448 2.2 1.23 

Formal 

volunteering  

16-24 31 356 1.8 1.25 

25-34 23 432 1.2 1.23 

35-49 33 896 1.1 1.21 

50-64 33 875 1.1 1.22 

65-74 32 508 1.4 1.18 

75+ 25 272 1.6 1.20 

White 30 2,649 0.6 1.22 

Asian 31 324 1.9 1.33 

Black 35 142 2.9 1.24 

Mixed 27 114 2.6 1.21 

Other 32 37 5.1 1.24 

In employment* 33 1,788 0.8 1.23 

Unemployed* 33 86 3.6 1.19 

Economically 

inactive* 

31 1,078 1.0 1.24 

North East 30 110 2.9 1.22 

North West 26 310 1.6 1.20 

Yorkshire and 

the Humber 

27 256 1.8 1.24 

East Midlands 28 221 2.0 1.26 
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West Midlands 27 293 1.8 1.35 

East of England 31 372 1.5 1.15 

London  31 916 1.0 1.18 

South East 33 582 1.4 1.21 

South West 36 298 2.0 1.21 

 

Table 8.4: Any volunteering in the last year broken down by sex, age and region  

Characteristic Population Weighted 

percent (%) 

Unweighted 

base 

(affirmative 

response) 

Standard 

error 

Design 

factor 

(deft) 

  Percentage Number Percentage Number  

Any formal or 

informal 

volunteering at 

least once in last 

year  

Male  60 2,986 0.9 1.23 

Female 65 3,819 0.7 1.18 

16-24 60 676 1.8 1.24 

25-34 60 1,079 1.5 1.29 

35-49 66 1,789 1.1 1.23 

50-64 65 1,726 1.1 1.24 

65-74 64 1,017 1.4 1.18 

75+ 53 549 1.9 1.22 

North East 65 229 2.9 1.15 

North West 61 712 1.8 1.24 

Yorkshire and 

the Humber 

58 534 2.1 1.27 

East Midlands 59 476 2.2 1.25 

West Midlands 61 662 1.9 1.30 

East of England 62 740 1.7 1.21 
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London  64 1,868 1.1 1.20 

South East 65 1,126 1.4 1.25 

South West  63 526 2.1 1.26 

 

Table 8.5: Whether gave to charity in the last four weeks, broken down by sex, age, ethnicity 
and region  

Characteristics Population Weighted 

percent (%) 

Unweighted 

base 

(affirmative 

response) 

Standard 

error 

Design 

factor 

(deft) 

  Percentage Number Percentage Number 

Gave to charity in 

the last 4 weeks 

Male 59 2,919 0.9 1.23 

Female 67 3,809 0.7 1.19 

16-24 50 535 1.9 1.23 

25-34 57 1,022 1.6 1.31 

35-49 62 1,669 1.2 1.28 

50-64 67 1,753 1.1 1.21 

65-74 70 1,092 1.4 1.20 

75+ 73 706 1.8 1.25 

White 63 5,335 0.7 1.29 

Asian 65 658 2.0 1.32 

Black 64 265 2.9 1.24 

Mixed 63 263 2.9 1.24 

Other 61 76 5.4 1.23 

North East 69 244 3.0 1.23 

North West 63 720 1.8 1.26 

Yorkshire and 

the Humber 

61 549 2.2 1.33 
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East Midlands 57 450 2.3 1.27 

West Midlands 63 675 2.0 1.31 

East of England 61 724 1.8 1.24 

London 64 1,834 1.1 1.20 

South East 65 1,096 1.5 1.31 

South West 65 521 2.1 1.21 

 

Table 8.6: Banded amount given to charity in the four weeks prior to interview  

Characteristic  Population Weighted 

percent 

(%) 

Unweighted 

base 

(affirmative 

response) 

Standard 

error 

Design 

factor 

(deft) 

   Percentage Number Percentage Number 

Banded 

amount given 

to charity 

£0-£4 All 10 563 0.5 1.22 

£5-£9 All 16 846 0.6 1.22 

£10-£19 All 26 1,442 0.7 1.22 

£20-£49 All 29 1,725 0.7 1.22 

Over £50 All 18 1,239 0.6 1.22 

 

Table 8.7: Whether aware of or involved in social action broken down by sex and age 

Characteristic Population Weighted 

percent (%) 

Unweighted 

base 

(affirmative 

response) 

Standard 

error 

Design 

factor (deft) 

  Percentage Number Percentage Number  

Aware of social 

action*31 

Male 28 1,120 0.8 1.18 

Female 31 1,426 0.8 1.23 

16-24 23 244 1.7 1.25 

                                                           
31 Based on online only data. 
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25-34 25 404 1.3 1.24 

35-49 30 671 1.2 1.25 

50-64 32 676 1.2 1.20 

65-74 35 381 1.7 1.20 

75+ 33 169 2.5 1.22 

All 30 2,558 0.6 1.29 

Involved in 

social action 

Male 13 715 0.6 1.17 

Female 15 881 0.5 1.15 

16-24 13 148 1.2 1.17 

25-34 11 217 0.9 1.19 

35-49 14 384 0.8 1.21 

50-64 16 441 0.9 1.20 

65-74 16 265 1.1 1.18 

75+ 14 151 1.3 1.20 

All 15 1,370 0.5 1.22 

 

Table 8.8: The extent to which people agree that people in their neighbourhood pull together to 
improve the area 

Characteristic Population Weighted 

percent (%) 

Unweighted 

base 

(affirmative 

response) 

Standard 

error 

Design 

factor 

(deft) 

  Percentage Number Percentage Number  

Whether agree or 

disagree that 

people in this 

neighbourhood 

pull together to 

Definitely 

agree 

18 1,906 0.5 1.27 

Tend to agree 47 4,947 0.6 1.27 

Tend to 

disagree 

25 2,727 0.5 1.27 
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improve the 

neighbourhood 
Definitely 

disagree 

10 1,129 0.4 1.27 

     

Agree 65 6,853 0.6 1.34 

Disagree 35 3,856 0.6 1.34 

 

Table 8.9: Whether chat to neighbours at least once a month by age, sex ethnicity and region  

Characteristics Population Weighted 

percent (%) 

Unweighted 

base 

(affirmative 

response) 

Standard 

error  

Design 

factor 

(deft) 

  Percentage Number Percentage Number 

People who chat 

to their neighbours 

at least once a 

month 

Male 74 3,583 0.8 1.24 

Female 75 4,212 0.7 1.19 

16-24 52 521 2.0 1.30 

25-34 60 1,013 1.5 1.30 

35-49 77 2,037 1.0 1.24 

50-64 81 2,079 0.9 1.19 

65-74 86 1,352 1.0 1.18 

75+ 85 839 1.3 1.18 

White 76 6,305 0.6 1.32 

Asian 66 691 1.9 1.27 

Black 62 260 2.8 1.19 

Mixed 67 303 2.9 1.29 

Other 62 80 4.9 1.14 

North East 78 274 2.8 1.26 

North West 75 841 1.7 1.33 
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Yorkshire and 

the Humber 

74 657 2.1 1.45 

East Midlands 76 577 2.0 1.28 

West Midlands 78 809 1.7 1.30 

East of 

England 

73 867 1.8 1.36 

London 65 1,943 1.1 1.24 

South East 76 1,292 1.3 1.28 

South West 78 625 1.8 1.26 

 

Table 8.10: Whether people feel they belong strongly to their neighbourhood or Britain 

Characteristic Population Weighted 

percent (%) 

Unweighted 

base 

(affirmative 

response) 

Standard 

error 

Design 

factor 

(deft) 

  Percentage Number Percentage Number  

Whether feel they 

belong strongly to 

Britain*32 

Very/fairly 

strongly 

84 7,198 0.5 1.29 

Not very 

strongly 

13 1,190 0.5 1.29 

Not at all 

strongly  

4 372 0.2 1.29 

Whether feel they 

belong strongly to 

their 

neighbourhood 

Very/fairly 

strongly 

65 6,872 0.6 1.30 

Not very 

strongly 

26 2,925 0.5 1.30 

Not at all 

strongly  

9 1,045 0.4 1.30 

 

 

                                                           
32 Based on online only data. 
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Table 8.11: Whether people feel they belong strongly to their neighbourhood or Britain by sex, 
age and ethnicity 

Characteristic Population Weighted 

percent (%) 

Unweighted 

base 

(affirmative 

response) 

Standard 

error 

Design 

factor 

(deft)  

  Percentage Number Percentage Number 

Strongly belong to 

Britain* 

Male 82 3,291 0.7 1.23 

Female 85 3,888 0.6 1.14 

16-24 79 779 1.6 1.26 

25-34 74 1,188 1.4 1.31 

35-49 80 1,869 1.0 1.26 

50-64 86 1,793 0.9 1.15 

65-74 92 1,021 0.9 1.16 

75+ 95 513 0.9 1.03 

White  85 5,678 0.6 1.27 

Asian 85 839 1.5 1.35 

Black  70 210 3.5 1.30 

Mixed 72 169 3.3 1.14 

Other 77 85 5.0 1.24 

Strongly belong to 

local 

neighbourhood 

Male 63 3,062 0.9 1.23 

Female 66 3,738 0.7 1.19 

16-24 56 590 1.9 1.28 

25-34 56 923 1.5 1.30 

35-49 65 1,727 1.1 1.25 

50-64 67 1,728 1.1 1.19 

65-74 72 1,141 1.4 1.21 
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75+ 75 733 1.7 1.23 

White  65 5,372 0.7 1.29 

Asian 66 690 1.9 1.32 

Black 57 247 3.0 1.23 

Mixed 59 269 3.1 1.31 

Other 60 75 5.2 1.19 

 

Table 8.12: Satisfaction with local area as a place to live 

Characteristics Population Weighted 

percent (%) 

Unweighted 

base 

(affirmative 

response) 

Standard 

error 

Design 

factor 

(deft) 

  Percentage Number Percentage Number  

Satisfaction with 

local area  

Very/fairly 

satisfied 

79 8,414 0.5 1.28 

Neither 

satisfied nor 

dissatisfied 

13 1,516 0.4 1.28 

Very /Fairly 

dissatisfied 

8 926 0.3 1.28 

 

Table 8.13: Community cohesion by sex, age, ethnicity and region 

Characteristics Population Weighted 

percent (%) 

Unweighted 

base 

(affirmative 

response) 

Standard 

error 

Design 

factor 

(deft) 

  Percentage Number Percentage Number 

Agree that people 

from different 

backgrounds get 

on well together in 

the local area 

Male 82 4,042 0.7 1.28 

Female 84 4,862 0.6 1.24 

16-24 79 880 1.6 1.26 

25-34 80 1,431 1.3 1.35 
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35-49 81 2,246 1.0 1.27 

50-64 85 2,181 0.9 1.21 

65-74 87 1,370 1.0 1.21 

75+ 89 856 1.2 1.19 

White 83 6,998 0.6 1.35 

Asian 85 887 1.5 1.32 

Black 81 340 2.52.1 1.28 

Mixed 83 364 2.2 1.21 

Other 78 102 4.5 1.22 

North East 84 298 2.3 1.15 

North West 81 921 1.6 1.37 

Yorkshire and 

the Humber 

79 697 1.9 1.37 

East Midlands 84 646 1.8 1.36 

West Midlands 83 859 1.6 1.35 

East of 

England 

85 1,014 1.5 1.43 

London 85 2,496 0.8 1.25 

South East 83 1,414 1.2 1.31 

South West  82 658 1.7 1.28 
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Table 8.14: Whether people feel able to influence decision affecting their local area 

Characteristics Population Weighted 

percent (%) 

Unweighted 

base 

(affirmative 

response) 

Standard 

error 

Design 

factor 

(deft) 

  Percentage Number Percentage Number 

Able to influence 

decision affecting 

their local area 

Yes able to 

influence 

decisions 

27 2,997 0.5 1.26 

 

Table 8.15: Whether able to influence decisions affecting their local area by sex, age and 
ethnicity 

Characteristics Population Weighted 

percent (%) 

Unweighted 

base 

(affirmative 

response) 

Standard 

error 

Design 

factor 

(deft) 

  Percentage Number Percentage Number  

Able to influence 

decisions affect 

their local area 

Male 27 1,369 0.8 1.20 

Female 26 1,588 0.7 1.72 

16-24 27 291 1.7 1.23 

25-34 24 450 1.2 1.19 

35-49 29 818 1.1 1.22 

50-64 28 747 1.0 1.18 

65-74 25 414 1.3 1.21 

75+ 26 260 1.7 1.23 

White 25 2,132 0.6 1.25 

Asian 37 383 1.9 1.26 

Black 39 172 2.8 1.18 

Mixed 33 147 2.8 1.22 

Other 28 45 4.4 1.10 
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Table 8.16: How important it is to be able to influence decisions affecting their local area 

Characteristics Population Weighted 

percent (%) 

Unweighted 

base 

(affirmative 

response) 

Standard 

error 

Design 

factor 

(deft)  

  Percentage Number Percentage Number  

How important it is 

to be able to 

influence decisions 

affecting the local 

area 

Important 54 6,011 0.6 1.31 

Not important  46 4,746 0.6 1.31 

 

Table 8.17: Whether people would like to be more involved in decisions made by their local 
council  

Characteristics Population Weighted 

percent (%) 

Unweighted 

base 

(affirmative 

response) 

Standard 

error 

Design 

factor 

(deft)  

  Percentage Number Percentage Number  

Whether would like 

to be more 

involved in 

decision made by 

the local council*33  

Yes 50 4,617 0.7 1.27 

No  48 3,913 0.7 1.27 

Depends on 

the issue 

2 210 0.2 1.27 

 

Table 8.18: How often people feel lonely 

Characteristics Population Weighted 

percent (%) 

Unweighted 

base 

(affirmative 

response) 

Standard 

error 

Design 

factor 

(deft) 

  Percentage Number Percentage Number  

Often/always 6 697 0.3 1.23 

                                                           
33 Based on online only data. 
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How often feel 

lonely 

Some of the 

time 

19 2,002 0.5 1.23 

Occasionally 23 2,515 0.5 1.23 

Hardly ever 31 3,286 0.5 1.23 

Never 20 2,208 0.5 1.23 

 

Table 8.19: Whether people borrow things and exchange favours with their neighbours  

Characteristics Population Weighted 

percent (%) 

Unweighted 

base 

(affirmative 

response) 

Standard 

error 

Design 

factor 

(deft) 

  Percentage Number Percentage Number 

Whether people 

borrow things and 

exchange favours 

with neighbours 

Definitely 

agree 

11 1,240 0.4 1.30 

Tend to agree 26 2,767 0.5 1.30 

Tend to 

disagree 

26 2,814 0.5 1.30 

Definitely 

disagree 

37 4,003 0.6 1.30 

 

Table 8.20: Whether people think their area has got better or worse over the last two years  

Characteristics Population  Weighted 

percent (%) 

Unweighted 

base 

(affirmative 

response) 

Standard 

error 

Design 

factor 

(deft)  

  Percentage Number Percentage Number  

Whether area has 

got better or worse 

over the last two 

years 

The area has 

got better 

14 1,660 0.4 1.33 

The area has 

got worse 

20 2,253 0.5 1.33 

The area has 

not changed 

much  

58 6,051 0.6 1.33 
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9. Data user guide 

This chapter provides a user guide for those conducting analysis of the Community Life Survey 

dataset. The dataset will be made available on the UK Data Service in SPSS format, and the guide 

assumes that analysis will be conducted in SPSS. 

 

Selecting cases for analysis 

The sample consists of an unweighted base of 10,917 interviews.  

 

Quarters  

The dataset contains data from fieldwork between 6 April 2020 and 29 March 2021 broken down into 

four quarters. Quarter data is weighted to be representative. To perform analysis on an individual 

quarter, use the variable ‘Quarter’ and select the appropriate: 

• Quarter 1: 6 April 2020 – 29 June 2020 

• Quarter 2: 6 July 2020 – 28 September 2020 

• Quarter 3: 5 October 2020 – 29 December 2020 

• Quarter 4: 4 January 2021 – 29 March 2021. 

For example, to look at Quarter 4 data only within the SPSS file, select data, select cases, filter if 

Quarter=4 and then run crosstabs and frequencies as normal.  

 

Variables 

The dataset is ordered in the following way: 

1. Unique serial number 

2. Demographic information such as number of adults in the household, age, gender, marital 

status, and information on children under the age of 16 living in the household  

3. The survey question responses in the same order as the questions appear in the 

questionnaire (please see Appendix A for the questionnaire)  

4. Derived variables (please see Appendix D for a full list) 

5. Geo-demographic files 

6. Weight variables. 

 

9.1 

9.1.1 

9.2 
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Any queries on published variables should be sent to evidence@dcms.gov.uk in the first instance. In 

some circumstances, DCMS analysts may refer queries to Kantar. 

Variables are named exactly to match the questionnaire names. Where the respondent was able to 

give multiple answers to one question (a multiple response question), the question has been 

represented in the dataset by a number of variables, one for each possible answer, which are coded 

as yes or no, depending on whether the respondent chose this response or not. This aids analysis as 

it avoids the need to recode each multiple response question. 

 

Mode of completion 

Nearly three quarters of interviews were completed online, versus one quarter completed by paper 

questionnaire. The paper questionnaire was shorter than the online survey, only containing roughly 

50% of the questions. Data users should be aware that some questions which only appeared in the 

web survey will have a smaller base size as a result. A variable titled ‘Mode’ is included in the data, 

which indicates whether each interview was completed online or by post.  

The two versions of the questionnaire can be viewed in Appendix A and B. 

 

Missing Values 

For the majority of variables, “Don’t know” and “Prefer not to say” responses are set as missing values 

within the dataset. In situations where the respondent was not asked the question, either due to the 

question being added in a later quarter or removed in a previous quarter, or due to routing within the 

questionnaire, responses are also set as missing values. All missing values are labelled appropriately 

to distinguish between the different responses. 

 

Weighting 

To analyse the data at the individual level SRCaliw should be used to weight the data. Five sets of 

weights are included within the dataset. Table 9.1 below details the separate weight variables and 

their use. 

Table 9.1: Weights used on the 2020/21 survey 

Weight Description 

SRCaliw Scaled-to-sample size individual weight 

for combined online and paper sample for 

the entire survey year 

RespondentCalibrationWeight 

 

Scaled to population-size individual weight 

for combined online and paper sample for 

the entire survey year.  

SRCaliww34 Scaled-to-sample size individual weight 

for online only sample for the entire 

                                                           
34 SRCaliww should be used for any break variables that are only collected in the online data, regardless of whether the 
question was included on paper. 

9.3 

9.4 

9.5 

mailto:evidence@dcms.gov.uk
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survey year. Use for data collected on the 

online survey only. 

RespondentCalibrationWeight_web Scaled to population-size for combined 

online only sample for the entire year. Use 

for data collected on the online survey 

only. 
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10.  Appendices  

Appendix A: Community Life Online Survey Questionnaire  

Appendix B: Community Life Paper Questionnaire  

Appendix C: Advance Online Letter, Reminder Online Letter and Paper Letter 

Appendix D: List of derived variables created for the Community Life Survey 

Appendix E: Experiments in the 2020/21 Community Life Survey 
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Appendix A: Community Life Online 
Questionnaire  

Community Life Survey 
2020/21 Online 

Questionnaire  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 l<ANTAR 

-Department for 
Digital, Culture 
Media & Sport 
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SECTION 1: DEMOGRAPHICS 
 
→ TIMING POINT 1 

     
INTRO  [ASK ALL] 
 

Thank you for choosing to take part in the Community Life Survey.  
 

Please click the (>) button to start the survey. 
 
 
INTRO2  [ASK ALL] 
 

In this first section we would like to find out a little about your household. 
By 'your household' we mean the group of people (not necessarily related) living at your 
address who share cooking facilities with you and also share a living room or sitting room or 
dining area. 

 
The information is used to understand the experiences of different groups and will not identify 
you or anyone in your household. 

 
 
NUMADULTS  [ASK ALL] 
 
 Including you, how many adults aged 16 or over are currently living in your household? 
 
 1...10 
 
 
NAMADULT  [ASK ALL] 
 

We would like to gather some information about the people you live with so that we can 
understand the experiences of different types of households. 
 
Please enter the first name or initials of each adult currently aged 16 or over in your household. 
 
If you do not wish to enter names, please give an initial or other title for each person which 
you will recognise at later questions (e.g. ‘wife’, ‘eldest son’). 
 
ENTER NAMES 

 
 
SEX  [ASK ALL] 
  

[Names from NAMADULT pulled through] 
 
What is the gender of each adult in your household? 
1. Male 
2. Female 
3. Other 
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 AGEIF [ASK ALL] 
  

[Names from NAMADULT pulled through] 
 
How old are each of the adults in your household? 

 
Please click the (>) button for more answer options. 

 
16..99 
 
 

AGEIF2 [ASK IF AGEIF = DK OR REF] 
 

[Names from NAMADULT pulled through] 
 
 Which of the following age bands does each adult in the household come under? 

 
1. 16 to 19 
2. 20 to 24 
3. 25 to 29 
4. 30 to 34 
5. 35 to 39 
6. 40 to 44 
7. 45 to 49 
8. 50 to 54 
9. 55 to 59 
10. 60 to 64 
11. 65 to 69 
12. 70 to 74 
13. 75 to 79 
14. 80 or over 

 
MARS  [ASK ALL] 
 
 What is your marital status? 

 
1. single, that is, never married and never registered a same-sex civil partnership 
2. married 
3. separated, but still legally married 
4. divorced 
5. widowed 
6. in a registered same-sex civil partnership 
7. separated, but still legally in a same-sex civil partnership 
8. formerly in a same-sex civil partnership which is now legally dissolved 
9. surviving partner from a same-sex civil partnership 

 
LIVE  [ASK IF MORE THAN ONE ADULT IN HOUSEHOLD AND MARS = 1 OR 3 OR 4 OR 5 OR 7 

OR 8 OR 9   OR DK/REF] 
 

Are you living with someone in this household as a couple? 
  

1. Yes 
2. No 
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NCHIL  
 How many children aged under 16 currently live in your household? 

  
0..10 

 
CAGE2 [ASK IF NCHIL>0] 
         

(IF ONE CHILD) 
How old are they?  
 
Please click the (>) button for more answer options. 
 
0…15 
 
(IF 2+ CHILDREN) 
You said that there are (x) children in this household.   Please enter their ages starting with the 
oldest child. 
 
Please click the (>) button for more answer options. 
 
[Set up as separate questions (each on their own screen), age in the sequence dependent on 
how many children live in the household, a space to be provided to type in age.] 
 
Oldest child  
Second oldest child 
Third oldest child 

 
BCAGE2 [ASK IF CAGE 2=DK/REF] 

 
(IF ONE CHILD) 
Which age band applies to the child in your household? 
 
(IF 2+ CHILDREN) 
You said that there are (x) children in this household.  Please select the age band which applies 
to each child, starting with the oldest child. 
 
[Set up as separate questions (each on their own screen), age in the sequence dependent on 
how many children live in the household, a space to be provided to type in age.] 
 
Oldest child  
Second oldest child 
Third oldest child 
 
1. 0 - 4 
2. 5 – 10 
3. 11 – 15 

 
 
 
REL  [ASK IF MORE THAN ONE PERSON IN THE HOUSEHOLD] 
 

Using the list below, please select all of the people you live with. Please include everyone you 
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live with including adults and children.   
 
Please click the (>) button for more answer options. 
 
Please select all that apply. 
 
Please click the (>) button for more answer options. 
1. A husband, wife, civil partner or other cohabiting partner 
2. Son or daughter(s) – including adopted/step/foster 
3. Brother or sister(s)  – including adopted/step/foster 
4. Another relative(s) 
5. Non-relative(s) 

 
[CHECK ON AGAINST NUMBER OF PEOPLE IN THE HOUSEHOLD AFTER THIS QUESTION] 
 
 
DIntro1  [ASK ALL] 
 
Next are some questions about your employment.  
 
DWorkA [ASK ALL] 
 

Do you currently have a paid job?  
1. Yes  
2. No 

 
DWorkA1 [ASK IF DWORKA = 1] 
 

Are you working as an employee or are you self-employed?  
 
1. Employee  
2. Self-employed  

 
DWorkA2 [ASK IF SELF-EMPLOYED AT DWORKA1] 
 

Have you become self-employed in the last 12 months? 
 
(If you were previously self-employed, and have returned to self-employment in the last 12 
months, please select Yes.) 
 
1. Yes 

2. No 

 
IntIntro  [ASK ALWAYS] 

 
The following questions are about using the internet. 

 
 
 
IntUseB  [ASK ALWAYS] 
 

In what ways do you use the internet, if at all?  
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1. For work only   
2. For personal reasons only 
3. For both 
4. Not at all  

 
IntOft  [ASK IF INTUSEB = 1/2/3] 
 

How often do you access the internet? 
 

Please include internet access from any device, including mobile/tablet only internet access. 
This can be for any purpose ranging from checking your emails to online shopping. 

 
1. More than once a day 

2. Once a day 
3. 2-3 times per week 
4. About once a week 
5. About once a fortnight 
6. About once a month 
7. About once every 2-3 months 
8. About once every six months 
9. Less often 
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SECTION 2: IDENTITY AND SOCIAL NETWORKS 

 
→ TIMING POINT 2 
 
SIntro6  [ASK ALL]  
 

Now some questions about your friends.  
 
SRace  [ASK ALL] 
 

What proportion of your friends are of the same ethnic group as you?  
 
Please click the > button for more answer options. 

 
1. All the same as me 
2. More than a half 
3. About a half  
4. Less than a half 
5. Don't have any friends [HIDDEN CODE] 

 
SFaith  [ASK IF (NOT SRACE=5 (DON’T HAVE ANY FRIENDS))] 
 

What proportion of your friends are of the same religious group as you?  
 
 Please click the > button for more answer options. 
 

1. All the same as me 
2. More than a half 
3. About a half 
4. Or less than a half 
5. Not part of any faith group [HIDDEN CODE] 

 
Sage  [ASK IF (NOT SRACE=5 (DON’T HAVE ANY FRIENDS))] 
 

What proportion of your friends are of the same age group as you?  
 

1. All the same as me 
2. More than a half 
3. About a half 
4. Or less than a half 

 

SEduc                      [ASK IF (NOT SRACE=5 (DON’T HAVE ANY FRIENDS))] 

What proportion of your friends have a similar level of education to you?  

1. All the same as me 

2. More than a half 

3. About a half 

4. Or less than a half 
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RelMix  [ASK ALL] 

In the last 12 months, have you mixed socially with people from different religious groups in any of the 
following places? 

By ‘mixed socially’, we mean interacting with someone more than just to say hello. 

Please choose all that apply. 

1. At your home or their home 
2. At work, school or college 
3. At your child’s crèche, nursery or school 
4. At a pub, café or restaurant 
5. At a group, club or organisation you belong to (e.g. a sports club or social club) 
6. At the shops 
7. At a place of worship 
8. In public parks 
9. In public buildings (e.g. community centres or libraries) 
10. I haven’t mixed socially with people from different religious groups [EXCLUSIVE] 
11. Other (please specify) 

 

EthMix  [ASK ALL] 

In the last 12 months, have you mixed socially with people from different ethnic groups in any of the 
following places? 

By ‘mixed socially’, we mean interacting with someone more than just to say hello. 

Please choose all that apply. 

1. At your home or their home 
2. At work, school or college 
3. At your child’s crèche, nursery or school 
4. At a pub, café or restaurant 
5. At a group, club or organisation you belong to (e.g. a sports club or social club) 
6. At the shops 
7. At a place of worship 
8. In public parks 
9. In public buildings (e.g. community centres or libraries) 
10. I haven’t mixed socially with people from different ethnic groups [EXCLUSIVE] 
11. Other (please specify) 

 

FamIntro  [ASK ALL]  
 
The next few questions are about how often you personally contact your family members and 
friends. Please do not include any people you live with. 

 
FrndRel1-4 [ASK ALL] 
 
 Please do not include any people you live with. 
 
 On average, how often do you...? 
 

  More than 
once a day 

Once a 
day 

2-3 times 
per week 

About 
once a 
week 

About 
once a 
fortnight 

About 
once a 
month 

Less often 
than once a 
month 

Never 
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Meet up in person with 
family members or 
friends 
 

        

Speak on the phone or 
video or audio call via 
the internet with family 
members or friends 
 

        

Email or write to family 
members or friends 
 

        

Exchange text messages 
or instant messages 
with family members or 
friends 
 

        

 
FrndSat1-2 [ASK ALL] 
 

How much do you agree or disagree with the following statements? 
 

 Definitely 
agree 

Tend to 
agree 

Tend to 
disagree 

Definitely 
disagree 

If I needed help, there are people who would 
be there for me 

    

If I wanted company or to socialise, there are 
people I can call on 

    

 
Counton1 [ASK ALL] 
 

Is there anyone who you can really count on to listen to you when you need to talk? 
 

Please click the (>) button for more answer options. 
 

1. Yes, one person 
2. Yes, more than one person 
3. No one 
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SECTION 3: YOUR COMMUNITY 
 
→ TIMING POINT 3 
 
SIntro2  [ASK ALL]  
 

The next questions are about your neighbourhood.. 
 

SBeNeigh [ASK ALL]  
 
First, how strongly do you feel you belong to your immediate neighbourhood?  
 
Please think of the area within a few minutes walking distance from your home. 
 

1. Very strongly  
2. Fairly strongly  
3. Not very strongly  
4. Not at all strongly  

 

SBeGB  [ASK ALL]  
 
How strongly do you feel you belong to Britain? 

 
1. Very strongly  
2. Fairly strongly  
3. Not very strongly  
4. Not at all strongly  

    
SLive  [ASK ALL]  
 

Roughly how many years have you lived in your current neighbourhood?  
 
Answer must be in the range from 0 up to 120: ___  

 
SchatN  [ASK ALL]  
 

How often do you chat to your neighbours, more than to just say hello?  
 

Please click the (>) button for more answer options. 
 

1. On most days 
2. Once or twice a week  
3. Once or twice a month  
4. Less than once a month  
5. Never 
6. Don't have any neighbours [HIDDEN CODE] 

 
NBarr  [ASK IF SChatN=3/4/5] 
 

Why don't you chat to your neighbours more often? 
 
Please select all that apply. 
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A. Prefer to keep myself to myself 
B. Don't have time 
C. Prefer to choose my friends/have enough friends already 
D. Neighbours speak different language/have different culture 
E. Neighbours have a different religion/faith to my own 
F. Don't trust/get on with my neighbours 
G. Have no need to speak to neighbours 
H. Don’t feel I know my neighbours well enough 
I. Nothing in common with my neighbours 
J. I'm new to the area 
K. Don't see neighbours very often 
L. Have an illness/disability that prevents me from going out much 
M. People just don't speak to each other round here 
N. Other (specify) 

 
SFavN  [ASK IF NOT SchatN = 6] 
 

How strongly do you agree or disagree with the following statement: 
 
Generally, I borrow things and exchange favours with my neighbours. 

 
1. Definitely agree 
2. Tend to agree 
3. Tend to disagree 
4. Definitely disagree 

 
NComfort1 [ASK IF NOT SchatN = 6] 
 

How comfortable would you be asking a neighbour to keep a set of keys to your home for 
emergencies, for example if you were locked out? 

 
1. Very comfortable 
2. Fairly comfortable 
3. Fairly uncomfortable 
4. Very uncomfortable 

 
 NComfort2 [ASK IF HAVE CHILDREN AGED < 11 AND NOT IF SchatN = 6] 
 

How comfortable would you be asking a neighbour to mind your child(ren) for half an hour?   
 

1. Very comfortable 
2. Fairly comfortable 
3. Fairly uncomfortable 
4. Very uncomfortable 

 
NComfort3 [ASK IF NOT SchatN = 6] 
 

If you were ill and at home on your own, and needed someone to collect a few shopping 
essentials, how comfortable would you feel asking a neighbour to do this for you? 

 
1. Very comfortable 
2. Fairly comfortable 
3. Fairly uncomfortable 
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4. Very uncomfortable 
 
SPull  [ASK ALL]  
 

To what extent would you agree or disagree that people in your neighbourhood pull together 
to improve the neighbourhood?  

 
 Please click the > button for more answer options. 
 

1. Definitely agree  
2. Tend to agree  
3. Tend to disagree  
4. Definitely disagree  
5. Nothing needs improving [HIDDEN CODE] 

 
STrust  [ASK ALL]  
 

Thinking about the people who live in this neighbourhood, to what extent do you believe they 
can be trusted?  
 
Please click the > button for more answer options. 
 
1. Many of the people can be trusted 
2. Some of the people can be trusted  
3. A few of the people can be trusted  
4. None of the people can be trusted  
5. Just moved here [HIDDEN CODE] 

 

STrustGen2 [ASK ALL] 
 

On a scale where 0 (zero) is not at all and 10 (ten) is completely, in general how much do you 
think people can be trusted? 

 

(Scale: 0 not at all, 10 completely) 
 

 
SIntro5  [ASK ALL]  
 
The next questions refer to your wider local area. Please think of the area within 15-20 minutes walking 
distance from your home.  

 
Slocsat  [ASK ALL]  
 

Overall, how satisfied or dissatisfied are you with your local area as a place to live?  
 

1. Very satisfied  
2. Fairly satisfied  
3. Neither satisfied nor dissatisfied  
4. Fairly dissatisfied  
5. Very dissatisfied  

 
 
STogeth [ASK ALL]  
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To what extent do you agree or disagree that your local area is a place where people from 
different backgrounds get on well together?  

 
Please click the > button for more answer options. 

 
1. Definitely agree  
2. Tend to agree  
3. Tend to disagree  
4. Definitely disagree  
5. There are too few people in the local area [HIDDEN CODE] 
6. People in this area are all of the same background [HIDDEN CODE] 

 

BetWors2 (QB5) [ASK ALL] 

Do you think that over the past two years your area has …? 

1. got better to live in 

2. got worse to live in 

3. not changed much (hasn’t got better or worse) 

4. Have not lived here long enough to say 

 
Assets2 (QB1)   [ASK ALL] 

Which of these are located within a 15-20 minute walk from your home? 

1. General/grocery shop 

2. Pub 

3. Park 

4. Library 

5. Community centre/hall 

6. Sports centre/club 

7. Youth centre/club 

8. Health centre/GP 

9. Chemist 

10. Post Office 

11. Primary school 

12. Secondary school 

13. Church/place of worship 

14. Public transport links 

15. None of the above [EXCLUSIVE] 

 
SatAsset [ASK ALL] 
 

Generally, how satisfied are you with the local services and amenities in your local area? 
 

1. Very satisfied  
2. Fairly satisfied  
3. Neither satisfied nor dissatisfied  
4. Fairly dissatisfied  
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5. Very dissatisfied  
 
Vnbv  [ASK ALL] 
 

How important is it for you personally that you have opportunities to mix with people from 
different backgrounds? 

1. Very important 

2. Important 

3. Neither important nor unimportant 

4. Not very important 

5. Not at all important 
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SECTION 4: CIVIC ENGAGEMENT 
 
→ TIMING POINT 4 
 
PIntro1  [ASK ALL]  
 

The next questions are about influencing political decisions and local affairs.  
 
CivPart  [ASK ALL]  
 

In the last 12 months, that is since [DATE ONE YEAR AGO], have you…? 
 
Please select all that apply. 

 
1. Contacted a local official such as a local councillor, MP, government official, mayor, or 

public official working for the local council (Please do not include any contact for personal 
reasons e.g. housing repairs or contact through work) 

2. Attended a public meeting, rally, or taken part in a public demonstration or protest 
3. Signed a paper petition or an online/e-petition 
4. None of these [EXCLUSIVE] 
 

Partoft  [ASK IF NOT ((NONE IN CIVPART)  
 

And over the last 12 months, how often have you done [this kind of thing/all of the things 
you’ve just mentioned]?  
 This includes: 
[LIST THINGS MENTIONED] 
 
1. At least once a week  
2. Less than once a week but at least once a month 
3. Less often than once a month  
 

CivConsult [ASK ALL] 
 

In the last 12 months, that is since [DATE ONE YEAR AGO], have you taken part in a 
consultation about local services or issues in your local area through any of these ways? 

 

Please select all that apply. 
 
1. Completing a paper or online questionnaire 
2. Attending a public meeting 
3.  Being involved in a face-to-face or online group  
4. None of these [EXCLUSIVE] 
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Conoft  [ASK IF NOT ((NONE IN CIVCONSULT)]  
 

And over the last 12 months, how often have you done [this kind of thing/all of the things 
you’ve just mentioned]?  
 This includes:  
[LIST THINGS MENTIONED] 

 
1. At least once a week  
2. Less than once a week but at least once a month  
3. Less often than once a month  
 

CivActIntro [ASK ALL] 
 
 The following questions are about activities in your local community. 
 
CivAct1  [ASK ALL AGED 18 AND OVER] 
 
 

In the last 12 months, that is since [DATE ONE YEAR AGO] have you done any of these things? 
Please include any activities you have already mentioned but not any related to your job.  
  
Please select all that apply. 
 
1. Been a local councillor (for local authority, town or parish)  
2. Been a school governor  
3. Been a volunteer Special Constable  
4. Been a Magistrate  
5. None of the above [EXCLUSIVE] 
 

CivAct2  [ASK ALWAYS]  
 

And again in the last 12 months, that is since [DATE ONE YEAR AGO], have you been a member 
of any of the following decision making groups in your local area? Please include online groups 
and any activities you have already mentioned. Please do not include any activities related to 
your job.  
 
Please select all that apply. 

 
1. A group making decisions on local health services  
2. A decision making group set up to regenerate the local area  
3. A decision making group set up to tackle local crime problems  
4. A tenants' group decision making committee  
5. A group making decisions on local education services  
6. A group making decisions on local services for young people  
7. Another group making decisions on services in the local community  
8. None of these [EXCLUSIVE] 

 
PAffLoc  [ASK ALL]  
 

To what extent do you agree or disagree that you personally can influence decisions affecting 
your local area?  
 
Please click the (>) button for more answer options. 
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1. Definitely agree  
2. Tend to agree  
3. Tend to disagree  
4. Definitely disagree  

 
PInfl  [ASK ALL]  
 

How important is it for you personally to feel that you can influence decisions in your local 
area?  
 
1. Very important  
2. Quite important  
3. Not very important  
4. Not at all important 

 
PCSat  [ASK ALL]  
 

Generally speaking, would you like to be more involved in the decisions your local council 
makes which affect your local area?  

 
Please click the > button for more answer options. 
 
1. Yes  
2. No  
3. Depends on the issue [HIDDEN CODE] 

 

PIfHow   [ASK ALL] 
 

If you wanted to influence decisions in your local area how would you go about it?  
 
Please select all that apply.  
 
Please click the (>) button for more answer options. 

 
A. Contact the local council /a council official  
B. Contact my local councillor  
C. Contact my MP  
D. Contact my assembly member (for London)  
E. Sign a paper petition 
F. Sign an e-petition/online petition  
G. Organise a paper petition 
H. Organise an e-petition/online petition  
I. Attend a local council meeting  
J. Attend a public meeting  
K. Contact local media or journalists  
L. Organise a group (e.g. campaign/action group) 
M. Other (specify)  

 
 
 
 
PIfEas  [ASK ALL]  
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Which, if any, of these might make it easier for you to influence decisions in your local area?  
 
Please select all that apply. 
 
Please click the (>) button for more answer options. 
 
1. If I had more time  
2. If the local council got in touch with me and asked me  
3. If I could give my opinion online /by email  
4. If I knew what issues were being considered  
5. If it was easy to contact my local councillor  
6. If I knew who my local councillor was  
7. If I could get involved in a group (not online) making decisions about issues affecting my 

local area/neighbourhood 
8. If I could get involved in an online group making decisions about issues affecting my local 

area/neighbourhood  
9. Something else (specify)  
10. Nothing [HIDDEN CODE] [EXCLUSIVE] 
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SECTION 5: VOLUNTEERING 
 
→  TIMING POINT 5 
 
ASK ALL 

CharServ 

Excluding any paid or unpaid work or help, have you used any of these charity services within the last 
12 months? 

Please select all that apply 

 Yes No 

Food banks 
(e.g. The Trussell Trust) 

  

Mental health charities  
(e.g. Samaritans, Mind, support helplines) 

  

Physical health, wellbeing support and disability groups 
(e.g. Macmillan Cancer Support, St John’s Ambulance, Great Ormand Street Hospital, Scope) 

  

Housing charities 
(e.g. Joseph Rowntree Housing Trust, Centre Point, Shelter) 

  

Loneliness and befriending charities 
(e.g. Age UK) 

  

Youth clubs and groups, either for yourself or for a child 
(e.g. Scouts, youth centres, play groups) 

  

Victim support and rehabilitation services  
(e.g. women’s shelters, social justice, victim arbitration) 

  

Training and skills provided by charities  
(e.g. employability skills such as interview preparation, work placements, mentoring) 

  

Arts, culture, leisure, or sport supported by charities 
(e.g. public museums, National Trust, Parkrun) 

  

Advocacy and Legal services charities 
(e.g. Citizen’s Advice Bureau, Legal Aid) 

  

Other (please specify) 
 

 

 
FIntro1  [ASK ALL] 
 
The next questions are about your involvement with groups, clubs or organisations. 
 
FGroupIntro  [ASK ALL] 
 

Web: For each of the following types of groups, clubs or organisations, please state whether 
you have been involved with any of these during the last 12 months, that is since [DATE ONE 
YEAR AGO]. 
 
That's anything you've taken part in, supported, or that you've helped in any way, either on 
your own or with others. Please exclude giving money or anything that was a requirement of 
your job or organised through your employer.  
 
Postal: Have you been involved with any of the following groups, clubs or organisations during 
the last 12 months?  
 
Please don’t put a cross in the box if you have only given money or done something that was 
part of your job or organised through your employer. 
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FGroupA-FGroupP [ASK ALL] [RANDOMISE] 

 Yes No 

Children's education/schools  
(e.g. Parent Teacher Associations, School governor, supporting fairs and 
fundraising, Helping in school, Running pupils’ clubs) 

  

Youth/children's activities (outside school)  
(e.g. Youth clubs, Sports clubs, Hobby or cultural groups for children) 

  

Education for adults  
(e.g. Attending or teaching classes,, Mentoring, Cultural groups, Students Union, 
College governor) 

  

Sport/exercise (taking part, coaching or going to watch)  
(e.g. Sports clubs or groups (e.g. football, swimming, fishing, golf, keep-fit, 
hiking), Supporter clubs) 

  

Religion  
(e.g. Attending a place of worship (church, chapel, mosque, temple, synagogue) , 
Attending faith-based groups, Saturday/Sunday School) 

  

Politics  
(e.g. Membership of, or involvement with, political groups, Serving as local 
councillor) 

  

Older people  
(e.g. Involved with groups, clubs or organisations for older people e.g. Age 
UK, Pensioner’s clubs, visiting, transporting or representing older people) 

  

Health, Disability and Social welfare  
(e.g. Medical research charities, Hospital visiting, Disability groups, Social welfare 
(e.g. Oxfam, NSPCC, Samaritans, Citizens Advice Bureau), Offering respite care, 
Self-help groups (e.g. Alcoholics Anonymous)) 

  

Safety, First Aid  
(e.g. Red Cross, St. Johns Ambulance, Life Saving, RNLI, Mountain Rescue, Helping 
after a disaster) 

  

The environment, animals  
(e.g. National organisations (e.g. Greenpeace, National Trust, RSPCA), Local 
conservation groups, Preservation societies) 

  

Justice and Human Rights  
(e.g. Special Constable, Magistrate, Legal advice centre, Victim Support, Prison 
visiting or aftercare, Justice and peace groups, Community or race relations, LGBT 
groups, National organisations (e.g. Amnesty International)) 

  

Local community or neighbourhood groups  
(e.g. Tenants’ / Residents’ Association, Neighbourhood Watch, community group, 
local pressure group) 

  

Citizens' Groups  
(e.g. Rotary Club, Lion’s Club, Women’s Institute (WI), Freemasons) 

  

Hobbies, Recreation/Arts/Social clubs  
(e. g. Clubs or groups for the Arts (e.g. theatres, museums, amateur dramatics, 
orchestras), Hobby or cultural groups (e.g.  local history club, Social club) 

  

Trade union activity  
(e. g. Membership of, or involvement with, a trade union.) 

  

   

 
Other_P  [ASK ALL] 

Have you been involved with any other groups, clubs or organisations in the last 12 months?  
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1. Yes 
2. No 

 
P_Oth  [ASK IF Other_P=1] 
 

Please enter the other activities you have been involved with in the last 12 months into the box 
below. 
 

FInfo  [ASK IF YES AT ANY OF A-P AT FGROUP] 

 

The next questions are about your involvement with the groups, clubs and organisations 

you’ve just selected.  

 

These are: [List groups selected at FGROUP - main titles only] 

 
FUnPd  [ASK IF YES AT ANY OF FGROUPA-P]  
 

In the last 12 months, that is, since [DATE ONE YEAR AGO], have you given unpaid help to [the 
group, club or organisation/any of the groups, clubs or organisations] you’ve just selected in 
any of the following ways?  
 
Please select all that apply. 

 
A. Raising or handling money/taking part in sponsored events  
B. Leading a group/member of a committee 
C. Getting other people involved  
D. Organising or helping to run an activity or event  
E. Visiting people  
F. Befriending or mentoring people  
G. Giving advice/information/counselling  
H. Secretarial, admin or clerical work  
I. Providing transport/driving  
J. Representing  
K. Campaigning  
L. Other practical help (e.g. helping out at school, shopping)  
M. Any other help  

None of the above [EXCLUSIVE] 
 
FUnOft   [ASK IF YES AT ANY OF FGROUPA-P AND AT LEAST ONE OF CODES A-M SELECTED AT 
FUnPd)] 
 

Over the last 12 months, how often have you helped [this/these] group(s), club(s) or 
organisation(s)?  

 
1. At least once a week 
2. Less than once a week but at least once a month 
3. Less often than once a month  

 
FUnHrs  [ASK IF YES AT ANY OF FGROUPA-P AND AT LEAST ONE OF CODES A-L SELECTED AT 
FUnPd] 
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Now just thinking about the last 4 weeks. Approximately how many hours have you spent 
helping this/these] group(s), club(s) or organisation(s) in the last 4 weeks?  
 
If you are not sure please provide your best estimate. 

 
 ______ 
 
 
FIndGpA [ASK IF YES AT ANY OF FGROUPA-P AND AT LEAST ONE OF CODES A-L SELECTED AT 
FUnPd] 
 

How did you find out about opportunities to give unpaid help to [this/these groups(s), club(s) 
or organisation(s)?  
 
Please select all that apply.  
 

A. Through previously using services provided by the group 
B. From someone else already involved in the group  
C. From a friend not involved in the group/by word of mouth  
D. From a member of my family 
E. Place of worship  
F. School, college, university  
G. Doctor's surgery / Community Centre / Library  
H. Promotional events/volunteer fair  
I. Local events  
J. Local newspaper  
K. National newspaper  
L. TV or radio (local or national)  
M. Volunteer bureau or centre  
N. Employer's volunteering scheme 
O. www.do-it.org.uk  
P. National Citizen Service 
Q. Other internet/organisational website  
R. Other way (specify) 

 
MxFVol2 [ASK IF YES AT ANY OF FGROUPA-P AND AT LEAST ONE OF CODES A-L SELECTED AT 
FUnPd] 
 

Thinking about the unpaid help you’ve given in the last 12 months, have you mixed with....?   
 
Please select all that apply. 

 
1. People of different age groups 
2. People of different ethnic groups or religions 
3. People with a different social or educational background 
4. People who live in different neighbourhoods 
5. None of these [EXCLUSIVE] 

 
 
 
MxFVol3 [ASK ALL EXCEPT THOSE SAYING 'NONE OF THESE' AT MxFVol2] 
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Still thinking about the unpaid help you’ve given in the last 12 months, how often have you 
mixed with the people you have just mentioned?  
 
Please think about all of the people you mix with as part of this activity.  
 
Please click the (>) button for more answer options. 

 
1. Daily  
2. Weekly  
3. Monthly  
4. At least once a year  
5. Less often than once a year  

 
VolBen [ASK IF (YES AT ANY OF FGROUPA-P AND AT LEAST ONE OF CODES A-L SELECTED AT FUnPd] 
 

Did you start helping these groups, clubs or organisations for any of the following reasons? 
Please select all that apply. 

 
1. I wanted to improve things/help people 
2. I wanted to meet people/make friends 
3. The cause was really important to me  
4. My friends did it 
5. My family did it 
6. It was connected with the needs of my family/friends 
7. I felt there was a need in my community 
8. I thought it would give me a chance to learn new skills 
9. I thought it would give me a chance to use my existing skills 
10. It helps me get on in my career 
11.  It's part of my religious belief to help people 
12.  It's part of my philosophy of life to help people 
13. It gave me a chance to get a recognised qualification 
14. I had spare time to do it 
15. I felt there was no one else to do it 
16. None of these [EXCLUSIVE] 

 
VolUnPd       [ASK IF FUnPd= A-M] 

In the last 12 months, have you done any voluntary or unpaid work connected to any of the following 
areas? 

Please select all that apply. 

1. Arts (e.g. theatre, visual arts and crafts, music, festivals, dance, literature)  
2. Museum or gallery (e.g. stewarding at a museum or gallery, data analysis and research, 

museum guide)  
3. Heritage (e.g. stewarding at a heritage site, trustee or committee member in a heritage or 

history group, conservation/restoration of sites, supporting conservation of historic objects) 
4. Libraries (e.g. supporting library staff, management of libraries, library events and groups)  
5. Sport (e.g. providing transport, coaching or instructing, refereeing, umpiring, officiating, 

stewarding, administrative or committee role for a sports organisation, activity or event) 
6. Other charitable area (please specify) 
7. None of these [EXCLUSIVE] 

 

EIntro  [ASK IF DWORKA1 = EMPLOYEE]  
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Now some questions about Employer Supported Volunteering.  
 
GEmpVol2 [ASK IF DWORKA1 = EMPLOYEE] 
 

Some employers have schemes for employees to help with community projects, voluntary or 
charity organisations, or to give money. Have you participated in any activities of this sort that 
were encouraged by your employer, in the last 12 months, that is since DATE?  

 
Please click the (>) button for more answer options. 

 
1. Yes - helping only  
2. Yes – giving money only  
3. Yes - BOTH helping AND giving money  
4. No     

 
GOften  [ASK IF GEmpVol2 = 1 OR 3]   
 

 Approximately how many days have you spent giving this kind of help in the last 12 months?  
 

1. Less than a day 
2. One day 
3. Two days 
4. Three days 
5. Four days 
6. Five or more days 

 
BVLon  [ASK IF (FGROUPA-P ALL = NO) OR (FUNPD = NONE)]  
 

If yes at least one of FGroupA-P AND none at funpd use this text:  

(1) You’ve said that during the last 12 months you have not done any of the following things for 
any groups, clubs or organisations. Have you done any of these things – unpaid – for a group, 
club or organisation’ in the last five years (that is since YEAR)? Please select all that apply. 
 
IF no at ALL OF FGROUPA-P use this text:  

(2) You said earlier that you have not been involved with any groups, clubs or organisations in 
the last 12 months. Have you done any of the following things - unpaid - for a group, club or 
organisation in the last five years (that is since YEAR)? Please select all that apply. 

 
(A) Raising or handling money/taking part in sponsored events  
(B) Leading the group/member of a committee  
(C) Organising or helping to run an activity or event  
(D) Visiting people  
(E) Befriending or mentoring people  
(F) Giving advice/information/counselling  
(G) Secretarial, admin or clerical work  
(H) Providing transport/driving  
(I) Representing  
(J) Campaigning  
(K) Helping someone who is self-isolating due to coronavirus 
(L) Other practical help (e.g. helping out at school, shopping)  
(M) Any other help  
None of the above [EXCLUSIVE] 
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VYFreq  [ASK IF ANY OF CODES A-L SELECTED AT BVLon] 
 

Thinking about the unpaid help you have given to any group, club or organisation in the past, 
on average how frequently did you do this?  

 
1. At least once a week 
2. Less than once a week but at least once a month 
3. Less frequently than once a month 
4. It was a one-off occasion 

 

VYStop  [ASK IF ANY OF CODES A-L SELECTED AT BVLon] 
 

What were the main reasons you stopped giving unpaid help to any groups, clubs or 
organisations?  
Please select all that apply. 
 
A. Not enough time - due to changing home/work circumstances 
B. Not enough time – getting involved took up too much time  
C. Group/club/organisation finished/closed 
D. Moved away from area 
E. Due to health problems or old age 
F. Group/club/organisation wasn't relevant to me anymore 
G. Lost interest 
H. It was a one-off activity or event 
I. Felt I had done my bit/ someone else’s turn to get involved 
J. Got involved in another activity instead 
K. Didn't get asked to do the things I'd like to 
L. Felt the group/club/organisation was badly organised 
M. Felt my efforts weren't always appreciated 
N. It was too bureaucratic/ too much concern about risk and liability 
O. Activity linked to my school/college/university/job I have now left 
P. I didn't feel my contribution made a difference 
Q. Other reason (specify) 

R. I am limiting contact with others due to coronavirus 

 
BVHelp [ASK IF (FGROUPA-P ALL = NO) OR (FUNPD = NONE) OR (FUNOFT = LESS OFTEN OR 

DON’T   KNOW)]  
 

If FUnoFT=Less often use this text:  
1) You said earlier that you help group(s)/ club(s)/organisation(s) occasionally, that is less than 
once a month. Would you like to spend any more time helping groups, clubs or organisations?  
 
If FUnoFT= Don’t Know use this text:  
(2) You said earlier that you help group(s)/club(s)/organisation(s). Would you like to spend any 
more time helping groups, clubs or organisations?  
 
Otherwise, use this text:  
(3) Would you like to spend any time helping groups, clubs or organisations?  

 
1. Yes  
2. No  

VBarr  [ASK IF (FGROUPA-P ALL = NO) OR (FUNPD = NONE) OR (FUNOFT = LESS OFTEN OR 
DON’T   KNOW)]  
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If never volunteered formally ((FGroup A-P ALL = NO OR FunPd= None) AND BVLONG = NONE) 
use this text:  
(1) Which, if any, of these are reasons why you don’t give unpaid help to groups, clubs or 
organisations?  
 
If former formal volunteer (BVLon= A-L) use this text:  
(2) Which, if any, of these are reasons why you have not given unpaid help to groups, clubs or 
organisations in the last 12 months?  
 
If irregular formal volunteer (FunOft= Less than once a month OR Don’t Know) use this text:  
(3) Which, if any, of these are reasons why you don’t give unpaid help to groups, clubs or 
organisations more regularly?  
 
Please select all that apply. 
 
A. I have work commitments  
B. I have to look after children/the home  
C. I have to look after someone who is elderly or ill  
D. I have to study  
E. I do other things with my spare time  
F. I’m not the right age 
G. I don't know any groups that need help  
H. I haven't heard about opportunities to give help/ I couldn’t find opportunities  
I. I'm new to the area  
J. I have never thought about it  
K. I have an illness or disability that I feel prevents me from getting involved  
L. I am limiting contact with others due to coronavirus 
M. Too difficult during the coronavirus outbreak 
N. It is not my responsibility  
O. Other reason (specify) 

 
IIntro1  [ASK ALL]  
 

The next section asks about any unpaid help you as an individual may have given to other 
people, that is apart from any help given through a group, club or organisation. This could be 
help for a friend, neighbour or someone else but not a relative.  

 
IHlp  [ASK ALL]  
 

In the last 12 months, that is, since [DATE ONE YEAR AGO], have you done any of these things, 
unpaid, for someone who was not a relative?   
  
Please select all that apply. 

 
1. Keeping in touch with someone who has difficulty getting out and about (visiting in person, 

telephoning or e-mailing)  
2. Doing shopping, collecting pension or paying bills  
3. Cooking, cleaning, laundry, gardening or other routine household jobs  
4. Decorating, or doing any kind of home or car repairs  
5. Babysitting or caring for children  
6. Sitting with or providing personal care (e.g. washing, dressing) for someone who is sick or 

frail  
7. Looking after a property or a pet for someone who is away  
8. Giving advice  
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9. Writing letters or filling in forms  
10. Representing someone (for example talking to a council department or to a doctor)  
11. Transporting or escorting someone (for example to a hospital or on an outing)  
12. Anything else  
13. No help given in last 12 months [EXCLUSIVE] 

 
IHlpOft  [ASK IF NOT IHLP=13 (NONE)]  
 

Over the last 12 months, that is, since [DATE ONE YEAR AGO], about how often have you done 
[this/these things?]?  
 
 This includes: 
(LIST RESPONSES GIVEN AT IHLP) 
 
1. At least once a week  
2. Less than once a week but at least once a month  
3. Less often than once a month  

 
IHlpHrs  [ASK IF NOT IHLP=13 (NONE)]  
 

In the last 4 weeks, approximately how many hours have you spent doing [this/these things?? 
If you are not sure please provide your best estimate. 
 
Answer must be in the range from 0 up to 999: ____  
 

GIntro1  [ASK ALL]  
 

Next are some questions about giving to charity.  
  

GGroup  [ASK ALL] 
 

In the last 4 weeks, have you given money to charity in any of the following ways? Please 
exclude donating goods or prizes.  
 
Please select all that apply.  

 
Donations 
A. Money to collecting tins (e.g. door-to-door, in the street, in a pub, at work, on a shop 

counter, etc.)  
B. Collection at church, mosque or other place of worship  
C. Collections using a charity envelope/cheque in the post  
D. Covenant or debit from salary, payroll giving  
E. Donation – via direct debit, standing order 
F. Giving to people begging on the street 
G. Donation – in person or on phone (excluding online or via text message) 
H. Donation – online/via website 
I. Donation – by text message  
J. Donation – via an ATM/cash machine 
K. Donation – made through contactless technology 
Purchases/fundraising 
L. Buying raffle tickets (NOT national or health lottery) 
M. Buying goods from a charity shop, catalogue or online 
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N. Making a purchase where the price includes a charitable donation/or where you can add a 
charitable donation to the purchase 

O. Buying tickets or spending money at fundraising events (e.g. charity dinners, fetes, jumble 
sales) 

Sponsorship 
P. Sponsorship (not online) 
Q. Sponsorship (online)  
Other 
R. Other method of giving (excluding donating goods or prizes) (specify) 
S. Did not give money to charity [EXCLUSIVE] 

 
GivMon [ASK IF NOT GGROUP = DID NOT GIVE TO CHARITY OR DK OR REF] 

In the last 12 months, have you given any money to any of the following charity sectors? 

Please select all that apply. 

1. Arts (e.g. theatre, visual arts and crafts, music, festivals, dance, literature) 
2. Museums and/or galleries 
3. Heritage (e.g. heritage sites, conservation/restoration, supporting conservation of historic 

objects) 
4. Libraries (e.g. library donation boxes, membership of library friends schemes) 
5. Sports (e.g. sports organisations, local sports clubs or facilities, sports development 

charities) 
6. Other charitable area (please specify) 
7. None of these [EXCLUSIVE] 

 
GivAmt  [ASK IF NOT GGROUP = DID NOT GIVE TO CHARITY AND NOT DK OR REF]  
 

Approximately how much have you given to charity in the last 4 weeks?  
 
Please enter the amount to the nearest pound. 
 
Please exclude buying goods. 
 
 If you are not sure please provide your best estimate. 
_____  

 
 
Caus4w  [ASK IF NOT GGROUP = DID NOT GIVE TO CHARITY AND NOT DK OR REF] 
 

To which of these causes have you given money in the last 4 weeks?  
 
Please select all that apply. 
 
A. Schools, colleges, universities or other education 
B. Children or young people (outside school) 
C. Sports/exercise 
D. Religion/Place of Worship 
E. Older people 
F. Overseas Aid / Disaster Relief 
G. Medical Research 
H. Hospitals and Hospices 
I. Physical/ Mental Healthcare/Disabled people (including blind or deaf people) 
J. Social Welfare  
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K. Conservation, the environment and heritage 
L. Animal Welfare 
M. The arts and museums 
N. Hobbies / Recreation/ Social clubs 
O. Other (specify) 
None of these [EXCLUSIVE] 

 
CausLN  [ASK IF NOT GGROUP = DID NOT GIVE TO CHARITY AND NOT DK OR REF] 
 

Were these donations for ...? 
 
1. Local charities 
2. National or international charities 
3. Both local charities and national or international charities 

 
TEUse2 (QB2)   [ASK ALL] 

Would any of these things encourage you to start giving to charity or to increase the amount 

you currently give?  

Please select all that apply. 

1. More information about charities I could support 

2. Knowing that my money will be spent locally 

3. Receiving letter/email of thanks from the charity 

4. Receiving information on what has been done with my donation 

5. Being asked to increase my donation 

6. Confidence that the money will be used efficiently 

7. More tax efficient methods (e.g. Gift Aid, giving via self-assessment) 

8. More generous tax relief 

9. Being asked by someone I know 

10. Having more money 

11. If payroll giving were available 

12. If the charity helped me/someone close to me 

13. None of these [EXCLUSIVE] 
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SECTION 6: SOCIAL ACTION  
 
→ TIMING POINT 6a 
 
SAIntro  [ASK ALL] 
 
The next questions are about getting involved in your local area. 
 
LocAtt  [ASK ALL] 
 

To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statement? 
 
When people in this area get involved in their local community, they really can change the way 
that their area is run.  

 
1. Definitely agree 
2. Tend to agree 
3. Neither agree nor disagree 
4. Tend to disagree 
5. Definitely disagree 

 
LocInvNew2  [ASK ALL] 

Have you been involved in any of the following activities, in the last 12 months, that is DATE?  

Please only include those activities that were unpaid 

Please don’t include anything where you signed a petition but took no further action.  

Please select all that apply. 

1. Trying to set up a new service/amenity for local residents 

2. Trying to stop the closure of a service/amenity 

3. Trying to stop something else happening in my local area 

4. Running local services on a voluntary basis (e.g. childcare, youth services, parks, 

community centres) 

5. Organising a community event (e.g. street party) 

6. Another local issue (specify) 

7. None of these [EXCLUSIVE] 
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LocPeopNew  [ASK IF NOT ALL CODES A-F SELECTED AT LocInvNew] 
 

Have you been aware of other local people being involved in any of these activities over the 
last 12 months? 
 
[LIST FILTERED TO EXCLUDES ANY RESPONSES SELECTED AT LOCINVNEW] 
 
[DISPLAY ON SCREEN]: In the last 12 months, I have been aware of other local people getting 
involved in... 

 
1. Trying to set up a new service/amenity for local residents 

2. Trying to stop the closure of a service/amenity 

3. Trying to stop something else happening in my local area 

4. Running local services on a voluntary basis (e.g. childcare, youth services, parks, 

community centres) 

5. Organising a community event (e.g. street party) 

6. Another local issue (specify) 

7. None of these [EXCLUSIVE] 

 
LocAct  [IF ANY CODED AT LocInvNew2 ] 

 
In the last 12 months, in what ways have you been involved in [this activity or issue / these 
activities or issues]?   
 
[DISPLAY CODES SELECTED AT LocInvNew2] 
 
Please select all that apply. 

 
A. I started up the activity (solely or jointly) 
B. I managed the activity (solely or jointly) 
C. I participated in a discussion on this issue/event (online or in person) 
D. I helped fundraise 
E. I got more people involved 
F. I contributed specialist skills 
G. I donated money 
H. I offered non-monetary donations or contributions 
I. I campaigned  
J. I helped raise awareness locally 
K. I helped organise a petition 
L. I signed a petition 
M. I offered other practical support 
N. Other (specify) 

 
LocOft  [IF ANY CODED AT LocInvNew 2] 
 

On how many occasions in the last 12 months have you spent time helping with [this activity or 
issue / all of these activities or issues]?  

 
[DISPLAY CODES SELECTED AT LocInvNew2] 

 
1. On one occasion only  
2. On 2 or 3 occasions 
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3. On four or five occasions 
4. Or more frequently 

 
LocHow [IF ANY CODED AT LocInvNew 2] 
 

How did you find out how to get involved with [this activity or issue / these activities or 
issues]?   
 
[DISPLAY CODES SELECTED AT LocInvNew2] 
 
Please select all that apply. 

 
A. I was the person/one of the people who started the action 
B. I was asked to get involved by someone I already knew  
C. I was asked to get involved by someone I hadn’t previously known  
D. I saw a leaflet/poster/flyer 
E. I read about it in the local newspaper 
F. Via a local community/ neighbourhood/ residents group 
G. Via an online forum or social network site  
H. Other (specify) 

 
LocMot2 (QB4)  [ASK IF ANY CODED AT LocInvNew2] 

Why did you get involved in [the local issue or activity/all of the local issues or activities]? 

[DISPLAY CODES SELECTED AT LocInvNew2] 
Please select all that apply. 

1. To serve my community/felt it was my responsibility 
2. To improve local services/not happy with existing provision  
3. To resolve an issue 
4. My political beliefs 
5. My religious beliefs 
6. An earlier positive experience of getting involved 
7. I was asked to get involved 
8. To have my say 
9. To meet people/make friends 
10. It was connected to the needs of family/friends 
11. To give me a chance to learn new skills/use my existing skills 
12. To help my career 
13. I had spare time to do it 
14. I wanted an interest outside of work 
15. Other (please specify) 

 
LocWant  [ASK IF ANY OF CODES A-F SELECTED AT LocPeopNew AND LocInvNew = NONE OF 

THESE] 
 

You said you had been aware of other local people in your area getting involved with:  
 

[ONLY DISPLAY ANSWERS SELECTED AT LocPeopNew] 
 
- Trying to set up a new service or amenity 
- Trying to stop the closure of a service or amenity 
- Trying to stop something happening in your local area 
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- Running local services on a voluntary basis 
- Organising a community event such as a street party 
- Another issue affecting your local area 

 
Would you like to have been involved in [this local issue / any of these local issues]? 

 
1. Yes 
2. No  

 
LocBarr1 [ASK IF LocWant = YES/NO 
 

IF YES AT LocWant: Why didn't you get involved in this [this local issue or activity / any of these 
local issues or activities]?  
 
IF NO At LocWant: Why didn't you want to get involved in [this local issue or activity / any of 
these local issues or activities]?  
 
[ONLY DISPLAY ANSWERS SELECTED AT LocPeopNew] 
 
 Please select all that apply. 
 
1. I don't have time  
2. I do other voluntary activities 
3. Was not asked to get involved 
4. Have never thought about it 
5. Did not know how to get involved 
6. Due to illness or disability  
7. Don’t feel it's my responsibility 
8. Did not feel I could make a difference 
9. Don’t have the right skills 
10. Not confident enough 
11. Don’t know people in my area well enough 
12. I don’t get on with people in my local area 
13. Didn’t agree with the issue or feel strongly enough about it 
14. Red tape/ bureaucracy/legal barriers 
15. Just not interested 
16. Other reason (specify) 
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SECTION 7: SUBJECTIVE WELLBEING 
 

→ TIMING POINT 7 
 

Wellintro [ASK ALL] 
 

The next questions ask about your feelings on aspects of your life. They are included to help 
measure people’s wellbeing and the information produced will not identify you or anyone in 
your household. 
 

There are no right or wrong answers. For each of these questions please give an answer on a 
scale of 0 to ten, where 0 is 'not at all' and 10 is 'completely'. 

 
WellB1  [ASK ALL] 
 

Overall, how satisfied are you with your life nowadays? 
 
Please click the (>) button for more answer options. 
 
 (SCALE: 0 (Not at all satisfied) to 10 (completely satisfied))  

 
WellB4  [ASK ALL] 
 

Overall, to what extent do you feel the things you do in your life are worthwhile? 
 
Please click the (>) button for more answer options. 
 
 (SCALE: 0 (not at all worthwhile) to 10 (completely worthwhile)) 

 
WellB2  [ASK ALL] 
 

Overall, how happy did you feel yesterday?  
 
Please click the (>) button for more answer options. 
 
 (SCALE: 0 (not at all happy) to 10 (completely happy))  

 
WellB3  [ASK ALL]        
 

Overall, how anxious did you feel yesterday?  
 
Please click the (>) button for more answer options. 
 
 (SCALE: 0 (not at all anxious) to 10 (completely anxious))  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Lon1  [ASK ALL] 
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How often do you feel that you lack companionship? 

 

Please click the (>) button for more answer options. 
 
A. Often 

B. Some of the time 

C. Hardly ever or Never 

  

Lon2  [ASK ALL] 
 

How often do you feel left out? 
 
Please click the (>) button for more answer options. 
 
A. Often 

B. Some of the time 

C. Hardly ever or Never  

 

Lon3  [ASK ALL] 
 

How often do you feel isolated from others? 
 
Please click the (>) button for more answer options. 

 

A. Often 

B. Some of the time 

C. Hardly ever or Never  

 

LonOft  [ASK ALL] 
 

How often do you feel lonely? 
 
Please click the (>) button for more answer options. 

 
A. Often/always 
B. Some of the time 
C. Occasionally 
D. Hardly ever 
E. Never 
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SECTION 8: DEMOGRAPHICS PART 2 

 
→ TIMING POINT 8 

 

 
IntroHTen2 [ASK ALL]  
 

The following questions are about you and your circumstances. 
 
HTen1  [ASK ALL] 
 

Do you (or your household) own or rent this accommodation? 
 

Please click the (>) button for more answer options. 
 

1. Own it outright  
2. Buying it with the help of a mortgage / loan  
3. Part own and part rent (shared ownership)  
4. Rent it (includes all those who are on Housing Benefit or Local Housing Allowance) 
5. Live here rent-free (including rent-free in relative's /friend's property but excluding 

squatters)  
6. Squatting 

 
HLLord  [ASK IF (HTEN1 = 3, 4 OR 5)] 
 

Who is the landlord?  
 
Please select the first one that applies. 

 
1. The local authority /council /ALMO  
2. A housing association, RSL, charitable trust or Local Housing Company 
3. Employer (organisation) of a household member  
4. Another organisation 
5. Relative /acquaintance of any current household member from before this tenancy started 
6. Employer (individual) of a household member  
7. Another individual private landlord 
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Ethnic  [ASK ALWAYS]  
 

Which one of the following best describes your ethnic group or background?  
 
Please select one option. 
 
WHITE  
1. English/Welsh/Scottish/Northern Irish/British 
2. Irish  
3. Gypsy or Irish Traveller 
4. Any other White background (specify) 

 MIXED  
5. White and Black Caribbean  
6. White and Black African  
7. White and Asian  
8. Any other mixed/multiple ethnic background (specify) 
ASIAN OR ASIAN BRITISH  
9. Indian  
10. Pakistani  
11. Bangladeshi  
12. Chinese 
13. Any other Asian background (specify) 
BLACK OR BLACK BRITISH  
14. African  
15. Caribbean  
16. Any other Black/African/Caribbean background (specify) 
OTHER ETHNIC GROUP 
17.  Arab  
18. Any other ethnic group (specify) 

 
19. Prefer not to say 

 
Citzen  [ASK ALWAYS] 
 

Are you a citizen of any of the following?  
  

Citizenship means you are entitled to a passport issued by that country.  
  

Please select all that apply 
 
Please click the (>) button for more answer options. 
  

1. The United Kingdom (Great Britain and Northern Ireland) 

2. Republic of Ireland 

3. Any other member state of the European Union 

4. Any other country elsewhere in the world 

 
SMain  [ASK ALL]  
 

Which language do you speak most often at home? Please choose your main language. If you 
speak English and another language equally please select both of these codes. 
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Please click the (>) button for more answer options. 
 

1. English  
2. Other language 

 

SGood  [ASK IF SMain NE =1] 
 

In day-to-day life, how good are you at speaking English when you need to?  For example to 
have a conversation on the telephone or talk to a professional such as a teacher or a doctor?  
 
Please click the (>) button for more answer options. 
 
1. Very good  

2. Fairly good  

3. Not very good 

4.  Not at all good 

     
Relig  [ASK ALL] 
 

What is your religion, even if you are not currently practising?  
 
Please click the (>) button for more answer options. 

 
1. No religion 
2. Christian  
3. Buddhist  
4. Hindu  
5. Jewish  
6. Muslim  
7. Sikh  
8. Any other religion  
9. Prefer not to say 

 
RelAct  [ASK IF NOT RELIG=1]  
 
Do you consider that you are actively practising your religion? 
 

Please click the (>) button for more answer options. 
 

1. Yes  
2. No 
3. Prefer not to say 

 
GHealth [ASK ALL]  
 

How is your health in general?  
 
Please click the (>) button for more answer options. 

 
1. Very good  
2. Good  
3. Fair  
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4. Bad  
5. Very bad  

 
DIll  [ASK ALL]  
 

[*]Do you have any physical or mental health conditions or illnesses lasting or expected to last 
for 12 months or more? 

 
Please click the (>) button for more answer options. 

 
1. Yes 
2. No 

 
 
DIll2  [ASK IF DIL1=1]  
 

[*] Does your condition or illness/do any of your conditions or illnesses] reduce your ability to 
carry out day-to-day activities?  

 
Please click the (>) button for more answer options. 

 
1. Yes – a lot 
2. Yes – a little 
3. No 

 
RCare  [ASK ALL]  
 

Do you have any caring responsibilities for a member of your immediate family or a close 
relative outside of your household who has any long-standing illness, disability or infirmity?  
 
Please click the (>) button for more answer options. 

 
1. Yes  
2. No  
 

RCareHrs [ASK IF RCare=1] 
 

Including travelling time, approximately how long do you spend caring for this person/these 
people in an average week? 
 
Please click the (>) button for more answer options. 

 
1. 0-2 hours 

2. 3-4 hours 

3. 5-9 hours 

4. 10-19 hours 

5. 20-29 hours 

6. 30 hours or more 
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SId [ASK ALL] 
 

Which of the following best describes how you think of yourself?  
 
We are asking this question so that we can compare the experiences of different groups in 
society. 

 
1. Heterosexual/ Straight  
2. Gay/ Lesbian  
3. Bisexual 
4. Other 
5. Prefer not to say 

 
 

Employment Status  
→ TIMING POINT 9 
 
EIntro1  [ASK ALL]  
 

The final questions about your work and employment.  
 
 
Wrking  [ASK ALL] 
 

Did you do any paid work in the 7 days ending Sunday the [date last Sunday], either as an 
employee or as self-employed?  

 
1. Yes  
2. No  

 
SchemeT [ASK IF WRKING = (NO OR DK/REF)] 
 

Were you on a government scheme for employment training? 
 

1. Yes  
2. No  

 
JbAway  [ASK IF WRKING = NO OR WRKING = DK/REF AND (SCHEMET = NO OR SCHEMET = 
DK/REF)]  
 

Did you have a job or business you were away from?  
 

1. Yes  
2. No  
3. I’m waiting to take up a new job/business already obtained  

 
OwnBus [ASK IF (JBAWAY = 2/3) OR (JBAWAY = DK/REF)] 
 

Did you do any UNPAID work in that week for any business that you own?  
 

1. Yes  
2. No  
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RelBus  [ASK IF (OWNBUS = NO) OR (OWNBUS = DK/REF)] 
 

Did you do any unpaid work for a business that a relative owns? 
 
1. Yes  
2. No  

 
Looked  [ASK IF(RELBUS = NO/DK/REF AND JBAWAY = NO/DK/REF)]  
 

Were you looking for any kind of paid work or a place on a government training scheme at any 
time in the last 4 weeks?  
 

1. Yes  
2. No  

 
StartJ  [ASK IF ((LOOKED = YES) OR (JBAWAY = WAITING)]  
 

If a job or a place on a government training scheme had been available in the week ending 
Sunday the [date last Sunday], would you have been able to start within 2 weeks?  

 
1. Yes  
2. No  

 
LKTime  [ASK IF ((LOOKED = YES) OR (LOOKED = WAIT)) OR (JBAWAY = WAITING)]  
 

How long have you been looking for paid work/a place on a government scheme?  
 

1. Not yet started  
2. Less than 1 month  
3. 1 month but less than 3 months  
4. 3 months but less than 6 months  
5. 6 months but less than 12 months  
6. 12 months or more  
 

Whynlk  [ASK IF LOOKED = NO]  
 

What was the main reason you did not look for work in the last 4 weeks? 
 
1. Student  
2. Looking after the family/home  
3. Temporarily sick or injured  
4. Long-term sick or disabled  
5. Retired from paid work  
6. Other reason 

 
Whynsrt [ASK IF STARTJ = NO] 
 

What was the MAIN reason you would not have been able to start work within two weeks? 
 

1. Student  
2. Looking after the family/home  
3. Temporarily sick or injured  
4. Long-term sick or disabled  
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5. Retired from paid work  
6. Other reason 

 
Infstud  [ASK ALL] 
 

Are you at present [at school or 6th form college] enrolled on any full-time or part-time 
education course excluding leisure classes? 
 
Please include correspondence courses and open learning as well as other forms of full-time 
and part-time education course 

 
1. Yes – full time student 
2. Yes – part-time student 
3. No 

 
EverWk [ASK IF NOT ( WRKING = YES AND SCHEMET = YES AND JBAWAY = YES AND 

OWNBUS = YES AND RELBUS = YES)]  
 

Have you EVER had a paid job, apart from casual or holiday work (or the job you are waiting to 
begin)? 
 
1. Yes  
2. No  

 
LeavWk [ASK IF EVERWK=1]  
 

When did you leave your last PAID job?  
 
 Please enter the month and year below. 

 
 
OcOrg  [ASK IF (WRKING = YES) OR (SCHEMET = YES) OR (JBAWAY = YES) OR (OWNBUS = YES) 
OR (RELBUS = YES) OR (EVERWK = YES)] 
 

Which of the following types of organisation on this card [do/did] you work for?  
 

Please click the (>) button for more answer options. 
 

1. Private sector firm or company, including for example limited companies and PLCs  
2. Nationalised industry or public corporation, including for example the Post Office and the 

BBC  
3. Other public sector employer, including for example Central Government/Civil 

Service/Government Agencies, Local Authority/Local Educational Authority, Universities, 
Health Authority/NHS Hospitals/NHS Trusts/GP surgeries, Police/Armed Forces  

4. Charity/Voluntary sector, including for example charitable companies, churches, trade 
unions  

5. Other (specify) 
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OccT  [ASK IF (WRKING = YES) OR (SCHEMET = YES) OR (JBAWAY = YES) OR (OWNBUS = YES) 
OR (RELBUS = YES) OR (EVERWK = YES)] 
 

What was your [main job in the week ending Sunday the [DATE]/your last main job]?  
 
 Please enter your full job title. 
 
 

OccD  [ASK IF (WRKING = YES) OR (SCHEMET = YES) OR (JBAWAY = YES) OR (OWNBUS = YES) 
OR (RELBUS = YES) OR (EVERWK = YES)] 
  

What [do/did] you mainly do in your job]?  
Please give as much detail as possible, and include any special qualifications and training 
needed to do the job. 
 
 

Soft check.Occd [If less than 40 characters entered at OccD] 
 

That is a short answer. Please record as much detail as possible. 
 
 

Stat  [ASK IF (WRKING = YES) OR (SCHEMET = YES) OR (JBAWAY = YES) OR (OWNBUS = YES) 
OR (RELBUS = YES) OR (EVERWK = YES)] 
 

[Are/Were] you working as an employee or [are/were] you self-employed?  
 
1. Employee  
2. Self-employed 

 
SVise  [ASK IF STAT = 1]  
 

In your job, [do/did] you have formal responsibility for supervising the work of other 
employees?  

 
1. Yes  
2. No  

 
EmpNo   [ASK IF STAT = 1]  
 

How many people [work/worked] for your employer at the place where you [work/worked]?  
  

Please click the (>) button for more answer options. 
 

1. 1 to 24  
2. 25 to 249 
3. 250 to 499  
4. 500 or more  

 
Solo  [ASK IF STAT = 2]  
 

[Are/Were] you working on your own or [do/did] you have employees?  
 

1. On own/with partner(s) but no employees  
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2. With employees  
 

SENo   [ASK IF SOLO = 2] 
 

How many people [do/did] you employ at the place where you [work/worked]?  
 

1. 1 to 24  
2. 25 to 249 
3. 250 to 499  
4. 500 or more  

 
FtPtWk [ASK IF (WRKING = YES) OR (SCHEMET = YES) OR (JBAWAY = YES) OR (OWNBUS = 

YES) OR (RELBUS = YES) OR (EVERWK = YES)] 
 

In your (main) job [are/were] you working: 
 

1. Full time (30+ hours a week) 
2. Part time (less than 30 hours per week)  

 
Ifpqual  [ASK IF AGED < 70]  
 

Do you have any qualifications from each of the following....  
  
Please select all that apply. 
 
1. From school, college or university  
2. Connected with work  
3. From government schemes  
4. No qualifications  

 
Edqual  [ASK IF IFPQUAL = 1/2/3/DK/PREFER NOT TO SAY]  
 

Starting from the top of this list, please look down the list of qualifications and select the first 
one you come to that you have passed.  

 
1. Higher degree/postgraduate qualifications  
2.   First degree (including BEd) Postgraduate Diplomas/ Certificates (including PGCE) 

Professional qualifications at Degree level (eg chartered accountant/ surveyor) NVQ/SVQ 
Level 4 or 5  

3.  Diplomas in higher education/ other HE qualification  HNC/ HND/ BTEC higher Teaching 
qualifications for schools/ further education (below degree level) Nursing/ other medical 
qualifications (below degree level) RSA Higher Diploma  

4.  A/AS levels/ SCE higher/ Scottish Certificate 6th Year Studies NVQ/ SVQ/ GSVQ level 3/ 
GNVQ Advanced ONC/ OND/ BTEC National City and Guilds Advanced Craft/ Final level/ 
Part III RSA Advanced Diploma  

5.  Trade Apprenticeships  
6.   O level/ GCSE Grades A*-C/ SCE Standard/ Ordinary Grades 1-3 NVQ/SVQ/ GSVQ level 2/ 

GNVQ intermediate BTEC/ SCOTVEC First/ General diploma City and Guilds Craft/ Ordinary 
level/ Part II/ RSA Diploma  

7.  O level/GCSE grade D-G/ SCE Standard/Ordinary grades below 3 NVQ/SVQ/ GSVQ level 1/ 
GNVQ foundation BTEC/ SCOTVEC First/ General certificate City and Guilds Part I/ RSA 
Stage I-III SCOTVEC modules/ Junior Certificate  

8.  Other qualifications including overseas  
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[IncIntro] [ASK ALL]  
 

The next questions are about income.  It is important for us to know so we can understand 
how it influences people’s behaviours and attitudes.  Please remember that all the information 
collected is completely confidential and will only be used for the purposes of producing 
statistics. 

 
INCOMERP [ASK ALL] 
 

Please select the income group which represents [your personal/you and your 
husband’s/wife’s/partner’s combined] income in the last 12 months, that is since DATE from all 
sources, before any deductions such as income tax or National Insurance?   
 
Please click the (>) button for more answer options. 
 
WEEKLY   MONTHLY    ANNUAL 

1. A Up to £49    Up to £216    Up to £2,599 
2. B £50 up to £99   £217 up to £432   £2,600 up to £5,199 
3. C £100 up to £199   £433 up to £866   £5,200 up to £10,399 
4. D £200 up to £299   £867 up to £1,299   £10,400 up to £15,599 
5. E £300 up to £399   £1,300 up to £1,732   £15,600 up to £20,799 
6. F £400 up to £499   £1,733 up to £2,166   £20,800 up to £25,999 
7. G £500 up to £599   £2,167 up to £2,599   £26,000 up to £31,199 
8. H £600 up to £699   £2,600 up to £3,032   £31,200 up to £36,399 
9. I £700 up to £799   £3,033 up to £3,466   £36,400 up to £41,599 
10. J £800 up to £899   £3,467 up to £3,899   £41,600 up to £46,799 
11. K £900 up to £999   £3,900 up to £4,332   £46,800 up to £51,999 
12. L £1000 up to £1,449   £4,333 up to £6,249  £52,000 up to £74,999 
13. M  £1,450 up to £1,929  £6,250 up to £8,349  £75,000 up to £99,999 
14. N  £1,930 up to £2,879  £8,350 up to £12,499   £100,000 up to £149,999 
15. O  £2,880 or more  £12,500 or more  £150,000 or more 

 
IncomeX                 [ASK IF MAR = 2 OR 6 OR LIVE = 1 OR 3] 
 

Please select the income group which represents your total PERSONAL income in the last 12 
months, that is since DATE, before any deductions for tax, etc. Please include income from 
earnings, self employment, benefits, pensions, and interest from savings.  

 
Please click the (>) button for more answer options. 

 
WEEKLY   MONTHLY    ANNUAL 

1. A Up to £49    Up to £216    Up to £2,599 
2. B £50 up to £99   £217 up to £432   £2,600 up to £5,199 
3. C £100 up to £199   £433 up to £866   £5,200 up to £10,399 
4. D £200 up to £299   £867 up to £1,299   £10,400 up to £15,599 
5. E £300 up to £399   £1,300 up to £1,732   £15,600 up to £20,799 
6. F £400 up to £499   £1,733 up to £2,166   £20,800 up to £25,999 
7. G £500 up to £599   £2,167 up to £2,599   £26,000 up to £31,199 
8. H £600 up to £699   £2,600 up to £3,032   £31,200 up to £36,399 
9. I £700 up to £799   £3,033 up to £3,466   £36,400 up to £41,599 
10. J £800 up to £899   £3,467 up to £3,899   £41,600 up to £46,799 
11. K £900 up to £999   £3,900 up to £4,332   £46,800 up to £51,999 
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12. L £1000 up to £1,449   £4,333 up to £6,249  £52,000 up to £74,999 
13. M  £1,450 up to £1,929  £6,250 up to £8,349  £75,000 up to £99,999 
14. N  £1,930 up to £2,879  £8,350 up to £12,499   £100,000 up to £149,999 
15. O  £2,880 or more  £12,500 or more  £150,000 or more 

 
FOLLOWUP [ASK ALL] 
 

This survey is conducted by Kantar Public, an independent social research organisation. We 
may like to contact you again, with questions relating to this survey or to help with other 
connected research for the Government or a charity. Would it be okay for us to contact you 
within the next two years?   
 
This will involve us keeping a secure record of your name, email address and/or telephone 
number for two years. Your contact details will not be used for any other purposes and will be 
destroyed after two years. If you answer 'yes', you are giving your permission for us to re-
contact you within the next two years to discuss taking part in follow-up research. You are not 
agreeing to take part in any research. 

 

1. Yes  
2. No  

 

FOLLOWP2  [ASK ALL] 

  

If follow up research related to this survey was being conducted on behalf of the government 
or a charity would you be willing for Kantar Public to securely pass your name, contact details 
and information from this survey to another research organisation, so they could contact you 
within the next two years? 
 
This will involve us keeping a secure record of your name, email address and/or telephone 
number for two years. Your contact details will only be shared for valid research purposes and 
will be destroyed after two years.  
 
If you answer ‘yes’, you are giving your permission to be re-contacted to discuss taking part in 
follow-up research within the next two years by another research organisation. You are not 
agreeing to take part in any research.  

 
1. Yes  
2. No 

 
GiveTel  [ASK IF FOLLOWUP = 1 OR FOLLOWUP2 = 1] 
 

Please enter your telephone number in case we want to contact you for any follow up 
research. 
 
ENTER TELEPHONE NUMBER: _______________  

               Prefer not to give my telephone number 
 
 
PEREMAIL [ASK IF FOLLOWUP = 1 OR FOLLOWUP2 = 1] 
 

Do you have a home or work email address that you access at least once a month? 
 
1. Yes 
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2. No 
 

 
EMAIL  [ASK IF ((FOLLOWUP = 1 OR FOLLOWUP2 = 1) AND PEREMAIL = 1)] 
  

Please enter your email address in case we want to contact you for any follow up research. 
 

ENTER EMAIL ADDRESS 
 Prefer not to give my email address 
 
Qflw1.   [ASK IF > 1 ADULT AGED 16+ IN HOUSEHOLD] 
 

Did you discuss any elements of the survey with any other household members either before 
or during the process of completing the survey? 

 
1. Yes 
2. No 

 
Qflw2.   [ASK IF Q1 = Yes] 
 

What did you discuss with other members of your household? Please select all that apply. 
 

1. The survey in general (e.g. what it is about, whether to complete it) 
2. The broad content of the survey (e.g. what sort of issues it covers) 
3. How to respond to specific questions in the survey 
4. Other (please type in details of what else you discussed) 

 
 
QFraud  [ASK ALL] 
 

The Community Life Survey is conducted on behalf of HM Government. The quality of the data is 
very important so please read the statement below and tick the box underneath to confirm you are 
ready to submit. 
 
Confirm full name: 
 
I confirm that all of my answers were given honestly and represent my own personal views. 
 
TICK BOX 

 
→ TIMING POINT 10 
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Appendix B: Community Life Paper 
Questionnaire 

  

• 

• 

• 

l~-
Hfvl Government 

The Community Life Survey 
2020-21 

Who should complete the questionnaire? 

Up to four people 1n your household can complete tht que1tlonnalre as long as they .we 
all aged 16 or C'NEf. 

How do I (ill In tht questionnaire? 

1. Most ques1lons can be answered by putting a cross In the box ntxt to tht anSWt!f 
that applies to you. ltke this: 0 

Or IYf wnt1ng in a rnunbe, like this: ~ 
2. Somt questions will ask you to •aoss all that apply." Please cross as many bOl(eS 

that apply to you when you see this 1nsttUCt1on, 

3. Please 1,y to answer e\lery question. If you cannot remember, do not know, or the 
question does not appty to you then please cross tht relevant box where shown or 
leave the question blank.. 

4. If you change your mind about an answer you have giwn. completely block out the 
box you have crossed 11kt this, • and then put a cros:s 1n your preferred box. 

S. Please use black or blue ink to C0"1)1ete the questionnaire. 

Where can I get more information? 

Ii>: communttyhf tsurveyOkan tarpubhc .com 
W: 0800 158 2952 (9am-Spm) 

Information about how your data Is proce1sed and 1nf0rmation about your rights ,n 
relation 10 the data we collect 1s available on the back. of the accompanying letter. You 
c.a,n also access our privacy policy at: 

www rnmmlife rnmk/sucveypolicy or by GIiiing 0800 158 2952 

l<ANTAR 

• 

• 
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• • • 
The Community !Jfe Survey 
2020·21 

A 
Section 1: About you 
Thank ~ u for choosing to take part ,n the Community Life Survey. In this fi rst 
section, we would like to find out a lit11e about you and your household. 

By ·~ ur household' we mean the group of people (not necessanly related) living 
at your ad<tess who share cooking faalities w ith you and also share a living room 
or sitting room or din,ng a<ea. 

Q1 Including you, how many adults Q4 What was; your age last birthday? 
aged 16 or over a ... currtr'ldy living 
in your household? III ~ If age J,l'OYicled 90 to QS 
O PI• uon Glla b>11 or,ly !El 

01 0• 
Q4a Which age band are you in? o, o, 

D 1610 19 050 105"4 
o, 0a 

D 201024 055 1059 

0• 0• 
0251029 060 1064 

os 0 10 .. 
0lOIOJ4 065 1069 

0 2 How ma ny children aged under 16 
D 351039 O70I074 

,urrently live in your household? 0401044 Q7S I079 
: Ph• w UOH 2!!!, box Ollly cm 

0451049 oso0ro--e. 
oo 0• 

01 o, 05 Thrlkrlg about all d1e people living 
in your household. how many are 

o, 0 1 older than you? 

: Pleau, tro\.i mu; boll only !El o, 0• 

0• 0 10 .. 
oo 0• 
o , o, o, 
o , oa 

0 3 What is your gender? o, 0• 

QMale 
0 ""'"' 

0 • 0 10. 

0 "' anotl18 Wltf 
os 

• ' + 
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+ + + 

The Communny life Survey 
2020-21 

Q6 What is youir marital status? Section 3: Using the internet 

~ :i Nea~ uon 2!!!, bo• 011ly !BJ The following questions 
are about usmg the internet. • 

• 
D Slnqle-, th1t , ~ l'l'llrrlt-11 ..,d ~' 

ttgMNNf • Pll'lfot8 cMI prjltfltt~ 

(I Matried 
Q9 In Whet wiiys do you UM tht 

internet. if at all? 

O 5eparaW!d, 001 s1i1 »gaff mar,iecJ O ForWO!ton., 

Oo"'°""' CJ fer ptwM>I\II rtll\CWIS ~ 

o-.. Q forboeh 

0 ~ a ,.,erl!!!CI sar'r\Melt d~ pa1tMsti.i D Noe at al :>GotoQ11 

D Separatt!CI, bi.II sttl l!galtj in a sa~ CMI 
parw,uvp 

Q10 How often do you access 
Q fO!YMly r'l II wne W... (Ml p.wtntt~ v.fllCh the Internet'? 

iS row legal,- d HOlwtd Pltase include lntf!l'nec «cet.s from My 
devlC.~ inducir'lg mobi!Mablel only int@lntc 

0 SI.SW.>lf'l(J t)ar'Wr fron, a sar'r'IMla ™' aa:e~. 
This <'.Ml be fo1 any pu,~ rangint'j fiotn 

pa,wrSNp ch!d.ing you, Mia.IS to online shOpping. 

= ,i uo l2llr: b,;,i,; only 181 8 Section 2: About your 0 ~ thanonct • d.-Y 
employment 

O o.nadav 

D 2· 3 tm!i t'l« \\fft 
Q7 Did you do any paid worlc in the last 

7 days, either as an •mployee or as O AboutOt1Ce1WM. 
.. I1-•mployed? 

C) About ~ II lortnight 

oves 
D About «a a mortm 

0•• :IG •toQ9 CJ About cnu rN«Y 2-l montt'K 

Q8 Are you worting as an employM 0r 
Cl About~ "'1«'t ~ tr<ln1hS 

an you self-employed? 0 LtuOl1M 

:i Ne,ue cron ~ bo• only iBJ 

o,_ 
OS.II-

+ ' + 
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The Communrty life Survey 
2020-21 e Section 4: Identity and Social Networt<s 

The next few questions are about how often you personally contact your famrly 
members and friends.. Please do not include any people you ive with. 

Q11 On average, how often do you . .. 1 

• rou--.t, 011lyl~ 

~l up in ~l'SOI\ willl iar'nly 
mM'tbM Of friMcls 

Sf)eal: on th! photle er 
11idto cr aulio Gtll Viii th,, 
lnltfntl With fam,lr tnff'rbffl 
o, friHl:ls 

EIIWI or vwi~ to tamt, 
r'rlM'tbel'S OI friMcls 

E:idlange teii:t ~K Of 
iMIM'll ~&gl!'S \\\Ill llln'lf/ 

mtml>Mor l,lfnds 

..... .... 
u i-..1111 . ., 

D 

D 

D 

D 

°"' ... , 
D 

D 

D 

D 

2-3 

'""" """'" About """"' OJIU' • ...... UIIU!II ... - 1or1n,ght """'"' -
D D D D 

D D D D 

D D D D 

D D D D 

Q12 How much do you agree or disag'" wh.h the following statements? 

f I ,wd~ ~ tfltlt! IHI! 
P«f)le y,,flC)wouldbe 1~e , ..... 
• I wantld (Of'lllll"J or IO 
10eilise, IM'e ai,e ~I! 
tcan al oo 

D 

D 

D D 

D D 

• 

"" Olli!n 
than NM< .. ~, 

"""'"' 
D D 

D D 

D D 

D D 

D 

D 

+ 

• 
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The Communrty Life Survey 
2020·21 

e Section 5: Your community 
The next questions are about your 
netghbourflood. Please thmk of the 
area wrthm a few minutes walking 
distance from your home. 

013 How strongly do YO<J fe• I yo<i 
belong to your immediate 
neighbourhood? 

;.i P1 • M uon ao,.boxonlylXI 

Q14 Roughly how many years 
have you lived in your curnnt 
neighbourhood) 

[D 

015 How often do you d\at to your 
neighbours. more than just to 
say hello? 
:I "'e.,iM! UOSS !i!!!£boll.Ol'llyml 

00nma.td¥ 

0 tts, lh11nonc:e • month 

D•"" 

+ 

' 

016 How strongly do you ag,.t or 
disagree with the fol owing 
statement? 
GH!er.Vly, 1 bo•row tfllngl afld tthangto 
fM:iu~ with tnyf'lfllghboi.i.. 

: Plc,ue uou l2ll£ box only !El 

D Tmd 10 di6a9fN.' 

011 How comfort1bl1 would YO<J be 
asking a neighbour to keep a set of 
keys to your t-.ome for emergendes, 
for 1x.mpl1 if you were locked out? 

: Pit ,e uo mur, bo only !El 

CJ FarlycomfC1r1al* 

Q18 If you were ill and at home on your 
own, and nffdtd somtont to collect 
a few shopping essentials, how 
comfortable would you feel asking 
• neighbour to do this fo, YO<J) 
- PI H' m, au.a bu only !BI 

+ 

+ 
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The Communrty IJfe Survey 
2020-11 

• 

Q19 To wkat e.xtent would you agree or disagree that people in your 
neighbourhood pull together to imptOVt the neighbourhood? 

:i PI a uon g fl II >11 oroly lB) 

Q20 Thinking about tht ptOt)lt who llvt In this n•lghbo<Jrhood. to 
what extent do you believe they can be trusted? 

~ Ph,,1"9 UOH wi&boll Ollly DD 

Cl SOMt ol 1~ ~ c.an Ill" ln6t~d 

O A tewOI Ille i:it'Ol*<an be lh.rSlied 

0 NorM" Of I~ Pf'OI* c.an be lfl.6111."d 

0 21 On a scale where O (zero) is not at aU and 10 (ten) is completely, 
In 91:neral how much do you think people CAn be trusted? 

:i Ple.a,-e tron Qllt. bo11 only lm 

D D D D D D D D D 
0 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

' 

• 

D D 
9 10 

• 
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The Community I.fie Survey 
2020-21 

@
Section 6: Your local area 
The next questions refer to your 
\Mder local an,,a. Please think of the 
area w,tt,n 15-20 minutes walking 
distance from your home 

Q22 Ov1<oll, how .. tisflod or dlssotisfiod 
are you with your local area as a 
place to live 7 

:i Ple.a.M! uon m1f. bo• only 181 

0 Htiltler \lltlSfied re,, di«MISfied 

Cl faiit, ckssa!isli!!d 

CJ w.tyd,uatislltd 

0 23 To what extent do you agree or 
dl,ag,ee that your local l l'N Is 1 
place where people from different 
ba<kgrounds get on well together? 
:i Neai-e cron 2!!!!. bo• only lBJ 

Cl Defr'li~ ag~ 

O~to-'QfH 

D Tffid to dilll!Jeil 

0 Defini!8J d6.agree 

Q24 Do you think that over the past two 
years this area has .. . 7 

=i • roll G.1,11, l, 0 11ly ~ 

0 Got btl1ff 10 liWil In 

0 Goe worse to I~ 1r1 

O Ho1 mati~ m UCh (haSn't goc ~tier 

"'"""') 
D ~ t'IOI I~ hen! !Ong MOugl'I IO 1.ttf 

+ 

+ 1 

Q25 Generalty, how satisfied are you 
w ith tht toul H rvic.ts and amenities 
in your local area? 

PI n• uo Alli ho only !El 

D ""Y IMM,d 

Cl FairlysabSlied 

Cl NM!wf Uilldlfid nor d-~lldlf,d 

0 Fairlydi«M.sfil!d 

Q \tity cbsaUslitid 

Q26 How fflportant is it for you 
personally that you have 
opportunities to mix with people 
from different backgrounds? 
: PIHH' trold AW: boll only IHI 

1J \Wy l"l)Manl 

IJ ll'J'fKH111nl 

0 NMIWI' il'lll)Ol tanl 11cw u1'11'11porlM'I l 

ONoC-,_,,.. 
CJ Noe at al ll'rlpott.ltlt 

Section 7: Influencing political 
decisions and loal affairs 
The next questions are about 
,nfl uencing polrbeal decis,ons and 
local affairs. 

0 
Q21 In the 11st 12 months, hawvou ... 7 

: Plcue uou all 1tu1t apply IXl 

0 Cont.JiC~ a tK'al offidal suCh as a, tK'al 
courcl ~ MP, ~men, offi6al. m¥lJ, 
cw ptj)llc. offlcltl woit.ing lcw 1ht bcal 
courcl (Pie¥.@ do noc .nclud! .!ll'f/ .con1act 
tor PMONJ1 ,easonl t g tlouilng ~" cw 
cootac:t lhroutJI\ wcrk) 

0 Al1~ • puble IIWl!n,g cw,.,.,,_ Ull;M pan 
Ina pu~ie dMIOOStaliOn Of PIO!eSI 

Cl Si!Jlltd• P'C)ef peltto'I 011nonl!W 
!-fll'lrlOI 

CJ Non,, d 1~ 

+ 

+ 
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The Communrty Life Survey 
2020-21 

Q28 In tht last 12 months, have you Q30 And agar! in tht last 12 months, 
taken part in a consultation about have you been a member of any 
local services or issues in your local of the following deciston making 
lfN through any of tMse w1ys1 groups In your 10(1111ml 
~ PIH\.e uou .!!! thait 4'pply IE] ~ase ir'dJde onlne groups and any M11v1ties 

you tl.wt 1lrN<ly mtntloned but nol •Wf 

D C~dng • pllPf!I o, cnline QuH•lonnil1t 
,ela~~ 10 you, jOb. 

:: Pleue trou All U1.111t apply l8J 
0 Atttondng • ~~ IT!fftl'l9 D A!Joupmab'lgd~ontocat 
D B~ng i!M'.lt.led 1r1 a tace-to-facll! hM!!h~ 

or onllnf' 910141 0 A de<ISiOn INb'lgg~ stl up IO 

D Hooe ol lhese 
,tgttitf•te the IOC.i tlN 

D A de<iSiOl'H1'1M.it19 9r014)-stl up 10 
tld.tt local (Mle P,Clbleml 

CJ A IHll'll\11. qfOI.C) <k!i06ion maldnq oommiltet 

D A <,oui>tnab'IQ d~ ont,cat 
N:luCllt.on l«\fic:K 

D A !10UP mak.ng deosioo:s on klCM 
iM'ICM to, ycung l>fOI*' 

CJ Anothe1 9~ malung df'(ISion§ on 
SM'IC.M In lhe loUll COIM'l.lr.ly 

0 Nontclt~ 

Q31 To what extent do you agree or 
dl,agl'ff mat you per.onally <an 0 Section 8: Activities in your 
influence decisions affecting your 
local area? 

local community :: ,.,...,., uo, ~ b011 only !El 
The following questions are about 
activities ,n you load corrvnumty. D 0t11Me1r tgitt 

QTend lO~et 

Q29 In the last 12 months have you done 
D TMd IO dlsagrtt 

any of these thrlgs? Q OtllMely dl!rbgtff 

Pleaiw lnelude ,...., ,c:1,vlllK )'OI.I hM 1lle11dr 
men11ont!d, bu1 no1 any,dM.!d 1o you, jOb. 

Q32 HO'tN important is it for you 
:i PI ew uon all thet •pply IB1 personally to feel tha1 you 

0 Bttrl ll kX.al COUIOIIOr 
can influtnc:1 decisions in your 
local area? 

(for loall ,iutl'<,~ 10'MI 01 Qirnh) 
: Pk-.a,e trou !?!!.5 boll. only Im 

0 Bttn II SChOol gow1rc,1 

O Bt'M a v01un~ Sp«i.'f CotlStMlle 
D VN"J 1"l)Olu.n1 

0 Qu4e 1~,un1 
D Btttl a mag,6trll~ D NOC v«y ~nl 

0Honeoflhese O Noe a1 111 ll'rlpotta,'lt 

+ • + 
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The Communrty tile Survey 
2020·21 

@ Section 9, Volunteering 
The next questions are about your in~t with groups. 
clubs or organisations. 

0~3 H,ve you been involved with any of the following groups, dubs or organisations 
during the last 12 months? 
Pit~ don'l pii • aou WI 1he boA 11 Y'OU hiM! only gt.tn fflOf'lf'/ o, doile M)fflftf11ng Wt w111; pa,t ol )'OU• 
jcb 01 o,gani~ through you• ernplc)yer 

:Ip 6~1l'UOU.all.lhat•ppl)'IEJ 

a 0Mldren'1 •duc.ttion/tdloofs (t.g p~ D 1ho en'MOflffltnt. 1nlmlls (t g NfllO'III 
!~ A.uociti~ns, sctool governor, o,g11Mations(e.9. G!ffl'l~a. tW.ional 
Suppofllrg IMS atld h.1N:t1Mng, Herplns, In ltUSI, llSPCA). lOUI ~N.Mlon l)IOUPi. 
SChool, Ri.in.11r,g piujl!ls' dlb~ ~~IOI\ SCX~!i!i,) 

D YOWlfdlikhn'S ktivitie-s {out,cte khool) D Mtiut •nd Human llti9hts fe.g Spe<i/11 
(e.g 'il!IU1hdl.b!,Sf)Ofutll~Ho~or CM.\tab~ Mage.1111~ lfgal &CM~ CMlle, 
(uhl#ill QI0141S for (tlild!M) Vietlm Suppc111, Ptison viSi-11119 or alttlCntt, 

Jt61i~ aod fX"',')Ct gioups. Comm~il)' c. ,ace 
D !dllC.ltion lor aicMb(t.9 AllMdi'lgO, NfilllOnl, LGOT g,~ HaliOM 01ga,_.1lons 

!~daues, MMlOrln!). Cllrutal !JCU!)S. (t.9. AIM~-y WllfmatoMI) 

s ...... ''"'"" (""'9< _,,., 
Cl t.ocal c:onwnunity or~ 

Cl Sport1e11.erdse (tiling part, <oechit1g Ot" g,oups(t'.g. rtl'IMU' J RKdMtf AuoclallOI\ 

fOl"O to wtt(h} (t g SPortidlA:II 01 gtOl,C)l NbgN>o1.11tlOOd w..oi, C0ml'f'll.fl1ty group. 
(e.g. footba .. .$\..-ifm'ltl9, lilhing. golf, leep-ft1, IOC!il press ... ~ gio~ 
hlkilg), !<,"""'"' dlbl) 

D Relglon ff g. A11Mdln9 a rt,ace ol wonhf> 
D Otmn,• Groupt (e.g Roury Clb, I.IOn's 

Clib, WomM\WtrbJ!t'(Wl).f1~mMCn!,J 

(d> .... '"""'·mosque.-··,,_..,, 
Atttildng laith-bastd gi,oups. Sall.f~day Cl Hobbie:s, ltet:IUdon/AtUISOdal dubl 
Sd\COO (t g, Club$ Cl Qf014» b tht Atli(t 9 ltleat~ 

n'!lst!ul'tlS, ama".eut dratnalil'S, O'~tl~, 
Q Poho (t.g Me~Ol,Ol~l ~ er e1Au11 al 9oupi (e 9 WI MIOl)I 

W1,tl, polibelllg~ StM~ as local dub, ScX:ial d~ 
(Otl'ICitlOI) 

0 Older people (~g. ~ltdWIII ~dubs 
Cl TfJdl unkln •ctivity (fi..(I Mtn'lbffll\lp 01, 

01' ltl'WO~l Wdh. a uade ur.01'1> 
or Ctglr.ibtk'lrd to, Clck,-~ {t g AO, 
UK. PMSiOilel'\ dubs), \l\sitir'IQ, ltansporting a 
lq)IH«IIA'II) oldi!f Pfi'Ot*) 

D Other-~ 0'00$ die tm anc1 !Ml"' Ill t:ieiow 

CJ Health. Oisabalty 11r1d Sodllwt Uare 
(f 9 Mf'di(al ~111(1\(t\iriliK, ~I 
Wlt71Q, OiSabollt~ ~ Social \\'tflau.• (e.g. 
Odam, NSKC. 5111'1'111•11"'- Clti.tl!M .Ad~ 
8U!iMU>. Off«ing r~<aie, S8t~dpg~ 
ltgAl:dlcl«A>--» 

D Safety. FlntAld (t-9. R~C,ou. SL .bhns 
AMbulara, LIie sa,.,,,g, RNU. MOUnlaif\ 
lt~ut. Heli:ang afler II d6.t\l«. ONoneotit1ese =-~goloQ37 

+ • + 
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QM In the last 12 months. have you given unpaid help to the g,oups, dubs 
or organisations you've just selected in any of the following ways? 
:i Neai-e cross .,11 that .apply !El 

D Railing 0, hllndl,ng tnOl'lf)f'lbl.lng p.v1 
lf'l sp01'1"31ed~IS 

O ltachn9 11 ~plrntn'Uf <i • (Ol'Mlittee 

Cl GtllinQ othfl oeoc,le lnYOIW<I 

D Orgar.llng o, helping to M an .01..-y 
or e..«11 

ov..•9-
0 8efntneln,g 01 tnMIOl''IOl)«lple 

Cl Gwino &ct,,ic:llt'inlortNtloMounstllf'lq 

D SK,eu,., ,ctm~ o, dtrt.al YoOI\ 

Cl Pro-..cllng tr.wuportldr,,,Wlg 

O ~ i~ 

D c.w,,,~"'"9 

Cl Olfle-r p.acballfldp(e.g. hdpingOU! 

.. ""'""· 11,q)p,ng) 

o""'""""'~ 
CJ ~ ci d~ :> Ph:1111-C go to QJ7 

Q35 Over the last 12 months, how often have you helped these groups, 
dubs or organis1tion.s7 

':' fM UVH iJl be • 011ly IEJ 

OA1~ast~awttt 

0 tgs lhanonce a~ bui 1111 lean c:tt.\!a month 

D LM~ ol!HI thlin once II mot1fl 

Q36 Did you st.lrt helping these groups, dubs or o,g111iwtions for any of the 
following reasons? 

:i NeaM! cron .tllll that apply !El 

0 I wilnlied to lmp,e>1e t~~ pe,op~ 

Cl twanl«I to Mtte ~e friends 

0 T~ aiJM wair.,NI., ll'l'!porlatll to me 

D My fnMC1~ami1y dd ii 

0 n was tilMK'lied Mh the nH<k of trff 
lamii,lnMds 

Cl t ltlt lht~ w.'6 a fwd in 'l'tJ COl'l'!Ml.a'lily 

DI lhOu~t" wOI.A:I g,,,e ~ a c~ io~am 
IIMSUlk 

D t lh()J!ftt 111 WOlil g,..e me a chltlU to I.doe my 
f'lliUing U:l i 

" 

0 It tl~ps mt gL"t CWI 11'1 "'¥ <Afttf 

C] 1rs parlol fl'¥11!lig,ou1beld to~ ~t 

Cl lt'S pM OI my pllbophy of liie IO ~ Pf'Ol)lf' 

CJ It gave ~ a c~ io ge,1 a ,ecog"-s«I 
qua,;mu~ew1 

D l l\lldspartlimetodoll1 

[] 1 f«t 1r.tr~ was r.o ant ttst 10 do it 

D~cA11~ 

: GotoQ38 

+ 

+ 
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Q37 Which. If 1ny. of these are rosons why you don't give unpaild help to groups, 
dubs or orgainintions? 
!I Pt.A,- flOh 1!! Lh•t apply@ 

Q I IIM to IOOlt llt« toml!ON! YoflO k tkltf!i 
o, II 

Cl ldo t:eh« lhln~ wi!h myfl)are Ltl'te 

D l'Ml'IOt lhe ,-.;iht. 

0 111,i,,IM'I heilltl ltbc!YI O()i)Ol11,t1lliM to 91~ .... 

" 

D I Nr'lt' an irneu or d1'-!bi!ty thM I f~ ~It 
n1,. trom 9"'Lrt9 ~ 

D It 6 not lttJ N!Sponsiblit, 

~l'h.KegotoQll 

• 

• 
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Q 
Section 10: Unpaid help to other people 
The next sect1on asks about any unpaid help yc,u as an individual may have 
given to other people, that IS apart from •rrt help given through a group, club 
or organisation. This could be help for a fnend, neighbour or someone else 
but not a relative. 

Q38 In tht list 12 months, have you done any of these things, unpakt, for someone 
who was not a relative? 

:l PI • uon .all that • pply X 

Cl Kttplng In 10uc.h w11h KWNOnt whO has 
dilliOJlty 9(:l1ing out and abou1 (v!Stung in 
ptriCfl, 1t1eph0nln9 or M1ail,f'lg) 

D Cookl"'J, dNinlng, laundry, g.1,t1en,ng o, othft 
tou1111, hOuSMO!d ~ 

D Dec0rat.ng, 0r doing an,y kind of flM'I! 0r 
(ill .f'S 

D Bab)UbtlQ Or taring for dlildrM 

D S1111ng wiltl or prow:ling pt,rSOtllll t.Ale c~.9-
wa~ ct~r-g>b KH'f'IN)r'IC! \\fie>" ltlCk 
Or fr.911 

D t.ootll91he1 a p,~tyo, • pet b IOll"W()IW 
wtl0611wi'J,J 

Cl ~ ing ~(fo, wnipl@ Ul<lng '° 
a council d~11men1 01 10 a doclOf) 

CJ Trlln5f)Orling 01' KCMll'lg SOrt'l~tle (1'01 
~• to a tlospita or Ofl an c:iut.ng) 

: Pio• .4! go to 040 

Q39 Over the last 12 months. about how often have you done any of these things? 

;I Plcat.e uon!!!!!,bo•only lBJ 

" 

• 

• 
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/!!."- Section 11: Giving to charity 
~ Next are some questions about gMng money to charity. 

040 In the last 4 weeks, hive you given mon,ey to charity in any of tht following wa.ys1 
~~ tllCIJdt- dct1111lr,g goods ot p11ZM. 

:: pt, • <r .all ll1•t •PPIY 1B] 

°"""""' 0 Mooty IO eollt.<tklQ l.d'lf It (I OOOl'to-<IOot, 
1n the Sbi*\. in , pub, a 1 wo,lc, on a.shOp 
COIS'I~ i!I() 

O Cat!Clion ac ct.Jrc:h, tnO!l~e-ot <>ehes pike, or -~ 
Cl CdlK11otllUSll\g I eh.vii)' ~hl!(ll.le., 

""'""" 

O DonatlOl'I - In t>fflC(I oi on lihOl'le (e.ld.dinO 
Ol"int or via !t'.11 mtuagt) 

0 OonMM - Mlir'wvia WK!i11e, 

Cl OorlatiOn-bylf'ICI M\~ 

Purcftl; 111,u, II' di g 

0 Bu'IWIQ rMftt liel.tli (t«>T n&tiOnitl 
Of I\Hlltl lllttetyt 

0 9u)Wl9 goods 11Cffi I dl.lrl)' ~p, 
catalogue or o~ine 

D ~ al)IJ(dl.-whetr 1twt)fa i~~ es 
• (h•itMlle dot\tll()lf'\l'tW whMe )IOU CM! tdd1 
dlaruable «1,w.10n '° th! pusdlase 

CJ Bu~ IICl.ttsOf spMdtlJmlf'lt'ylll 
f111ch6ing Mtlts te g. C'Wt!y dt'U'IM,. letM, 
jl.f'!ll:lltill~ 

\po hi 

0 ~Sh(l inot on1.-.e1 

Olh 

D Other method 01 glw-~ ~ dotlac,ng 
90(lds oi prllet,J Please C.13» the tm ,nd v..,ite 
intielow 

L _J 
Q4 · Approximately how much money have you g iven to charity in the last 4 weeks? 

Ple<!k eiu::IJctt bi-,lng gOO<h 

£111 11-DJ 

" 

• 

+ 
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Q42 Would any of these things 1ncour1ge you to start g iving to d11rity or to incrH se 
the amount you currently give? 
:i Pkai-e cron ,1111 that apply !El 

O Mote lnformMlonabolA dlM1lie1 
tc.oulds~ po11 

D RKtMng lt!Ue,/em111 Ol ltlo11't$ r,cwn 
the dlill'ily 

D ReceMna l*'mat.ionon ....tlal haibeitndcwie 
with my donMiOn 

Cl (Mlielttn INI ~ ft'IOflq'wi be IMCI 
tffidenlly 

Q MOff' Wf'lflcienl ~hods 
(e 9 Gift Ad, 9'W"9 Ylill 5itl~~mtnl) 

CJ None ol thKe 

: PI ,egoto()4 

" 

+ 

+ 
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Lo\ Section 12: Social Action V The next questions are about getting ,n'IOM!d ,n your local area. 

Q43 To what extent do you agree or disagree with the foUowing statement? 
WhM ptOple In ltlll MH ~1 ln\lClMd In the, lo(al ~My, lfley (M'l 1e11llr dlll'I~ the w., ltlM the!, 
area is run. 

~ P1 •M uon 1111& box only l'8I 

0 o ... ,,.., ag, .. 

D ll!nd to tgl H 

0 Htl!Nr AgtN: nor d!l,tg1N 

C) Terc:I 10 d1'.re 

0 Oeflnitt+J d&agrtt 

044 Have you been involved in any of the following activities in the last 12 months? 
PleM Of'lly lndua!' tflolt .tell11!111H tl\111 Wt!te \I~. PIHst don't aou the bo( ii you Of'lly Mgntd • l)tt.tlon 
but lOOk no further actiOn. 

;I Pk!.aM" U'OU .U that •pply lgj 

Cl Tf'1ing 10~ upa rrMSM'UOI amMaty 
to ~ k:ical ~u 

D T~ng 10s1op th! dasweol akleafil'tlliee 
0,/lffl~ 

O T~nq '° SIOP tometlllnQ else NC>4)tr.nci In ffi'( ...... , 
CJ Ruin~ tK.111 s«v~ on a YOluntaty ba!s6 ~.9. 

<hldQre, )'C)Ultl Stf\'lc:H, Pftll.s and (C)l'llm1,111ily 
c,nw,) 

Cl Or9MIIW'lg a coffm.lr.ty fvfflt 
(t, g. Stlf'el pati"tt 

D AAOth!, loeM is.sue. Please crou th! box and 
1M1t..nbtbv 

D NOne <I thH.e ;I Ple.ne go to ()46 

045 On how many occasions in the last 12 months have you spent time helping 
with any of tho<e acdvftl.,? 

=i P1 • '"' ,, t. C.-l'ly lB) 

D On ore ooc:Mion orly 

0 On two °' '""i* octatio,u 

D 0t1 tou, tx tM! OC(a6iof'ls 

" 

+ 

+ 
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ft Section 13: Wellbeing 
' ' The next sectJOn asks aboot y00t feelings on aspects of your Me. These questions i are included to help measure people~ wellbeing and the infOfmatJon produced IMII 

not idenllfy you or anyone in your household. 

There are no right or wrong answers. for each of these questions please give an 
answer on a scale of Oto ten. \Mll!fe O 6 'not at al' and 10 is ·completely'. 

Q46 Over-all. how satisfied are you with your life nowadays? 

:i PI • ..., uon !!!!!,bv• ol'lyl151 

Not llt 81 , ........ ~ 
SMISlitd SM.isfitd 

D D D D D D D D D D 0 D 
0 l l 4 s • 7 8 • 10 f'te-le, ... ,. .., 

Q47 Ove,-all, to what extent do you feel the thing,, you do in yo..- life are worthwhile? 

'". UOltekllt. u1,1y~ 

Not llt Ill ,..,,,...,~ 
WOl'IIMhlL" WOl'tJw.hlL" 

D D D 0 D D 0 D D 0 0 D 
0 l l 4 s • 7 8 • 10 Ptt'le, ... ,. .., 

Q48 Ove<all, how happy did Y"" feel y .. 1etday1 

'". uottCkJal:, 1101,lyl'.?!I 

Not llt fll , ........ ~ 
happy happy 

D D D 0 D D 0 D D 0 0 D 
0 l l 4 s • 7 8 • 10 f'fe4e, ... ,. .., 

Q49 Overall, how anxiold did you feel yiHUl'day1 

'". uottc..t. 1101,ly !?I 
Not llt Ill , ........ ~ 
'"'""' '"""'' 

D D D 0 D D 0 D D 0 0 D 
0 l l 4 s • 7 8 • 10 Ptt'le, ... ,. .., 

+ " + 
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QSO How often do you feel that 
you ladt companionship7 

:i flk,91,e cron !!!!!, bo• only @ 

D Oftffl 

O SOn\e of the IWn! 

0 Hardly~ or tleYl!f 

D Pidtl Ml IO sa:, 

Q51 How often do you IHI left oot? 

=i P1 ,. ~ •t t. 11 only(E) 

oo, ... 
0 Sonlt OI the~ 

C) H,)fdly tvtr or fie~ 

D Pf!'fe. not 10 sa-, 

0 52 How often do you feel isolated 
from others? 

:I P1 at. ,«, ,,l, IIO"ly(El 

oo, ... 
D Sorn• ot 1he t,tr,e 

C) Hardly~ C.- lleWI' 

0 P~not lOS/lltJ 

0 53 How often do you feel lonety? 

:i Pk:,1w m,,s QDt. box Ollly 15?1 

001,_ 

D SOtrlt or lht ~ 

o=-
o Ua,dly fYN' 

D•"" 
Cl Pfffe. no1 10 sa., 

• 

" 

Section 14: About you n 
The following questions are about 
you and your a rcumstances. 

054 Do you (or your household) own or 
rent this accommodation? 

; ,i.aie uo, ...!!! bo• only !BI 

0 Rffit 111 (l'lclidti thow \\flO llrt on Hol.Mig 
&Mt!f• 0, t.oca Housing Allow¥lct) 

CJ LM!, here ,Mt-fttt (lrlduding rent.fr~ in 
IN!ive'S/lr,tncfS P,Ol)ffly but tlltluclng 
lquMIMJ 

D SquMllng 

• 

• 
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QSS Which oo@of th@ following bHt de-scribes your ethnic group or background? 

-:, l"1 ·" 1011 

"""" 0 Cf'9W'IMttllllSCottQIINot1t1t1n t nt1te1'111ih 

0 "'"' 

A,aon Of ki,111n Bri~h 

OlncWn 

056 Ate you a citizen of any of the 
following? 
C«ill!l'dfllp means you a,e Mtrlled 10 a 
paupor, iS&utd by 1N11 countiy 

~ Pk,u.e uon .all th.,t apply !El 

0 Tt. UM td Klngc!Om (Gl'eal Bu!ain 
•ncl Nonhtm l1811'1d) 

D Rts>t.tik ol lffWld 

OAn/Olll~meff'C>ttna~ 
of ltle [uropNin lkliOl'I 

" 

Ml.11.ecl 

Iii «k 0t Blotk Bnti,-h 

D Al,lcan 

Other [UVllt Group 

0 Nib 

D ""I """ """" 9""" 

057 What d your reftgion, evtn if you 
are not currently practising? 

: Pleue trou 12w: box only l!I 

0 Ol1Ktian 

08uddho:I 

0 ...,.., 

D ""'"' 

D """"" 
o~,. 

+ 

+ 
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Q58 St1rting from the top of this lis~ ple1so look down tho list of quoificotions and 
select the first one you come to that you kave passed. 

~ Ple.!1\.e cron 2!!! bo11 only !BI 

D Jitit dtgi:te (r'l(l,ding BCd) f'QA~ adu-Me °"*'mafA:MiliQ!tS (indkdng PGCC> Plo'M,siQnal 
qwli01101'1S 111 0tg!ff le-..el (t.g. c~rtd acxoun1att~ tM)'S\IQ Ltovd 4 or 5 

O OipletnM ~ h,g,W,, «11.Catiol'IOfl~ MC ~ alllcallctl I-K,1ilC8TtC h.ghff TMChngQtillllll(,Miord 
fo, sd'looklfurlhef ~ion (below d~~ li!Ye(l tl.lf'SW'I!)' oc~ m «IOI (f.laYie.tliOOs t,belOw 
dtgftt' l-Yr(l ASA Hg,-., Oipoma 

0 A/AS lt\<NII SCE hlqhfllJSGo11"11 Ctf'1tlilCll~ 61h W:111 Studei N\(ll'S'tl()'(iSVO !Mt 'JI GH\/0 
Adfanced ONCJOt,o nmc N!1i00a1 CcyMd Gu11d~~nc«1 c ,11fllfiMI ~ Pa,1111 RSA 

Ad,.inc,d °"'""'' 

Cl O k!vet/GCS[ Grades A• <.&E Sul'dard.Ord.na,y G,ad!',s I· 3 ~VQ,'GS\Q leYel VGNVQ 
Wltfrm!d,a,ie 8TCCISCOTVCC JlrSVGMtuildlploml City and Guidi C,,IVOldWlr; M VParl If 
RSAOipklma 

0 01Mt/GCSC<11adi." D-GISCE Stna,~d!\81'\' Qladtsbdow l NV()'SV()(',.SV()MI IONQ 
foll'!dlllon BTtC/SCOMC F•WGentr.i (fl'ltfllCil~ C!ly tnd&itldi P.wt VRSA Stage ... SCOMC 
tnOdulest Juna cenifa1t 

Q No (f.1/lllieb!ic:nS 

QS9 As a tkank you for returning a ,ompleted version of t his questionnaire, 
a £10 shopping voucher will be posted to your address within 5 working days. 

In Ofder for us to address the voucher to you personalty, please enttr your 
full name in the box below. 

Cn1« lull name 

" 

+ 

+ 
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• 

~ We may like to c.ootact you again, with que-stioos telating to thd sul'Vty 0r to help 
with other connected research for the Government« a charity. Would it be okay for 
us to contact you within tN M.Xt two years? 
1hlS wil r'lvOlve ul ~g a seo.i,e ,~ of you, IVtl'II! an(i((:w t~ tlun't>N fo, tw0 yea,1. Yoi.
cont.act d'-'t.il1 will not be us~ to, aw,othe• pur!)()W'I Md w,U be <Kl,~ alttr two yNtS, 

II you answe1 '.,e</, you are g,.,ing yc,i.- pe,,misSion tor us 10 re-comaa you w1llWI t~ l'lel(l tw0 )'!',llrS 10 

(16(:uu UAlng p111t In IOIIOw-141 ltitlrth ~ -ii 1101 119'~ 10 IA e p1111 In 111'1)' 1Wllf(h 

0 Ye! 0 No 

Q;1 tf follow up murth related to this survey was beillf conducted on bthilf of the 
government or a charity would you be willing for K.antar Public to securely pass 
your name, contact details and informetk>n from thii survey to another research 
organisation.. so they could cont.act you within the next two years? 
~ wl rw()lye Ui l.ffpl'l911 SIOJre rtCOfd Ol )'Oi.11 l\l!RW, ttltphOnt nl.l'l'Cltr IOI two )'f:IIIS YolM (01'114"1 
Of'IM Yo\11 Or#j be ,tla,td IOI v*1 lfSH!(I\ purpow,s and M l be e1ts1,o-,te1 a lter two yNlt.. 

If you answt'1 'yet', you aie ~ ir.g yoiM j)l!l'miuion to be rHOtltatlld 10 discw taking part 11'1 tolow-up 
l&!Mdl Wltflln tht MXI IWO )'MI'S by 11nocht1 ~illdl OU)ltllt.1!1011. 'ltki 111ft l'IOl fgll!N'lg to l.tlb p1111 1n 
any ,i!Si!alffl. 

OYts-WWlngfot*IMktobe~on ~,....,_ yoto062 

O Ho-noc wing tor de..,..110 be passed 01'1 

0,,2 Please enter your te'ephone number so that we can <ontact you for any 
follow up research. 
Cnltr ~11.....Ur: 

I I I I I I I I I I I I 
()63 Fina• y. before submitting your response to this survey, p'ease sign your name to 

confinn that you answered the questions as accur-ately as possib~ and that tM 
answers reflect your own personal views. 
I conh,m INt I Mswt'Ji!d 1111! ques.tlOns 8UCOJI awt,, as pos.s,b~ ard lhM Ill! MS'M'l'UflllKI my OtM'I 

p,M,Onal vi!w'S 

Think you for completing the questionnaire. 
Pleese return it to us in tM envelope provided. 

,. 

I I I I I I I o,,. 

• 

• 
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• HM Government 

Ocpartmcnl for Olglti!I, Culture, Mcdil and SPort 
100 Parl iament Street 

London, SWIA 2BQ 

The Community Life Survey 
Help build stronger communities 

This ii an lnvlla11on to tal<e port In tho Community Ufo Su,voy, on otrlclal Govommont 1tudy thot allow,~' v.,... 
to b8 heard on a range or iswos afiacting your neighbourhood. 

Your conO'lbutlon will help 10'engthen local communlijtt and allow the government, eharltltt 

and other publlc sector organisations to track changes t:Ner Ume. 

Each pol'IOn who oon,plotoo tho 1u,voy will rvoolvo o £10 lhopplng vouchor to thank thom t>r their limo. 

If s easy to take part. Simply go onlina to www.commli fe.co.uk and log in using one o flha refarenoe runber a nd 

pa .. wost details ll")vidod bolow. l/p to four peopto aged 16 or over oan t,,ko port in your household. Each ootof 
IOgin detaig OM only be used onc». 

The dO<"'fl data for thOl "™'Y " S"1day 29th Mar,:h. 

The Jurvey can be m mplelod on a lapt,p, tablet ore-ma~ hone. l f )OU are unable tooomplele fle Jurvey onlineand 

requ1re a PB!*' vm.ion of the ques*>nnaire pl88SG use " e Olntaotd8ta1s in the box bdow. 

I hope you enpt the qu8'>tionnaire and fleopport.mity t, ex.pt9$$ your thou~$ and opinions about )OUf k>calarea. 

Youra fo ithh.ily, 

Jookio Omo 
Hood of Statlstlca and F!oMloreh 
Department br Digital, CtJltxe, Media and Sport 

HM Gowmmont 

This S1ud; is t:eing airri?d out on t:ehaK of the Go.umient by Kanta( an indepen<Ent social ieseaich 

orgonilabon. ~ )OJ would ""' to talk to '°""""" llbcM the , !Udy er W )OJ """"'• po,llli """'" ol lhe "'°'""""'"'· 
pla;m cootaa: Kantar between 9am-Spm m Moroayto Frda~ via~ email addre!5or infonmtion Gne beJo.-.t 

181 CornmunlljifcsuMJ)Okonta,publlc.00m ( lnfcrma1>0n liM: 0800 158 2952 
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[] Why did we choose your address? 

El 
What do you nffd to do? 

As rt is not possible to ask everyone to tal:e part Up to four people aged 1601 over., you 

in the SUM'!)'. we St'IOC11 sa,_ of iddrM.'it"S houtffllld imply nood IO go IO 
to represent the entire country. Your address www.commlife.co.uk, enter one of the 

was selected at random from a list of private refetence runbers and associated passwold 

addt""" held by tho RoyM Mall. provided and <omplel<! tho quc,tlonnalro by 
the dite shown on the front of the letter, 

D 
Who i.s conducting the survey? tf you would Ii ke to take part but are unable to 
The SUl'Ye')' Is being condUClcd on behalf or co~te the survey online please contact the 
the Department for Digital, Cultura, Meda Kantif Information li'lt iOd i pap« vcf»OO 
and Sport (DCMS) by Kantar, an indepmdoot of the quenionnairewill be sent to you abng 
rru:cateh agency. patl al the WPP group. with a pre-paid envelope. 

More r1formatlon aboot I.he su-vey Is .,_.ailablt 
onfne i i www.gov.uk/governmentf 
collections/comm un ity-Ufe-survey-2 

~ 
How do I collect the voucher? 
Onco you ha"' oompleted tho '"""'I' you vii 

t:l 
Is this surwy confide ntial? be directed to the Perks website where you 
Yes. The information that is cc6!cted will oct, can use the survey login details to .sign in aod 
be used for r™!an:h and statzs.tical pupo.ses. d'I005e frcrn a ,angeofditferent £10shopping 
Your contKt detailJ arc k(¥)t separate from YOUChCR. 
your answers and will not be passed on to anf 
other organisation outtside of the WPP group 
or ~plicY orQillnisations who 1zist in running 

H 
How will the Information be used? 

1tlesurvey. The h forrm1tion will bt used to produce and 

Data from lhe !lJM!Ywill be shared with ?,JblQ°I statistia on areas such as YOlunteering 

DCMS for the pu~ of producing and and charitable-gr.ting. ·rm, informabon also 

l)IA)lishlng st>lls!la. Th<! dall sharod wllh hnlps pl'fffflent depirtmMts cmata polick?s 

OC:MS won'1 contain your name or con.lact aimed at bJiting suonger oommunities and 

det&, and no indMdual or household 'MII be enabling people to J:'ay a more actwe rde in 

identifiable from the results. YOUt an.\wers IMII their communities and .sode~ 

be ex>mbined with others thit like pan in the The n forrnatlon will also be used by local 
survey. You wil not receive any 'junk mail' as a decision-maten. volntary groups, local 
rest.At ol taking part. government and courds to understand and 

[J Why are my views important? 
ONe ifTC)l'OYl!fflMU in local communities. 

We need people from all age groups and 
bickgrounds 10 t»:c parL Your views ire 

important to us as witflout them we may II 
What are my rights? 

not haYe a representative pctue of the Co,,..:,letion ot this .SUVl"f is voh • .nta~ We 

communltlC?S that PoOPC live it will ast for dcuil such • your ....WS on the 
conwnunity. We wil also ask you for sensiwe 

[] 
Data Protection .,lo,mation SILllCh as your etmidty and religion 

Al Information,.. be p,a,(Hl(!d i\ compliance but you don't have to IW'IPMH' tht'Se quostioru, 
with the Data Protection Act 2018 and For more information see 
General Data Ptotectbn Regulation for the https:J /ico.org.t*Jfor·t~public/ 
porlorrNn<t of official authority •nd publk tf you are not hapPfwith the way we are 
interest and will only be hetd for as long as it is proc:os*'9 'JOU cta11. you hava Iha rig\t 
being used to produce statistics. to lodge a compliWlt to the Information 
Further information about the way we handle Conwniswoer"s Office about our practices at 

YOI-# personal data an be 10'.M at https:J/lco.org,'-*lconcems/ 

conwnlift.co.uk/s urveypolicy 

Should you have arrr specific concerns or 
queries please contact: dcmsdataprotectionO 
cuh.ure.gov,uk and quote 'Convm.nty Ute 
Survoy· 01 coll 0800 158 2952 
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I• HM Government 

Depan.menl for Digital, CUiture, Media and Sport 
100 Partiament Street 
London, SW1A 2BO 

The Community Life Survey 
Have your say 

Wo rooonl y lnvltod your houoohokf Lo tJko port In Lho Community Ltto SuN<>y, ,., d flclol Govorr<nonl sbJd y. Our 
reoord$ $UQg861 that the su""'y has not yet boon oornplelod by all adults in your hoUSGhotd. We are wliling again 
because of Lhe l~lal ceof your hOJseh::>kl In hUping us: Logather acosate Information. 

This Is yoLr opportunity t o make your views heard on a range of Issues that affect your local 

area. 

If you or anyone In your housohokf have not looln part, please falow 110 lnslrucllons boicMI. You wl be oblo lo 
oolled ywr £10 shopping vOtUCher at Lh8 ood of lhe suvey. 

It's oosy to take pa-L Sim~ g oonline to www.commlite.co.uk M d log in using one of Lhe referoooe oomberMd 
password dotlhs pOWldod b<iow. Up Lo four pooplo agod 16or (lV()r ca11 lllko part In your housohokf. Each so tor 
login dolail$ can only be used onoo. 

Thodosl11g dalo for 11• suivoy Is Sunday 29th March. 

Tho survoy ea, bo oon~kllOd on a loi;top, Ublol a smlW'~ho1'lO. If you, a anycrno In ywr housoh<id, am u1'1Eltio b 
oomplelo the $\IVGy on lino and require a popor V(lr$ic)n oflhe qu8611onnalre, plooso uso Lheoonlactd8lllils in the bo• 
below. 

I hope you 0"90y lheqoosllo1'1'1aireard theopportoolly to e,q:ress yo.Jr Ll'oughts Md opinioosaboul ywr locaJ area. 

Yours JalUAully, 

d~-4·11&-~ 
Jackie Onno 
Headd Sllltisllcs and Rosoonoh 
Oopartmonl for Dlghal, C<lbJr<>, Media ,.,d Sport 
HM Gov«i-.n ool 

TtiS sttllyil oong Glried out on bell<lf ol lhe Gowmment by Kantar, ;r, i o,perldet rt social """'1n:h 
- isatiai. H you wwkl ike to talt to someone about lhe stuly or if you n,quire a postal """"'" or the questiomaro. 

plca,a contact K;ritar tx,t--, !J.lm.Stlm on Mordly to fnd.l~ via lhe emall .olfllSS or lnformallOn lne oolow. 
t8J CornmunitylifesuMl)'Okantarpublic.com ( nformation line: 0800 158 2952 
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I• HM Government 

Dopartmont for 0lgdal, Culturo, Modla and Sport 
100 P¥1i• ment Street 
London, SW1A 280 

The Community Life Survey 
Help us build stronger communities 

We r808nUy i11v~ your hol.lS8hdd Lo Lake part In Lh9 Co1rinu1~y Life Survey, an ofl claJ Gcwm1nool sb.Jdy Lhal 
allows yourvlows lo be hoad on a mrgo of lssuos affoellng your locd ama. Our reooltls sugg061 lhal 110 a..wy 
has not yet been oo~leted I>/ an Lhe ack.Jlls in ywr hoosehokl. 

Each person who completes the survey will receive a £10 shopping voucher to thank them for 
tholr time, 

11, oltlor to fully undo,stand how pooplo fod abOJl lho~ locli ama, wo nood as ,nony pooplo lo tako part In ll~s 
imponant slJdyas P06$ible. 

It's easy 10 take part, Simply go online to www.commife.co.uk and log in usirg one d Lha mferonoa number and 
pa$$WOltl dellllls pn,\/lclad below. Up to four people aged 16orovercan lake part In yot1 household. Each set of 
login dolJlllacon only be usod onoa. 

To C)(jioct yot1 £10 shopping VOJchar, please compl819 by Sunday 29th March. You can chcose a voucher ffom a 
rt11ge of r8ltikws. 

The SUMI'/ can bo oon'*3lod on a lapbp, laliolor s1wJ1ti:tiooe. Uyou, or a1yono In yoor housohold, are unalio b 
comploto the S""'Y on line wo have onolosod a i>Jpar copy d llequootlonnare with a pm1)1lid onvaopa Wyou o: 
any olher adults in your household aged 16or0/er .re ts100l8 to take pertoliine. 

Thar* you br laking lhe limo b lad us alx>ut your k>caJ a-ea, a-id ooolribute Loan dficiti goveminooLSLudy. 

YotlS fathfully, 

0°"1-M,I.\Q. ~ 
Jackie 0 0110 

Hood" Slah tics Md Rose.-ch 
DOl)lYbnonl lo: Dlf,llll, Cultum, Mod lo ond Spo:t 
HM Government 

lhs stuly 5 bang earned oot on beMl ol the Gowmment by Kantac a, m<lJ<!l1(lent sodal """"Ith 
aga,isauon. ~ )'Oil woukl like to talk to someone, ;mout the 5luly or if )'Oil mquiro • post.11 vt!lliol1 of theqUClSliclmaie, 

please contact Kaltar bet\"""1 9am-Spm on Mormy to Fma~ via the email ;xljn,ss er infonmation lno bek>N. 

( 11fonmation lino: 0800 158 2952 
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Appendix D: List of derived variables 
created for the Community Life Survey 

Variable name Description 

Rnssec Respondent Socio-Economic Classification (NS-

SEC based on SOC2010): Operational 

Categories 

Rnssec8 Respondent Socio-Economic Classification (NS-

SEC based on SOC2010): Analytic Categories - 

8 groups 

Rnssec5 Respondent Socio-Economic Classification (NS-

SEC based on SOC2010): Analytic Categories - 

5 groups 

Rnssec3 Respondent Socio-Economic Classification (NS-

SEC based on SOC2010): Analytic Categories - 

3 groups 

Rage3 Respondent age: 3 categories 

Rage3E Respondent age: 3 categories for Ethnicity 

categories 

Rage4 Respondent age: 4 categories 

R2age3 Respondent age2: 3 categories 

Rage5 Respondent age: 5 categories 

Rage6 Respondent age: 6 categories 

R2age6 Respondent age2: 6 categories 

Ragecat Respondent age: 7 categories 

Age2564 Respondent age binary grouping (25-64) 

Nadlt60X Number of adults under 60 in household 

Nadgt59 Number of adults 60 or over in household 
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Livharm1 Respondent marital status 

Nslivarr Respondent living arrangements 

Ethnic2 Ethnic group: 2 categories 

Ethnic4a Ethnic group: 4 categories 

Ethnic5a Ethnic group: 5 categories 

Ethnic6 Ethnic group: 6 categories 

Ethnic11a Ethnic group: 11 categories 

RSxage12 Respondent sex and age: 12 categories 

RSexeth6a Respondent sex and ethnic group: excludes 

Mixed or Other 

Xsmain1 English one of main languages 

Relprac Whether actively practising Religion 

Actrel3 Whether practising Religion (3 groups) 

RelBl Respondent Religion Christian and no Religion 

compared to all minority Religions 

Relig7 Respondent Religion: 7 categories Jewish 

included in other 

ZSBeGB How strongly do you belong to Britain 

ZSBeNeigh How strongly do you belong to your 

neighbourhood 

SLive5 How long lived in neighbourhood: 5 categories 

SLive7 How long lived in neighbourhood: 7 categories 

Zstogeth Agree ('definitely' or 'tend to') that local area is 

place where people from different backgrounds 

get on well together 

Zslocsat How satisfied or dissatisfied with this local area 

as a place to live 

Zcivpar1 Civic participation in last 12 months 

Zcivpar3 Civic participation in last 12 months with missing 

values 
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Zcivmon1 Civic participation at least once a month 

Zpconsul1 Any Civic consultation in past 12 months 

Zcivcon1 Civic consultation at least once a month 

ZPAffLoc Can you influence decisions affecting area 

ZPInfl How important is it personally for you to be able 

to influence decisions in your local area 

Zformon Formal volunteering at least once a month 

Zforvol2 Formal volunteering in last 12 months with 

missing values 

Zmxfvol1 Mixed at least once in the last month with people 

from different ethnic groups, religious groups, age 

groups, social or educational backgrounds and 

those living in different neighbourhoods: formal 

volunteering 

Zforvol Formal volunteering in last 12 months 

Funhrs2 Formal volunteering hours – excluding large 

values 

Zempvol1 Volunteered through work in last 12 months – all 

Gemppar1 Volunteered through work in last 12 months – 

current employees 

ZIhlpmon Informal help at least once a month 

Zinfvol Informal help in last 12 months 

Zinfvol2 Informal help in last 12 months with missing 

values 

Ihlphrs2 Informal volunteering hours – excluding large 

values 

Zinffor Formal or informal volunteering in the last 12 

months 

Zinfform Formal or informal volunteering at least once a 

month 

Zanyvol Formal or informal or employer volunteering in 

the last 12 months 
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GivAmtX About how much (altogether) have you given to 

charity in the last 4 weeks 

Givech1 Given money to charity in past 4 weeks (missing 

values coded as no) 

Givech3 Given money to charity in past 4 weeks 

GivAmtB Amount given to charity (Banded) 

GivAmtB2 Amount given to charity (Banded) 

GivAmt2 Amount given to charity excluding over £300+ 

ZSPull To what extent would you agree or disagree that 

people in this neighbourhood pull together, SPull 

collapsed 

N13 Whether been a councillor or been a member of a 

group making decisions in the last 12 months 

ZCivact1 Any civic activism activities in past 12 months 

(CivAct1) 

ZCivact2 Any civic activism activities in past 12 months 

(CivAct2) 

ZCivren Any civic activism in the past 12 months 

Zcivren3 Any civic activism or consultation in the past 12 

months 

Zciveng1 Whether taken part in any civic engagement 

ZEngFv1 Any civic engagement or formal volunteering in 

the last 12 months 

Zdill Limiting long-term illness/disability 

Sid2 Respondent sexual identity 3 categories 

Student Full-time student 

Zquals Respondents (aged 16-69) Highest Qualification 

Zquals1 Respondents Highest qualification all ages 

Zqual2 No Formal Qualifications/ Formal Qualifications 

(web respondents only) 

Zqual3 No Formal Qualifications/ Formal Qualifications 
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Zvolgps BME or no qualifications or limiting long term 

illness 

ZIncomHH  Respondent and partners (if applicable) gross 

income: 8 categories 

ZIncomer Respondents gross income (for those with a 

partner): 8 categories 

DVILO3a Respondent economic status: 3 categories 

DVILO4a Respondent economic status: 4 categories 

Zschatny Whether chat to neighbours more than to just say 

hello 

Zschatnf Frequency of chatting to neighbours more than to 

just say hello 

Zvyfreq Frequency of previous unpaid help given to a 

group, club or organisation 

ZSFavN Agree ('definitely' or 'tend to') that they borrow 

things and exchange favours with neighbours 

ZLocAtt Whether agree or disagree that when people get 

involved in their local community they can really 

change the way an area is run 

ZLocPeop1 Whether aware of local people getting involved in 

a local issue/activity 

ZLocInv1 Whether been personally involved in helping out 

with local issue/activity 

ZLocOft Number of occasions in the last 12 months, have 

spent time helping with activity/issue in local area 

Pethdec  Percentage of minority ethnic households in ward 
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Appendix E: Experiments in the 2020/21 
Community Life Survey 

 

 

E.1 Randomised control trial – provision of paper questionnaires  

The 2020/21 Community Life Survey included a randomised controlled trial on the impact on response 

probability of including two paper questionnaires with the second reminder letter. 

Within each of the five ‘response group’ strata (see 3.3.1 for definitions), each sampled address was 

randomly allocated to either (a) receive these questionnaires in the second reminder (if needed), or (b) 

not. 

The allocation probability for condition (a) varied between strata: 80% for response group strata 1 & 2; 

57% for response group stratum 3; and 20% for response group strata 4 & 5. This variation was to 

partially preserve the ‘targeted’ provision of paper questionnaires that has been a feature of the 

Community Life Survey design for many years. 

 

Table E.1: Number of issued addresses in each cell of each ‘response group’ stratum 

 Response group strata  

 1 (lowest 

expected web 

response) 

2 3 4 5 (highest 

expected web 

response) 

All 

No paper questionnaires 

in 2nd reminder 

1,535 1,317 2,445 3,301 2,618 11,216 

Up to two paper 

questionnaires in 2nd 

reminder 

6,196 5,367 3,284 842 663 16,352 

 

For the purposes of analysis, Kantar has constructed a design weight which compensates for unequal 

address sampling probabilities within the sample as well as the uneven experiment cell allocation 

probabilities described above.35 After applying this weight, it was found that the provision of paper 

questionnaires in the second reminder: 

• Increased the probability of any completed questionnaires from the sampled address by three 

percentage points, from 27% to 30% (a relative increase of 12%) 

                                                           
35 This weight was equal to 1/[p(sampled)*p(allocated to allocated cell)]. 
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• Increased the mean number of completed questionnaires per sampled address by 0.07, from 

0.39 to 0.46 (a relative increase of 17%) 

• Increased the mean number of completed paper questionnaires per sampled address by 0.11, 

from 0.03 to 0.14 

• Decreased the mean number of completed web questionnaires per sampled address by 0.04, 

from 0.37 to 0.32 (a relative decrease of 11%). 

 

In summary, inclusion of paper questionnaires in the second reminder raised the overall response rate 

but reduced the web response rate. In other words, there was some displacement of web responses by 

paper responses at an overall rate of about one in nine but much higher than that if we consider only 

those that had not yet responded by the time of the second reminder. Perhaps one in two of those who 

would have responded by web after the second reminder responded instead by paper. This has some 

implications for Community Life Survey data because the paper questionnaire (i) covers only a subset of 

the web questionnaire, and (ii) generally yields poorer quality data than the web questionnaire. 

The very large size of this experiment allows some subgroup analysis. First, table E.2 shows the change 

in the mean number of completed questionnaires and completed web questionnaires for each of the 

response group strata. There is no clear pattern here, although the impact in response group 2 is more 

substantial than elsewhere, and with no accompanying loss in web response. 

 

Table E.2: Changes in response due to the provision of paper questionnaires in the second 
reminder (disaggregated by ‘response group’ strata) 

 Response group strata  

 1 (lowest 

expected 

web 

response) 

2 3 4 5 (highest 

expected 

web 

response) 

All 

Change in mean 

number of 

completed 

questionnaires 

per sampled 

address (+ 

relative %) 

+0.04 

(+14%) 

+0.09 

(+26%) 

+0.06 

(+16%) 

+0.09 

(+21%) 

+0.05 

(+10%) 

+0.07 

(+17%) 

Change in mean 

number of 

completed web 

questionnaires 

per sampled 

address (+ 

relative %) 

-0.04  

(-17%) 

0.00 -0.05  

(-13%) 

-0.04  

(-11%) 

-0.08  

(-16%) 

-0.05  

(-11%) 

 

Second, it is possible to make use of the CACI data on household structure (see 3.4) to construct quasi-

strata: (1) addresses where CACI predicted that everyone was aged 35 or under (7,249 issued 
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addresses, 27% of the total), (2) addresses where CACI predicted that everyone was aged 65 or over 

(4,493 addresses, 16% of the total), and (3) other addresses with CACI data (15,386 addresses, 57% of 

the total). More simply, we may call these quasi-strata Young, Old and Mixed. This analysis is worth 

doing because paper questionnaires are primarily designed for people who are offline or otherwise not 

willing to complete a survey online. This group is much older than the population average so there 

should be some expectation that the impact of providing paper questionnaires in the second reminder 

will be strongest among addresses in the ‘Old’ stratum. 

This hypothesis was realised: the gain in response was much greater among addresses in the ‘Old’ 

quasi-stratum than among addresses in the ‘Young’ and ‘Mixed’ quasi-strata, although an increase was 

recorded in all strata. A loss in web response was also recorded in all strata, although more strongly in 

the Mixed stratum than in the Young or Old strata. 

 

Table E.3: Changes in response due to the provision of paper questionnaires in the second 
reminder (disaggregated by ‘household age structure’ quasi-strata)  

 Household structure quasi strata  

 Young Mixed Old All 

Change in mean number of completed 

questionnaires per sampled address (+ relative %) 

+0.05 

(+13%) 

+0.05 

(+12%) 

+0.13 

(+40%) 

+0.07 

(+17%) 

Change in mean number of completed web 

questionnaires per sampled address (+ relative %) 

-0.02  

(-6%) 

-0.06  

(-14%) 

-0.02  

(-7%) 

-0.05  

(-11%) 

 

It is worth also considering how area deprivation may mediate the impact of providing paper 

questionnaires in the second reminder.  

The five ‘response group’ strata were formed several years ago to maximally disaggregate the sample 

with respect to expected web response rates. However, ‘response group’ is not a useful analysis 

variable in its own right. A more useful ‘area type’ variable for analysing this experiment would be one 

based on five equal-sized groups determined by the Index of Multiple Deprivation (IMD). This variable 

had been used to stratify the sample in older versions of the Community Life Survey and is a frequently 

used analysis variable in social research. It is correlated with ‘response group’ (Spearman’s Rho = +.81) 

but not identical to it.  

Table E.4 cross-tabulates the five category IMD variable with the CACI-derived household age structure 

quasi-strata, revealing an interesting finding. The impact on response of providing paper questionnaires 

in the second reminder was relatively weak in the less deprived areas (IMD groups 3-5) and particularly 

for addresses in the Young and Mixed quasi-strata. Aggregating these cells together (IMD 3-5 and 

Young/Mixed, shaded in the table below), we find that the provision of paper questionnaires in the 

second reminder increased the mean number of completed questionnaires per sampled address by only 

0.04 (a relative increase of 8%) and decreased the mean number of completed web questionnaires by 

0.07 (a relative decrease of 16%). For these addresses, the provision of paper questionnaires is of 

doubtful value: costing a lot, increasing the response rate only slightly, and displacing a substantial 

amount of higher quality web data. 
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Table E.4: Changes in mean number of completed questionnaires per sampled address due to 
the provision of paper questionnaires in the second reminder (disaggregated by IMD group and 
‘household age structure’ quasi-strata) 

CACI household age 

structure quasi-

strata 

IMD group  

1 (most 

deprived 

fifth) 

2 3 4 5 (least 

deprived 

fifth) 

All 

Young +0.08 (+31%) +0.08 

(+23%) 

-0.02  

(-6%) 

+0.06 

(+14%) 

-0.03 (-6%) +0.05 

(+13%) 

Mixed +0.08 (+25%) +0.05 

(+13%) 

+0.04 

(+9%) 

+0.03 

(+6%) 

+0.06 (+12%) +0.05 

(+12%) 

Old +0.12 (+51%) +0.20 

(+70%) 

+0.14 

(+42%) 

+0.18 

(+55%) 

+0.05 (+11%) +0.13 

(+40%) 

 

As noted above, paper questionnaires are primarily designed for people who are offline. It is possible to 

check the share of (all) responses that are from offline individuals, under the two design conditions, and 

using the same design weight as above. The offline share of responses was 7.3% where paper 

questionnaires had been included in the second reminder, but only 3.8% where they had not. In short, 

provision of paper questionnaires in the second reminder approximately doubled the share of 

respondents who were offline. 

The same ratio is observed for the subset of addresses shaded in table E.4 (addresses in the Young or 

Mixed quasi-strata and in less deprived areas (groups 3-5)). However, this doubling was from 1.6% to 

just 3.2%, reflecting the fact that much fewer offline individuals live in these addresses than live in those 

that are more deprived or classified by CACI as ‘Old’. Using data only from those addresses that 

received paper questionnaires in the second reminder (that is, controlling for survey method), only 22% 

of offline respondents were in this Young/Mixed/less deprived subset, compared to 52% of all 

respondents.  

Finally, it is worth looking at the offline/online status of paper respondents where paper questionnaires 

were provided in the second reminder. Overall, only 20% of these respondents reported being offline 

and technically would not be covered by a web-only survey design. The vast majority (80%) of paper 

respondents were online but chose to complete the survey on paper. This effect is much stronger in the 

Young and Mixed addresses, especially those that are in less deprived areas (groups 3-5). Taking that 

address subset as a whole (shaded in table E.5), we find that only 10% of paper respondents were 

offline. 
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Table E.5: Proportion of paper respondents who report being offline; paper questionnaires 
included in second reminder (disaggregated by IMD group and ‘household age structure’ quasi-
strata) 

CACI household age structure 

quasi-strata 

IMD group  

1 (most deprived 

fifth) 

2 3 4 5 (least deprived 

fifth) 

All 

Young 17% 18% 8% 2% 0% 10% 

Mixed 24% 15% 10% 7% 15% 14% 

Old 49% 33% 33% 37% 26% 35% 

 

Overall, while there is certainly a benefit to including paper questionnaires in a reminder, there are some 

strata where the drawbacks (less web data, few offline completers of the paper questionnaires) probably 

outweigh what is, in any case, a more modest benefit. A reasonable design approach would be to 

ensure that addresses in the more deprived areas, or that are classified by CACI as ‘Old’, are provided 

with paper questionnaires in one of the reminders but treat this as optional in other strata. 

 

E.2 Prediction quality of CACI household data 

E.2.1  Background and research objective 

The 2020/21 Community Life Survey sample was augmented with household structure data from the 

company CACI Ltd, namely its prediction of the number of resident 18-24-year-olds, 25-34-year-olds, 

35-44-year-olds, 45-54-year-olds, 55-64-year-olds, 65-74-year-olds, and those aged 75+. This data was 

added to the address sample to test how predictive it was of reported household age structures (and of 

overall household size). 

 

E.2.2 Data preparation 

To evaluate this, the Community Life Survey respondent dataset was weighted to compensate not only 

for differences in address sampling probability but for differences in the number of responses per 

address. This was achieved by taking each respondent’s design weight (one divided by the relevant 

address sampling probability) and then further dividing this by the number of responses from the same 

address. This second component eliminated double counting of addresses with multiple respondents but 

without the need to select one report from among two, three or even four from the same address. 

 

E.2.3 Results 1: Number of adults resident at the address 

Overall, there was a modest but positive correlation (Pearson’s R: +0.30) between the number of adults 

(18+) predicted by CACI and the number reported by Community Life Survey respondents. Just over 

half (52%) of the CACI predictions were exactly right but a set of predictions based only on knowledge of 

the overall population distribution would be exactly right in 40% of instances, so 52% is less impressive 

than it sounds. However, major errors were rare: nine in ten (91%) of the predictions were either exactly 

right or off by no more than one.  

Table E.6 summarises this data, illustrating the positive correlation between the two sources of data but 

also the degree of error in the CACI data. The first section of the table (‘column %s’) shows the 
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distribution of CLS reports for addresses with a particular CACI prediction (one, two, or three or more 

adults aged 18+). For example, 60% of addresses that CACI predicted would have one adult had exactly 

that, but 40% contained additional adults. In the second section of the table (‘row %s’), the direction of 

analysis is reversed; for example, 44% of CLS reports of one adult had been predicted by the CACI data 

but in 56% of cases CACI had predicted more than one adult.  

 

Table E.6: CACI/CLS covariance in number of resident adults aged 18+ 

 CACI prediction (N 18+ in address) 

CLS report (N 18+ in household) 1 2 3+ 

 Column %s (% of CACI category in CLS category) 

1 60% 33% 25% 

2 34% 53% 37% 

3+ 6% 14% 38% 

 Row %s (% of CLS category in CACI category) 

1 44% 49% 7% 

2 21% 70% 9% 

3+ 12% 58% 29% 

 

Table E.6 also demonstrates that the CACI predictions are weaker with larger households (three or more 

adults). Fewer than one in three (29%) CLS reports of 3+ adults were predicted by CACI. This compares 

with 44% of single adult households and 70% of two-adult households. 

Although the predictive quality of the CACI data is modest, there may still be opportunities to apply it to 

improve Community Life Survey sampling or fieldwork efficiency.  

One application for this data might be to use it to reduce the number of logins provided in the invitation 

and reminder letters, down from the current four per letter. Based on the data presented here, the 

uniform provision of four logins excludes only 0.6% of those aged 18+ who are resident in sampled 

addresses.36 However, the provision of four logins also allows scope for particular respondents to 

complete the survey more than once in order to gain additional incentive(s). This latter risk is probably 

well controlled by the data processing quality control procedure (see 6.2) but, ideally, it would be 

reduced at source without significantly increasing the exclusion rate. Reducing the number of logins 

would go some way to achieving that if it could be combined with a low exclusion rate. 

In table E.7, we show the mean number of logins per letter and the nominal exclusion rate for various 

login approaches. The exclusion rate is shown for both the total population (row ‘All’) and for the 

population living in different household sizes. For example, the uniform provision of three logins (column 

‘3-3-3’) would exclude 4% of the population, while the uniform provision of two logins (column ‘2-2-2’) 

would exclude 12% of the population. A more subtle approach would be to vary the number of logins on 

                                                           
36 The target population for the Community Life Survey is all those aged 16+, not 18+ but we use 18+ in this analysis to be 
consistent with the CACI data. 
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the basis of CACI data but always provide four if the CACI data predicts three or more resident adults. 

For example, column ‘2-3-4’ would exclude only 4% of the population but the mean number of logins 

would be down to 2.8 from the current 4. 

For most designs, the nominal exclusion rate for adults living in the largest households (four or more 

adults) is quite high but (i) only 13% of adults live in these households, and (ii) non-response from 

household members means the realised exclusion rates are much lower than the nominal exclusion 

rates reported here. 

 

Table E.7: Estimated mean number of logins and nominal exclusion rates for different login 
methods (disaggregated by household size)  

  Number of logins provided in the letter 

(for example, ‘2-2-3’ means 2 if CACI = 1, 2 if CACI = 2, 3 if 

CACI = 3+) 

Number of 

residents 

aged 18+ 

(CLS) 

Share of all aged 

18+ in these 

addresses 

4-4-4 3-4-4 3-3-4 3-3-3 2-3-4 2-2-3 2-2-2 

1 22% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 

2 50% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 

3 15% 0% 0% 0% 0% 4% 24% 33% 

4+ 13% 5% 8% 21% 28% 24% 45% 52% 

All 100% 1% 1% 3% 4% 4% 9% 12% 

Mean logins  4.0 3.7 3.1 3.0 2.8 2.1 2.0 

 

E.2.4 Results 2: Ages of adults resident at the address 

We can also look at the individual age categories (18-24, 25-34, 35-44, 45-54, 55-64, 65-74, and 75+) 

and carry out a similar analysis. The correlation between the CACI data and the CLS reports generally 

increases the older the age group, perhaps reflecting the quality of input data into the CACI predictive 

model. The Pearson correlation coefficient R ranges from +0.26 (18-24s) up to +0.46 (65-74s), dipping 

slightly to +0.43 for the oldest age category (those aged 75+). 

It is also possible to recode this data into binary variables – that is, any aged [range] v none aged 

[range] – and generate classical identification statistics such as sensitivity (the proportion of CLS reports 

that contain people aged [range] that were correctly identified as such by CACI) and specificity 

(proportion of CLS reports that do not contain people aged in [range] that were correctly identified as 

such by CACI). These values – plus some other derived statistics – are summarised in table E.8. This 

table supports the basic finding from the correlational analysis that the CACI data is stronger at 

identifying addresses where older people live than at identifying addresses where younger people live. 
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Table E.8: CACI/CLS sensitivity and specificity analysis per age group 

Age 

group 

Sensitivity Specificity Balanced accuracy score (BA) 

[average of sensitivity and 

specificity] 

Matthews correlation 

coefficient (MCC)37 

18-24 37% 90% 63% +0.26 

25-34 45% 87% 66% +0.32 

35-44 49% 86% 67% +0.35 

45-54 54% 87% 70% +0.41 

55-64 52% 88% 70% +0.41 

65-74 50% 92% 71% +0.46 

75+ 52% 93% 72% +0.46 

 

    

All 49% 89% 69% +0.39 

 

One potential application is to use this data to efficiently identify addresses containing older people. This 

would be useful because it is older people who are most likely to need the paper questionnaire.  

The CACI data predicted that one in five (21%) of the CLS reports would contain only those aged 65+. 

We might call this subset of addresses the ‘Old’ subset. Seven in ten (71%) ‘Old’ addresses indeed 

contained at least one person aged 65+, and half (49%) of all those aged 65+ were found in these 

addresses, more than double what we would expect if the CACI data was not predictive. 

A slightly wider subset would include all those addresses where CACI predicted at least one person 

aged 65. The sensitivity was 63%, meaning that nearly two thirds of all people aged 65+ were found in 

the 28% of addresses that CACI predicted would contain someone of that age. This is further evidence 

that the CACI data could assist in the targeting of letters or of paper questionnaires on the basis of the 

recipients’ expected age. 

                                                           
37 See https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Matthews_correlation_coefficient 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Matthews_correlation_coefficient
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